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Community searching for clues
•Parents
stunned by
son's action

Murray splits
opener with
Fulton City
Page 12A

MICHAEL CARNEAL

Correction
LOOISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
photo transmitted by The Associated Press on Dec. 1 was errogeously identified as that of
14-year-old Michael Carneal,
the suspect in the shooting
deaths of three students and
the wounding of five others at
Heath High School in West
Paducah.
The photo, taken from a
school yearbook and provided
by The Courier -Journal of
Louisville for distribution to
other media outlets, showed
Joseph Tucker, a student not
connected with the shooting.

By TED BRIDIS
Associated Press Writer
WEST PADUCAH, Ky. (AP)
— Michael Carneal spent his first
full day in police custody Tuesday confined to a juvenile detention cell, his future forever
clouded by gunfire that killed
three classmates and left physical
and emotional scars for hundreds
of others.
As classes resumed at the
western Kentucky high school
where Carneal is accused of
opening fire after an informal
student prayer gathering, the
community found few clues in
Carneal's past that might explain
the tragedy.
Carneal's parents told their minister, the Rev. Paul Donner, that
they were stunned and couldn't
explain what might have moti•vated their son to shoot the other
students, who included some of
his own closest friends. The family declined to talk with
reporters.
"They really feel very deeply.
for the whole community and the
other families," said Donner,
who baptized Carneal as an infant
at St Paul's Lutheran Church.
"Absolutely, they have no idea."
Students piled flowers before
the start of classes Tuesday in the
lobby at Heath High School,
where three girls died and five
other students were hurt. Three
remain hospitalized.
Carneal, facing juvenile
charges of murder, attempted
murder and burglary, was moved
Monday night to an unidentified
juvenile center, one of 12 in Kentucky. Authorities said he wasn't
even in western Kentucky.
A hearing will be Dec. 10 to
consider whether to transfer the
criminal charges to adult court.
Inside school Tuesday, a student described as a hero for persuading Carneal to drop his gun
led another prayer meeting before
class in the school lobby. This
time nearly half the student body
attended. Carneal's own sister, a
senior, did not attend Tuesday,
the school said.
"We had just a time of silence
for everyone to reflect and pray,"
said Ben Strong, himself a pastor's son. "I told them God's the
only thing we can turn to in a
moment like this."
Witnesses said Strong, a
17-year-old senior who was

JOSEPH TUCKER

WEATHER
Today...Rain .ending this
morning...With spotty drizzle
possible into the afternoon.
Cloudy with the high 45 to 50.
Wind becoming southwest 10
mph.
Tonight...Cloudy. Low in
the mid 30s. West wind around 10 mph.
Thursday...Mostly cloudy
and cool. High in the mid 40s.
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expressions of sympathy
Two Heath High School students show their grief in front of a sign at the school Tuesday. Signs, flowers and other
tragedy.
Monday's
since
area
the
around
from
have been sent to the school

friends with Carneal, talked to
the teen even as he fired randomly into the crowd with a
semi-automatic pistol.
Principal Bill Bond said the

gunfire began minutes before the
start of school. Witnesses said
Carneal calmly inserted shooter's
earplugs, then drew his handgun
from a backpack.

II See Page 3

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Heath High Schoot Principal Bill Bond (right) and senior Ben Strong
talk to media Tuesday at the school's gym.
national spotlight.

officials.

40Monda y , media representatives
from organizations such as CNN,
"Dateline NBC," "48 Hours,"
"The Today Show," and just about every other news service
available, began arriving at Heath
High School driving bulky satellite trucks and creating a problem
for McCracken County School

"Most of the media have been
nice and cordial, but there have
been some that have been downright belligerent." a frustrated
Karen McCuistan told the Ledger
Tuesday.
Almost immediately following

II See Page 3
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ject of class discussions.
"The teachers have done a
good job of addressing the issue,"
Hampton said.

Monday night, the Murray
High Tiger basketball team was
supposed to open up its season
against the Heath Pirates.
The events Monday morning at
Heath cancelled a basketball
game and put a sense of calm reflection at both Murray High and
Calloway County high schools.
"Monday was very quiet .and
very subdued," Murray High
principal Dan Hampton said.
"There was a sense of loss for us.
As each one of the students died
during the day, it buzzed through
the school."
"Obviously, it's been very
somber," Calloway County High
School principal Jerry Ainley
said. "Our kids are quite concerned and nghtfully so. They are
cognizant of what went on over
there and well aware of it."
The shooting has been the sub-

The Murray High School student council met on Tuesday and
sent flowers to Heath. The basketball team sent a fruit basket.
The vocational school is having a
blood drive on Wednesday.
A blood drive had already been
scheduled at Calloway County
High School. School officials
have encouraged students to
participate.
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More than anything, the events
in Heath have brought school violence close to home.
"When you here about it in
Mississippi, it's disturbing,"
Hampton said. "When it's a
school in the First Region, it's at
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Local students
deal with tragedy

School
holds up
under media
barrage
HEATH — As classes resumed
at Heath High School Tuesday,
students, teachers and administrators began the long process of healing, but it was not easy with
more than 100 media personnel
camped out on the school
grounds.
Barring a playoff berth, the
school's football field and outlying running track would be empty
at this time of year but this week
the track served as home to the
media.
In a city used to dealing with
only a local newspaper and one
television station. Paducah is beginning to feel the heat from the

wrapped inside a quilt. He told
curious classmates the bundle
was a prop for a science project.

McCracken County Sheriff
Frank Augustus said Carneal also
carried spare ammunition, two
rifles and two shotguns that he
had smuggled into school

.
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Air cured tobacco prices open hi
gher on first two days
_
And an experimental haling
program has been a success, according to general manager Will
Edd Clark.
Saks opened Monday in Murray and continued Tuesday in

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff 'Writer
Prices for air cured tobacco
have opened higher after the first
two days of sales of the Western
Dark Fired Growers Association.

Our Schooling Never Stops...

•

And irs all because of you!
Whether irs our technicians,
sales clerks, or pharmacists...
We are continually undergoing
additional training...
And We Simply Wanted You To Know!
(Gee you learned something too!)

•

Mayfield. Prices topped out about
$2.40 per pound, with an aver
price of $2.02 in Murray age
on
Monday.
Last year's air cured aticiion
price averaged $1.79 per pound.
"The quality of the tobacco is

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3:
0-1-3
Pick 4:
7-1-0-5
Cash 5:
6-16-17-20-33

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glen-dale at Whitnell
.753-4175

Shell

good and buyers and growers
be pleased," Clark said.
For the first time, the association is allowing a limited quantity
of air cured tobacco to be baled.
"The bales that we've seen
seem to be in good shape," Clark
said. "Buyers have been happy.
The real test is when it gets to the
manufacturers and they open all
of the bales."
Burley growers have used baling for several years. Tobacc
o
experts have indicated that baling
can save about 5 cents per pound.
The baling requires placing the
tobacco in a box of a preset -size
and filling it with 60 pounds of
air pressure.
Clark said some growers indicated that the baled tobacco was
garnering a higher price.
"I haven't seen that, but the
loose-leaf baling seems to be. not
as dry as some of the baled,"
Clark said.
SCCM LO

Baling may be extended for
next year.
"It depends how happy the
manufacturers are." Clark said.
"When they untie all the bales,
we'll know a lot more."
A cold, wet spring had tobacco
farmers worried, but a hot, dry
and late summer helped the crop.
"Some of the late cut tobacco
may not have had what it
needed," Clark said. "It's going

nim you can get a second and
third
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morning, a day after receiving the
lungs of one of the girls killed in
a shooting at Heath High School
in McCracken County.
Nicole Hadley, 14, died Monday night after she was taken off
life support at Western Baptist
Hospital in Paducah. The transplants were performed Tuesday
night at Jewish Hospital in
Louisville.
Nicole's heart went to a male
patient whose family asked that
he not be identified. Hospital officials said this morning that the
recipient had come through
surgery and was in intensivciar
e.
Thomas Hereford of Jeffersonville, Ind., who has "alpha 1 deficiency," a genetic condition
that results in severe emphysema,
received both of the girl's lungs.
Hereford is a father of two and
a medical technician in Louisville. His condition had been deteriorating, said his brothers,
Paul, 40, and Mark, 32, both of
Louisville.
"Without a transplant, he
wouldn't have lived much longer," said Mark Hereford, who
said his wife is a 1972 graduate
of Heath High.
The brothers were part of a
family group waiting at the hospital during Tuesday night's
surgery.
Nicole's parents, Chuck and
Gwen Hadley, agreed to the donation of all solid organs —
heart, lungs, kidney, liver and
pancreas. Her heart and lungs
were flown to Louisville on
Tuesday. The other organs were
to be used outside the Louisville
area.
Usually, information about donors and the patients who rece
ive
the organs as transplants is kept
confidential. But both the Here
ford and Hadley families wanted
their situations known to encourage organ donations.
The Hadleys could not be
reached for comment Tuesday
night.
According to Kentucky Organ
Donor Affiliates, which coor
dinates organ donations and their
use in the state, about 56,0
00
people are awaiting organ dona
tions in the United States, incl
uding 300 in Kentucky.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
42-year-old Indiana man
who was
able to walk only a few
step
without using oxygen was in seri-s
ous but stable condition
this
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he can C:ali to catch a ride, and
you can

to be interesting to see what
we
see when it all gets in."
In Mayfield on Tuesda
350,000 pounds were sold. y,
"A lot of people like to
their tobacco in and sold on get
the
first day," Clark said.
Air cured sales will cont
inue
on Monday in Mayfield,
before
returning to Murray on Tues
day
and on Dec. 15. Air cured
sales
will close on Dec. 16.

Organ donations
aid Indiana man
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•Media...
FROM PAGE 1
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the tragedy at the school Monday
morning, McCuiston began re-'
ceiviirg calls from news organizations, a task she would have
rather not been given. As the day
went on, the calls increased with
representatives wanting their own
inside scoop.
"There were many times (Monday) that I just wanted to snap,
but I tried to keep my cool as
much as I could under the circumstances," she said.
McCuiston said school officials began meeting early Monday and periodically throughout
the day developing a plan for dealing strictly with the media.
"I felt like a sponge," she said.
"There was so much we had to
think about that we're just not
used to. We've sort of been flying by the seat of our pants."
School officials are not the
only ones coping with the media
magnifying glass.
Students have been what most
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Karen McCuiston
Media liaison
cameras want to capture and senior Ben Strong, credited by
many as a hero for approaching
Michael Carneal during his
deadly rampage, is their target.
Following a press conference
at the school Tuesday, Strong
was inundated with interview requests from "48 Hours," "Larry
King Live," "Today" and others.
While they worry about their
son, Strong's parents, the Rev.
Bobby Strong and his wife Doris,
told the Ledger they are proud of

McCuiston said school offi
cials have received numerous
calls from Paducah residents
wanting to volunteer help any
way they can. But McCuiston
said school officials are handling
the situation with help from the
McCracken County DES squad,
who provided security at the
school Tuesday and kept the media at bay from students.
"We're trying to help these
students cope with this tragedy.
We're dealing with real people
here and real emotions, not Katie
Couric," McCuiston said.

4
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Media representatives from around the country converged on Paducah and Heath High School this week
creating their own problem for school officials.

•Community...
FROM PAGE 1
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we're trying, to
help these .istudents
cope with this tragedy.
We're dealing with real
people here and real
emotions, not Katie
Couric."

him.
"Ben has always been a strong
individual," his father said. "He's
got" a good support group in his
friends and family — he's responded well to all this."
"What you see in Ben, is
what's in most of these kids.
They have all been strong
throughout this ordeal," Doris
Strong said.

"I was scared once I realized it
was real," Strong said. "Tke
thing running through your mind
is, you've got to stop it. You
can't let it go, and I was just trying to rationalize my thoughts.
"Regardless of what -anybody
says, it's not that easy to run and
go tackle him as you're seeing
live bullets flying by. You're just
trying to think, should I do this?
All these thoughts are running
through your mind in a short
amount of time. And, you know,
I just started talking to him."
Three girls were mortally
wounded. Kayce Steger, 15; Jessica James, 17; and Nicole Hadley, 14, all died later that day.
Nicole was the first one shot,
Strong said. But that was further

•Students...
FROM PAGE 1
home. These are people that we
compete againsi We know these
kids. One of the girls in criticial
condition, Shelly Schaberg, is
one of the best basketball players
in the region. She's been to camp
with our girls, and played with
and against our girls. It hits a
little closer to home."
And Hampton said Heath was
a particularly unlikely spot for
such a tragedy.
"You list the five or six places
in this region where it is not going to happen, most of them
would be small schools and
Heath would be one of them,"
Hampton said.
Hampton said the school has
"reenforced the, things that we
do" on safety issues.
"The whole district has a visitation policy. We don't have
metal detectors, but anything suspicious we look at," Hampton
said.
Calloway County has a police
officer on duty eight hours a day.
"We're working our best to do
the best we can," Ainley said.
"We have teachers and administrators in place in key places before and after school and
throughout the day."
Both Hampton and Ainley expressed confidence in Heath principal Bill Bond, a respected educator in western Kentucky. '
"The pain that you feel for the
loss of a life and what's been
done to your entire school has to
eat away," Ainley said. "The
foremost thing is healing and
keeping the educational process
going. He's handled this situation
remarkably well."
Ainley also has had to deal
with a mass invasion of the media. At this time last year, he was
dealing with the aftermath of the
vampire-slaying case which involved Calloway County
students.
"There comes a point in time
when the media has to respect
what you're doing," Ainley said.
"At that point, you quietly have
to refuse to comply with their request. They have a job to do, and
they do it very well. Some do become overzealous."
And while Ainley said the
events Monday mirror some deep
social problems, they will forever
effect education in the area.
"There's a real sense of loss in
our region," Ainley said. "I think
forever, this is going to stick around. This is not the first'time
it's happened in Kentucky. It
goes on much too frequently."

evidence, -he said, that Cameal
was spraying random gunfire, not
aiming at particular students.
"Because Nicole was one of
his good friends, and he would
never have done that," Strong
said.
One focus Tuesday turned to
the search for a possible explanation, and to the fear that none
will emerge.
The slieriff said Carnal told
his detective that he didn't know
why he pulled the trigger.
The principal said he locked
Carneal inside his office with a
teacher to guard him until police
arrived. Bond said Tuesday that
Carneal told English teacher
Tobe Dulworth after the shootings, "It was like I was a in
dream, and I woke up."
In the hours after the shootings, some fellow students acknowledged that Carneal sometimes made obnoxious comments
directed toward students at the
prayer meeting, and that Carneal
associated with students who described themselves as agnostic.
But school officials discounted
any possible tension between
Carneal and the praying students,
and even Strong said the corn-

ments had been made in jest.
"I learned a long time ago, if
you want to know what's happening, talk to the students," said
Randy Wright, the vice chairman
of the county schookboard and
whose daughter is a junior at the
school. "The kids tell me that's
hogwash. No one goes around declaring their atheism. That's all a
bunch of, whatever. It ain't
true."
"What he did was a sinful act,
but it was not the act of an
atheist," said Donner, the Carneal family minister. "It was an
act of a sinful Christian."
Grieving students spent Tuesday talking with each other and
with counselors.
"Some of the kids talked about
their friends," said school librarian Terri Gipson. "They seem to
be responding real well to the
counselors. There's not a whole
lot of math' and English being
taught today."

BERNARD XANEJLedger & Times photo

Many Heath High School students are turning to each other for support and comfort in the days following
Monday's tragic shootings at the school.

"GIVE A HOOT — DON'T POLLUTE"

Some students and teachers
wore white ribbons in memory of
their -fallen classmates. Many
wept openly inside the school,
clinging to classmates for hugs
and support.

Joint funerals scheduled
Friday; trust fund set up
WEST PADUCAH, Ky. (AP)
— Consecutive funerals will be
conducted Friday at a Paducah
church for three girls killed by
gunfire Monday in the lobby of
Heath High School.
The services will begin at 1
p.m. CST Friday at Bible Baptist
Heartland Worship Center for
Kayce Steger, 15; Jessica James,

17; and Nicole Hadley 14.
Visitation will be at the church
starting at 4 p.m. CST Thursday.
Memorial contributions may be
made to trust funds for each girl
at Paducah Bank. The contributions will be divided among the
girls' favorite charities. Mail to
Paducah Bank, P.O. Box 2200,
Paducah, Ky. 42002-2200. Specify which girl's fund.
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U S SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
A THANKSGIVING TRADITION

•

Thanksgiving is a time of year that Americans love and enjoy.
It is a time filled with historical significance when many reflect
upon the past and pause tb give thanks for the many blessings
during the past year. For most people, it's a time of family gatherings, a chance to catch up on old times with friends and family
around a table covered with all the fixings of a traditional Thanksgiving feast.
As we sit down and count our blessings this Thanksgiving, let
us mit forget those who laborin the fields to provide us with the
abundance of food that weso enjoy. This is a time to say thanks to
the hard-working people involved in agriculture, from farmers and
ranchers who produce the food, to those who process and transport
it, to those who prepare it for the grocer's shelf. We thank you for
providing us the most affordable, safest, and abundant food supply
in the world. - As you know, in Kentucky, Thanksgiving has another very
important tradition — it's the opening of the Burley Tobacco
Markets. Every year around the third week of November, Kentucky
tobacco farmers take their golden leaf to the market. This year, the
season opens on November 24, and it appears to be another good
-yeauftlytobacarfaTmerS and their families.
This year, however, a shadow has been cast over the tobacco
industry, more importantly the hundreds of thousands of tobacco
farm families that have played an integral role in shaping the
cultural and economic landscape of Kentucky. The'political terrain
in Washington and across the country is shifting. Tobacco is no
longer the cash crop it once was; in many areas across the country
it is looked at as an evil of society..
Today, there is discussion of a global settlement on tobacco,
FDA regulation of tobacco products, $1.50 increase in tobacco
federal excise taxes, imports of foreign tobacco, curbs on tobacco
exports. and changes to thc currcnt tobacco program that has set ved
tobacco'farmers for more 'than 60 years so well. Thi.s ceaseless
assault on tobacco has left tobacco growers imperiled.
It is for this reason that I cosponsored the Long-term Economic
Assistance for Farmers(LEAF) Act. As I tell my colleagues in the
Senate, the decisions on tobacco won't affect some nameless,
faceless- machine. Rather, our actions will bear directly on thousands of hardworking tobacco farmers—men and women who pay
their taxes, rake their families, and do their best to provide for
future generations. We must ensure that any changes we make
concerning tobacco must leave those impacted by the changes with
a stable future, too.
The $800 million which farmers are likely to earn this year
from the sale of tobacco represents only a portion of tobacco's total
economic benefit. The tobacco industry contributes more than $4
billion to Kentucky's economy, from labor hired to goods and
services bought. It also directly accounts for an-additional 60,000
jobs through core and supplier businesses. State and local governments collect more than $50 million in tobacco excise taxes.
For more than two centuries, tobacco has been inextricably
woven into the fabric of Kentucky's economy and culture. The
billions of tax dollars supplied by the many facets of the tobacco
industry support schools, pay for roads, and sustain our state's
economy. It is important to protect Kentucky's most profitable crop
to ensure a prosperous future. I commend the hard work, dedication, and contributions of our tobacco farm families and those
involved in maintaining a healthy tobacco industry. I hope the
opening of the burley tobacco market will be a time of celebration
and a day of Thanksgiving.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
La Nacion, Buenos Aires, on au pair Louise Woodward:
In the case of Matthew Eappen's death, it was the judge —
not a
jury -- which failed in its task. The judge's common sense
seems
to have deserted him. •
Judge Zobel reduced the conviction against Louise Woodward
from second-degree murder to involuntary manslaughter.
But the
terminology isn't the most important factor here. What's important
is that even second-degree murder has a maximum penalty
of 19
years. Nevertheless, the au pair got away with the minimum.
The jury seems to have come to the conclusion that Woodward
inflicted damage to the baby's head, but dismissed speculation that
she swung the baby around leading to its head
hitting a wall.
In contrast, the judge drew his conclusion from the evidence
that
Woodward did have some part in the death, but that there was no
intention to kill. He decided on a "compassionate ruling" on
the
grounds that she was acting out of anger and inexperience.
not
malice.

•

Debate could hurt ham industry

Maavaging Editor

Jornal do Brasil, Rio de Janeiro, on the global market crisis:
The world knows almost everything about micro and macroeconomics, but very little about globalized economics. The speed with
which interconnected markets move promotes the contamination of
economies in regions as distant as Asia and the Americas and has
placed policies and consecrated formulas in check. It demands
quick decisions, immediate course corrections, political agility. The
digital wortrl is no longer compatible with analog governments,
with slow bureaucratic structures and ill-informed technicians.
The cast of measures announced by the economic team shows
that Brazil begins, at last, to adapt to the new rules of the globalized world. A world that operates in real time and allocates in a
matter of seconds, through giant online networks, mountains of
capital capable of destabilizing the most solid financial markets.

Before the battle of the hog farm
is over, Kentuckians are going to
know far, far more about hogs and
their waste than they will ever want
to know.
The debate, in fact, could be
ruinous to Kentucky's country ham
industry.
The extent of the fractious issue
became clear recently, when nearly
400 people showed up at a public
hearing in Hopkinsville on the
emergency hog farm regulations
prepared by the Cabinet for Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection.
Any time you can get 400 people
to show up at a public hearing,
you've got yourself a major issue.
The fact that uniformed state troopers were most visibly present only
underscores the extent of the controversy. .
The regulations became necessary after Gov. Paul Patton last
summer ordered a halt to licensing
of new hog farms when it became
known that a Spanish company was
preparing to build a complex in
Hopkins County that would be the
home of 24,000 breeding sows.
Then a smaller operation, 5,760
breeding sows,,
,was proposed in
Hickman County.
Local officials and residents
started thinking about the sights,
sounds and smells that 24,000 sows

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
would generate in their pleasant
communities and raised a stink of
their own.State licensing and environmental regulations of hog farms
were virtually non-existent and
wholly inadequate to cover operations being planned in Western
Kentucky.
(There was more than ample
reason to assume the reason these
huge hog farms were proposed was
precisely the lack of state regulation. Since the governor ordered the
moratorium and emergency regulations developed, the Spanish company has decided to take its 24,000
sows somewhere else.)
That doesn't mean the need for
regulations has eased. Five thousand hogs can produce a lot of smell
and pollution that would turn stomachs for miles around on a hot,
humid July afternoon. And that, of
course, is what a lot of people in the
affected counties are thinking about.

The hog farm regulations developed by the cabinet are hardly
draconian, and indeed many opponents, including environmentalists,
criticize them for being too lax or
out of date. Auorney General Ben
Chandler in a statement called them
"a good first step," and then went on
to propose areas whether they need
to be strengthened.
Pork producers and the Kentucky
Farm Bureau are vehemently opposed to the regulations, actually to
any regulations, but this is a battle
they are bound to lose.
The regulations affect only farms
that have 1,000 or more hogs. Most
of Kentucky's hog farmers wouldn't
be affected at all and surely-would
be helped if the regulations convince the giant hog factories to
locate elsewhere. A Kentucky farmer with a few hundred hogs isn't
going to be able to compete with a
factory down the road containing
5,000 or 24,000 hogs.
Those kinds of operations, with
the hundreds of thousands of gal-

Ions of wakte produced annually,
have no bbsiness in Kentucky,
where family farms average less
than 200 acres in size, where counties are small and county seats are
rarely more than 30 miles apart. A
farm with tens of thousands of
breeding sows should be in an area
where farms contain thousands of
acres and the nearest town is a hour
away by fast car.
And even with the most advanced
technology for holding and treating
the enormous amounts of liquid and
solid waste generated by 24,000
hogs, there is a serious question
whether that waste can be contained
without it seeping into the groundwater through the limestone that
underlies much of the state.
Even as the debate was raging in
Hopkinsville over the potential environmental impact of Huge hog
farms, state officials were estimating the cost of cleaning up radioactive waste buried at the uraniumenrichment plant at Paducah could
be the highest ever in Kentucky. No
matter what precautions were taken,
radioactive waste is leaking from
the site and may eventually migrate
into groundwater.
Hog waste isn't anywhere near as
dangerous as uranium,but why take
the chance that one day the taxpayers will have to clean up after 5,000
or 10,000 or 24,000 breeding hogs?
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Susan B. Anthony and her future
By Dr. Joe Fuhrmann
(Dr. Fuhrmann is a member of
the History Department of Murray
State University. His publications
include a biography of Rasputin
and a forthcoming work on Tsar
Nicholas H of Russia. He is a
regular opera commentator on
WKMS-FM.)
Feminists have not been aroused
over an important issue, an issue
which concerns every American. It
involves a plan to change our
coinage.
The idea is to reissue a dollar
coin. As such, that's an excellent
idea — though it will arouse the
objections of many people, and 1
regret that
Coins have advantages over
paper bills. A coin lasts decades, a
paper note dies after a couple of
years. Banks and other institutions
which handle money waste billions
of dollars a year sorting one-dollar
bills. Coins are handled by machines and present, by contrast, little
difficulty.
The nub is: what should the dollar
coin be?
In my opinion — and I see a
feminist issue, here — it should be a
reissue of the Susan B. Anthony
dollar. The Suzzie B appeared in
1979. The new coin failed because
its size and color caused it to ta:
confused with the quarter. Mintage
of the Anthony dollar ended after
three years; millions ended up in
government vaults, unloved and
unwanted.
But then an interesting thing
happened: after ten years of neglect.
the coin began to he used again.

COMMENTARY
the only payment some turnpikes
will accept; the U.S. Post Office
uses it in their vending machines.
Mint reserves of the Susan B.
Anthony dollar get lower every
year, and will soon hit zero. That, in
fact, is what has produced renewed
discussion over the merits of a
dollar coin. Within a couple of
years, public demand will force a
striking of more dollar coins.

The difficulty is that the Mint
wants to use a different design. I
suppose the failure of the SBA was
so total that some think we should
make a new start — and I grant merit
to that notion. The idea of a new
dollar coin showing the Statue of
Liberty is popular, as is a reappearance of Ms. Liberty. The dollar coin
would still be the size of a quarter,
but it will be tinted. A gold hue will

Attention Washington!
US. REP. Ed Whicileld
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
US. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Just drop us a line
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We prim
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following

guidelines: all letters mast be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address arid telephone. number included in case verirication is necessary (telephone numbers will txx be published). Letters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general Interest Letters must not be
more than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letten should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger

& limes, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

•

make it stand out from quarters; this
time a dollar coin will probably be a
success.
As it is right now, the vending
machines of private companies do
not take a dollar coin. These machines offer, by far, the largest
potential use of a dollar coin. Ironically, if a new dollar coin comes on
line, vending machines will have to
be changed to accept not one but
two different dollar coins. That is a
silly idea.
I argue the following: let's reissue
the Anthony dollar, tinted. Anthony
is the ONLY WOMAN honored on
modern US coins and currency. The
rest of our coins and bills feature
men, presidents and founding
fathers. Surely, we need to take note
of other types of people. The Anthony dollar is a step in that direction.
Susan B. Anthony was a great
American. Her first struggle came
when, at the age of 17, she learned
that she was being paid less than
men of the same qualifications who
also taught one-room school houses
in rural New York state. From then
to the end, she raised canc. Anthony's greatest struggle was securing the right of women to vote. But
she was thoughtful. Anthony was
opposed, for example, to abortion.
She also fought slavery and stood
for black rights.
Susan B. Anthony was horn in
1820, she died in 1906. She was a
great American. I am speaking up
for the need to keep her on the dollar
coin. Write your senators and congressmen and tell them what you
think.
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Annual live nativity scene
to be Friday and Saturday
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Today Editor

The annual live nativity scene will be at Coles Camp Ground United Methodist Church on Friday and Saturday, Dec. 5 and 6.
Featured will be live animals along with the many.scenes of the
birth of Jesus Christ. This event has been sponsored'by several churches for the past several years.
Persons may see the many scenes from 6 to 9 p.m. each evening.
Refreshments will be served in the church social hall. There is no
admission.
Sponsoring the event are Independence, Temple Hill, Kirksey,
Palestine, and Coles Camp Ground United Methodist Churches. The
public is invited.

Santa Helpers urgently needed
Sponsors are urgently needed for needy children for Christmas.
Individuals, families, church, office and other groups are urged to
become sponsors. Call or visit the Calloway Family Resource Center
at East Elementary, 753-3070 or 753-3879, or the Murray Center at
812 Poplar St., at 759-9592 for more information. Tax deductible
contributions may be made to the Angel Fund and mailed to the
Family Resource Center, 1169 Pottertown Rd., Murray, KY 42071.

Shiloh Assembly plans event
Shiloh Full Gospel Assembly will have its community singing on
Friday, Dec. 5, at 7 p.m. All churches and their singers are invited to
this service of gospel singing and praise, according to Pastor Roy L.
Balentine. The church is located nine miles east of Murray off of
Highway 94 East on 1551 for 1V2 miles to the church.

*Computerized Records
*We accept most Insurance Plans
*Free Consultation & Review of
Prescriptions
*Health & Beauty Items
*Hours 8-6 M-F; 8-12 Sat
*Check out our Gift Shop - New Items
Arriving Daily

Calvary Temple event Saturday
'Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church, U.S. Hwy. 641 South, Murray, will have its 18th annual Christmas bazaar on Saturday, Dec. 6,
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. A bean or chili lunch will be available. All
vendors are welcome. The public is invited. For more information
call Jennifer at 767-9464.

HOLLAND DRUG
109 S. 4th St. •
753-1462

Children's bazaar at library
A "Heart and Hand Holiday Bazaar" will be Saturday, Dec. 6,
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
A lunch of homemade soups, sandwiches, desserts and drinks will be
served starting at 11 a.m. The event is being sponsored by Calloway
County Explorers 4-H Club and parents. The public is urged to
attend.

Open house will be Friday
William H. Fuller Substance Abuse Treatment Center at 1525
Cuba Rd., Mayfield, will have a "Holiday Open House" on Friday,
Dec. 5, from 4 to 7 p.m. The public is invited. For information call
1-502-247-2588.

Chorus rehearsal Thursday
The Music Department Chorus of the Murray Woman's Club will
rehearse Thursday, Dec. 4, at 6 p.m. at the club house. Members
note the earlier time. Margery Shown is director with Beth Brockman and Beth Runnells as accompanists.

Lutheran event tonight
Immanuel Lutheran Church will have its Advent service tonight
(Wednesday) at 7 p.m. A soup supper will precede the service beginning at 5:30 p.m.

Children's Chorus Thursday
The Paducah Symphony Children's Chorus will present a concert
on Thursday, Dec. 4, at 7:30 p.m. at Immanuel Baptist Church, 3465
Buckner Ln., Paducah. Murray students in the chorus are Audrey
and Heather Ferguson, Stephanie Finch, Becky Hansis, Stephen
Parker and Chaz Robinson. For tickets at $5 for adults and $3 for
students, call 1-502-444-0065 or 1-800-738-3727.

Pet Therapy on Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Dec. 4, at 3 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. All interested persons are invited. For more
information call Lois Ruiz at 436-2453.

Concerned Citizens will meet
Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens will meet
Thursday, Dec. 4, at 6 p.m. at Cypress Springs Restaurant for its
annual Christmas potluck. All members and interested persons are
invited to attend.

Breast Cancer Support Group to meet
Breast Cancer Support Gronp will meet Thursday, Dec. 4, at 7
p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For information contact Martha Andrus at 753-3862.

American Legion Thursday
American Legion cost will meet Thursday, Dec. 4, at 7 p.m. at the
American Legion Building, Maple and South Sixth Streets, Murray.
This is open to all interested persons. For information call Daythel
Turley, commander, at 753-9472.

Prayer Coffee Thursday
Murray Christian Women's Club will have a prayer coffee on
Thursday, Dec. 4, from 9:30 to 11 a.m. at the home of Nettie Bennett, 1624 Tabard Ln., Murray. All interested persons are invited to
attend. For information call 759-9581.

Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Roberts

Wedding vows said

English's Sewing Machine Co.
7001 Benton Rd., Paducah, KY 42003
• (502) 898-7301

Mary Grace Dufresne and Joshua Roberts were married Saturday,
Aug. 9, 1997, at 7 p.m. at The Annunciation Catholic Church, Paris,
Ky.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rex Young of San Francisco, Calif.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles David Roberts of
Murray:
Fr. Tom Ferrell officiated at the candlelight ceremony conducted in
an 18th century theme. The bride, groom and attendants wore 18th
century formal attire.
A reception was held immediately after the ceremony.
The bridal couple spent their honeymoon in Europe.
They are now residing in Nashville, Tenn., where the groom is pursuing graduate studies at Vanderbilt University.

PFAFF

THANK, YOU
This is our 40th Anniversary and your chance to save more
than ever before. All merchandise reduced for you.

2 DAYS ONLY
Fri. & Sat. Dec. 5 & 6
Up To

50% Off Machines

12 Months No Interest, No Payment
Free Gifts & Door Prizes All Day

Poinsettias will
be here Thursday
Delivery date for all poinsettias
in the sale by the Calloway
County Homemakers will be
Thursday, Dec. 4, from 1 p.m.
until all plants have been
delivered.
The First Baptist Church Fellowship Hall will be the central
point of delivery.
Also extra poinsettias have
been ordered which will be on
sale the day of delivery on Dec.
4.
For more information call Judy
Stahler, 753-7387, or the County
Extension Office, 753-1452.
Homemakers will personally
deliver all poinsettias to buyers
and will deliver to any one being
sent one by another person. A
card will be attachedto each
plant with the giver's name on it.
Assisting in the sales will be
members of Calloway County
High School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America.
Proceeds will go to support
home economics student by scholarship, Family Resource Center,
W.A.T.C.H., Need Line, and for
annual Christmas parties at Western State Hospital, Hopkinsville.

SUBSCRIBE
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•
•
•
•..............
..........................
•

for your shopping
convenience

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Open Saturdays
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Now Thru
Christmas Eve!

Questions.
I OUT OF 2 WOMEN will suffer from osteoporosis.

YOU don't have to be one of them. This short quiz will tell you
if you're at risk. Circle your answers to find out.

1. Are you Caucasian, Hispanic or Asian?

Yes No
Y N

2. Are you thin or petite?

Y N

3. Are you inactive?

Y N

4. Do you have a family history of
osteoporosis or fractures?

Y N

5. Do you smoke?

Y N

6. Do you drink alcohol or caffeine
excessively?

Y N

7. Have you been told you have, or
are you being treated for,
rheumatoid arthritis?

Y N

8. Did you break a bone in your hip, rib,
or wrist after age 45?

Y N

9. Did you begin menopause before
age 45?

Y N

10. Have you taken steroids,
ant-convulsants, thyroid hormones, or
hormone replacement therapy?

Y N

If you answered YES to
any of these questions,
turn the page.
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WomENs HEALTH
1800-342-6224

415 Main St., Murray • 767-9596
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Kenlake plans event
•

CALENDAR

love.
Oloria Peck-Hargrove and Vicki
Wimberly are this years coordinatOrs and they want people to know
that every effort is made to locate
families who are in need of help.
Any organization or individual
willing to donate money or toys
should contact Gloria or Vicki at
8(X)-325-0143.

Kenlake State Resort Park employees is involved in the 7th
Annual Childs Christmas Dream.
This program has provided over 100
children with gifts of joy.
This community effort involves
local helping agencies and resource
centers. These agencies supply
names of children and families who
may need help during this season of
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We're Not Just A Superb Fitness Center...
We Otter•Senlor Water Fitness Class
•Day Camps (when school's out)

•After School Care
.Teen Center

Murray Family YMCA
753-4295
1510 Chestnut St.

-OR-

Nv

759-YMCA M209 N. 12th St. Murray

But come use our Fitness Centers to get in shape for the holidays!

IF ST
15% off
25% off
40% off
Stop in today and choose from our
large selection of
• Framed Prints
• Candlesticks
• Picture Frames
• Floral Arrangements W
'& Much Much More
at great Christmas Sa‘in.2-,'

ail paper

MURRAY
Next to Days Inn • 519 S 12th St.
753-7575
M-F 9-5 Sa 9-3
a. amour t cnarged • unpa4.1 ey end of IXonveon FINANCE C.ARGES
4 DrOrnontX,
Norprox Da*, Pnncusl Balance
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SAVE AT LEAST 20% THROUGH DEC. 14!

Holiday Gift
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ALPHA DELTA KAPPA photo

Agnes (Tot) McDaniel, seated, former member of Rho Chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa and now a patient at West View Nursing Home, is pictured
with Betty Lyons and Patricia Lassiter, Rho Chapter members, when the
group visited her and other patients at West View.

Rho Chapter meets
The Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa met Saturday, Nov. 8,
at 9:15 a.m. for a bunch at the
home of Sue Adams. Assisting
hostesses were Bess Kerlick, Geraldine Myers and Crystal Parks.
Betty Riley gave the devotion
by reading the Thanksgiving Proclamation issued by Abraham
Lincoln in 1863.
A short talk on "Fraternity
Education" was given by Linda
Feltner. Betty Lyons, president,
presided.

The altruistic project for the
month was money and toys to be
used to help a family have a better Christmas.
After the meeting adjourned,
several members went to West
View Nursing Home to take tray
favors for all patients, and to visit
with Agnes (Tot) McDaniel, an
ADK member, and other patients.
The next meeting will be Monday, Dec. 15, at 7 p.m. at the
home of Jean Watkins.

Need Line needs help with
Christmas basket program
Kathie Gentry, director of
Murray-Calloway County Need
Line, said 210 families were presently signed up for the annual
Christmas baskets given out for
dinners for their families.
There are more families on the
waiting list, if the supplies can be
obtained.
"The Salvation Army is purchasing the bulk of the meat for
the baskets, but more help is
needed," Gentry said. "The community can help by donating
turkeys, baking hens, hams, or
with monetary donations."
Gentry said "the more help we
receive will enable Need Line to
help more families have a better
Christmas."
Other items needed include instant potatoes, stuffing, pineapple, large cans of fruit, and green

peas.
"Last year we helped 270 families with Christmas baskets.
Hopefully with the help of the community, we can help more
than just the 210 presently on the
list this •year," Gentry said.
Need Line personnel and volunteers will begin preparing the
baskets on Saturdays, Dec. 6 and
13. The date for distribution of
the baskets will be Dec. 18 and
19.
"We need these items as soon
as possible in order to start preparing the baskets," added
Gentry.
Food items may be taken to the
Need Line office on the bottom
floor of Weaks Community Center between the hours 10 a.m. and
4 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Need Line is a United Way
agency.

Students take field trip

Compassionate Friends' Support Group will have a candlelight memorial service on Thursday, Dec. 4, at 7:30 p.m. in the
hospital board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
This group is comprised of
those who have lost an infant,
child, or young adult through ac-
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Pierlimports
•
Chestnut Street • Murray, KY
Hours: 1.1-F 9-6, Sat 9-5, Sun 1-5

CHRISTIAN ACADEMY photo

Middle schoolers at Murray Christian Academy hold a python while on
a field trip to Nature and Wildlife Center. Pictured are Adam Yezerski,
Jason Myrand, Jessie Knsolving, Jaldo Nemey, Jonathon Chapman and
Betsy Inman.

HI-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER
FOR BOTH MEN 8 WOMEN
767-0780
Nancy Thurmond
of Murray, KY
has lost

inches!!

And Still Losing!
The average weight gain during this holiday season is 7-8 pounds!! Call
today for your FREE consultation & we'll help you, avoid those extra
pounds & inches!!
CALL NOW & pay NO program cost until January '98!!
• Grocery Store Foods • Professionally supervised • 3 lbs/wk guaranteed
A PROVEN WEIGHT CONTROL PROGRAM WITH A 10 YR RECORD OF SUCCENY
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Members of the captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution
are preparing boxes of clothes
and articles for the Thrift Store at
Kate Duncan Smith DAR School,
6077 Main St., Grant, AL 35747.

These should be addressed and
ready for shipping. The shipping
is free.
Members should have their
kibxes at the home of Pauline
Parker, 1502 Story Ave., Murray,
by noon on Monday, Dec. 8.

TS
CA
THROUGHOUT OUR STORE!
Hoffma
n's
„AL,.

Our Gift
To You!!!

it
0

t

Inc•

Hoffman's, Inc. is expanding its Garden Center, Plant
Displays & Storage Areas. $
We are also moving the Patio Shoppe to the Garden
Center, and our offices to the
Patio Shoppe. We don't want to move all this "stuff' to
storage...

tlik

SO,EVERTHING

MUST GO!!
The Sale Continues

10

* rm.,
%
an TREES, GARDEN GIFTS, GENERAL
GIFTS, etc., etc.,
*

if

30V•OFF

(excluding Christmas Items,
Christmas Collectibles
& Selected Items)

14

Bring In This Ad For
An Additional 5%
OFF
Mon.-8.t. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. •
Sun. 12-4 p.m.
The East Village (Hwy 84E) • Murray • 759-4812

4
11
.

-to ft
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follows

For more information call Director of Pastoral Care Mike
Rumble at 762-1274 or Coordinator of Compassionate Friends
Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

al Hoffman's
4 Christmas 4VPOIA10

•

• .•••••••••r•-••••• • )•••••••••••

cident, illness, sudden infant
death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriages.

rue
dismisi
County
Nov. 2

DAR chapter members should have
boxes for school ready by Monday

1

72

p.m.
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative open house at new service center, Mayfield/8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
MSU Lady Racers host basketball
game with Southern Illinois/7
p.m./Racer Arena.
"Dancing at Lughnasa"
performance/7 p.m./Johnson Theatre,
FA Center, Murray State.
Info/762-6797.
MSU Woodwind Chamber Music
concert/8 p.m./Performing Arts Hall,
FA Center. No admission.
Wrather West Ky. Museum, MSU/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 fa.m.-6 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 4
Murray American Legion Post 73 at 7
p.m/American Legion Hall.

-Thursday, Dec. 4
Breast Cancer Support Group
meeting/6:30 p.m./private dining room
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Infof753-3862.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weak. Center/open 8 a.m.-4- p.m./for
senior citizens' activides.
Murray TOPS e469/weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Murray
Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Shoney's.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
St. Leo Catholic Church RCIA/10
a.m.; RCIA 1/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m.; Experiencing God/6 p.m.
Murray Women of the Moose
Enrollment/8 p.m.
Knights of Columbus/7 p.m./K-C
Hall.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Young in Hearts Class/10:30 a.m.
"Dancing at Lughnass"
performance/7 p.m./Johnson Theatre,
FA Center, Murray State.
Info/762-6797.
Six Murray students performing with
Paducah Symphony Children's
Chorus/7:30 pp./Immanuel Baptist
Church,
Paducah.
Info/1-502-444-0065.
MSU Men's basketball team hosts
Eastern Kentucky University/7
p.m./Racer Arena. Info/762-4895.
Senior recital by Matthew C. Baucum,
trombone/8 p.m./Performing Arts Hall,
FA Center, MSU. No charge.
Wildlife and Fisheries meeting/7:30
p.m./Room 249, Blackburn Science
Building, MSU.
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative open house at new service center, Mayfield/8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living, Dixieland Shopping Center.
Info/753-7676.
Compassionate Friends' Support
Group candlelight memorial
service/7:30 p.m./board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian
Women's Club/9:30 a.m./home of Nettie Bennett, 1624 Tabard.
Info/759-9581.
Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens annual Christmas
potluck/6 p.m./Cypress Springs
Restaurant.
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club rehearsal/6 p.m.
Note change in time.
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club/noon salad luncheon/club
house.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Health Express of MCCH/Hazel Senior Citizens Center/9:30-11:30 a.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class at
MCCH/7-9 p.m.
HIV/AIDS Support Group/7-9
p.m./private dining room of Columbia
PineLake Hospital, Mayfield. Info/
Marilyn, 753-6882.
Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers
Association/7 p.m./PADD office at
Mayfield.

Compassionate Friends'Support
Group's memorial service Thursday

r
-/r
/4

Wednesday, Dec. 3
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Erwin and Blankenship Circles' party/6:30 p.m./Seven
Seas.
Health Express of MCCH/Piggly
Wiggly, Murray/12:30-3 p.m.
Weigh-Down Workshop orientation/7
p.m./Hardin Baptist Church.
1n1o/75305455 or 759-9223.
Weak* Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4:30 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran Church soup
supper/5:30 p.m., service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Adult
Education/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Conference, Children's Music, 4-Life/7 p.m.
Mislaid* Baptist Church Fellowship
dinner/6 p.m.; Youth Creative
Ministries/6:30 p.m.; First Place/6:30
p.m.; Children's Cholr16:45 p.m.; Youth
Alive, Adult Groups and Studies, Women on Mission II and Baptist Men/7
p.m.
First Christian Chureh Children's
Choir/6 p.m.; Chancel Choir/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Me
Club/6:15 p.m.; prayer meeting, Mission Friends, RAs, GAs, Youth/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Adult, College/
Career and Youth Bible Studies, Kid's
Klub/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK/
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir practice/6:30 p.m.;
College Fellowship/6:45 p.m.
First Baptist Church Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Youth Pizza, Library
open/6 p.m.; Children's Choirs, Prime
Time, Prayer meeting/Bible Study/6:30
p.m.; Pageant Choir rehearsal/7:35
p.m.
First United Methodist Church PreSchool Choir, Choristers/5 p.m.; First
Wednesday Night program, Kids
Club/5:30 p.m.; Handbells, Tom Turner Prayer Group, Finance
Committee/6 p.m.; Singers Unlimited/
6:15 p.m.; Administrative Board/6:30
p.m.; Church Conference, Senior High
UMYF at Cat's/7 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center study/7
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Three newborn admissions and
dismistall at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Nov. 26, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Martin baby girl, parents, Ann and
Kerry, Simon;
Robertson baby girl, parents. Daneney and Jeffery, Murray;
Stevens baby girl, parents, Robin
and Ralph, Cadiz;
1.1c13e• baby girl, parents, Catherine
and James, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Maybelie Jones, Hazel; Raymond Elmer Kern and James G. Davidson, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Helen Watkins Grams., Paducah; Charles W. Rohland and Claris
William Wilson, Puryear, Tenn.;
Dorsey B. Hutson, New Concord;
Mrs. Lee E. Gibbs and baby girl, Cadiz; Earnest Copeland, Mayfield;
Wayne Jackson Flora, James Huie,
Ms. 011ie R. Smith, Ms. Ann E. Rose,
Mrs. Mayrene R. Waters,
Mrs. Lee E. Smothers and baby girl,
and Mrs. Lucille Flora Mauk, all of
Murray.

• • • •
Dismissals and one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday, Nov. 27, have
been released as follows:

Dismissals
Mrs. Nancy Ellen Eldridge, Alma;
Mrs. Bart2ara J. Leach and baby boy,
Benton; r
Mrs. Vicki L. Wilson Eason and
baby boy, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Robin C.
Stevens and baby girl, Cadiz;
Weldon L. Cunningham, New Concord; Kyle Lanmon Bugg, Mayfield;
Mrs. Mary Anna English, Gilbertsville;
Mrs. Rosie Jean Barnett, Mrs.
Charts Jean Lamb and baby girl, and
Mrs. Billie Lawrence Wilson, all of
Murray.
Expiration
Mac Arthur McCuiston, New
Concord.

• • r• .
One newborn admission, dismissals, and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday, Nov. 28, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Parker baby girl, parents, Doris and
Darren, Murray.
Dismissals •
Tyler J.D. Amos and Mrs. Camillia
Elizabeth McElroy, Puryear, Tenn.;
Roger W. Pritchett, Almo;
Miss Emily J. Mason, Kirksey; Mrs.
Ann Marie Martin and baby girl, and

Andres Vasquez, Benton;
Ms. Connie-S. Lee, and Mrs..Daffeney Renee Robertson and baby girl
Murray.
Expirations
Stagg* baby boy and Staggs baby
girl, Benton.
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• • • •
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday,
Nov. 30, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Robert A. Kooyenga, Holladay,
Tenn.; Teddy Lee Brinkerhoff, Pennville, Ind.; Kenneth Drew, Sedalia;
William Cyrel Wilson, Hazel; Kim
Gradon Mosley, Millington, Tenn.; Eddie Joe White, Paris, Tenn.;
Miss Desiree Marie RoseII, Miss
Jessica Amiela-Lynn Merrell, Ms. Mary
Nell Morrison, and Miss April Dawn
Shekel', all of Murray.
• • • •

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for, Monday, Dec. 1, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Slayden baby girl, parents, Kathy
and Walter, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Miles Stuart Riffle, Gilbertsville; Mrs.
Mary Ada Butler, Almo; Ms. Melissa
Ann Boyd and baby girl, Farmington;
Gary L. Ward and Gene 0. Miller,
Hazel; Mrs. Wielie L. Alien, South Fulton, Tenn.;
Mrs. Mary Elise Clark, Mrs. Edith
Lovett, Mrs. Margaret Rose Flanery,
Mrs. Janet W. Schell,
John Henry Hornbuckle Jr., Mrs.
Doris E. Keel Parker and 'baby girl,
and Wesley Gerald Sheridan, all of
Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Evalena Thompson, Murray.
•

•

•

MISS YOUR PAPER — CALL 753-191.
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Murray Woman's Club
704 Vine Street

Sunday, December 7th
2:00 p.m.
DELTA DEPARTMENT photo

Sarah Curd, right, an attorney, discussed "Legal Issues" at the November meeting of the Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club. Ruth
Cole, left, and Linda Clark, not pictured, were hostesses. The department will meet Saturday, Dec. 6, at 10 a.m. at the club house. Lula Belle
Hodges Will present a Christmas Story and Molly Ross will play Christmas music. Hostesses will be Mayrelle Clark and Edna McKinney.

Special program featuring the Murray Woman's
Club Musk Department Chorus,
Murray High School Chorus and the
Calloway County High School Chorus.
—Refreshments Served-

Youth event Saturday
Youth at First Christian
Church will sponsor their third
annual Bean Soup and Chili
lunch immediately after Murray's
Christmas Parade on Saturday,
Dec. 6.
Proceeds from the lunch will
be used for the youth's winter
conference, "Strength to Stand."
Also featured (and back by popular demand) is the "Kid's
Christmas Shop" for children 10
and under. Children only will be
able tok shop for Christmas gifts
at this unique shop in which no
item is priced over $3.
Youth will be on hand to assist
the young shoppers and to wrap

gifts. Store hours will be 8:30
a.m. to 1 p.m. While the youngsters are shopping before the parade, parents can enjoy coffee
and muffins in the Coffee Shop.
First Christian Church is located just off the court square at
111 North Fifth St., Murray. The
luncheon will be'in the fellowship hall, located in the
basement.
"You are cordially invited to
warm up after the parade with a
delicious bowl of pipiing hot
soup or chili. Lunch will be
served at the conclusion of the
parade until 1 p.m.," said Alan
Bearman, youth director.

Book signing to be Sunday
Circuit Judge Bill Cunningham, author of a new fiction
book, Children of Promise, will
be in Murray Sunday, Dec. 7, to

FUN & FASHION

signing books at C and R Books
and Music, Murray.
Joining him will be Michelle
Stone, author of a new cookbook,
Merry Christmas From Kentucky,
Recipes for the Season.
Cunningham and Stone, who
are both Murray State University
graduates, will sing books from 2
to 4 p.m.

Mon.-Sat.
11-8:30
Sunday
11-2

Hwy 121
Bypass

753.3985

Come Enjoy Our Expanded Menu

Hickory Smoked

Charbroiled

BBQ

Chicken
Burgers

Ribs
Chicken
Mutton
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Open House

Newborn admission
Moffitt baby girl, mother, Melissa
Boyd, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Annie Frances Jobe, Hazel;
Derek Steven Paschall, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Lora M. Staggs, Benton;
Mrs. Catherine M. McBee and baby
girl, and Mrs. Anita Fay Bouland,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Opal Holland, Shawn Joseph
Rainey, and Ellis Mitchell Darnell,
Murray.

Murray Woincheon/club

nty Shared
open 7:30
6.
H/Hazel Se-11:30 a.m.
Class at

You're Invited

• • • •
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Nov. 29, have been released as
follows:

•

merit of Murarsa1/6 p.m.
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Looking For A Special
Christmas G(ft For The
Man In Your Life?
New Shipment
NUNN BUSH
STREET CARS
GEORGIA. NORTHLAKE
BOOTS

$39.95
$38.95
$47.95

FREE Cap With Purchase _I
of Red Wing Boots

Factory Discount Shoes
- -- and
Nurses Uniforms

The season of magic and miracles is here
again. The hustle and bustle of Christmas and
all the excitement that goes with it often leaves
some of us feeling left out, lonely or disappointed. Women especially want to please
everyone on their lists and wonder and worry if
that special person will like what they have
chosen. Women see gift giving as a sign of love
because girls are raised to value relationships
and boys are raised to value tasks. Ass result of
our conditioning, men see gillgiving as a task
to accomplish and women view it as an act of
love.
Often a husband's instincts seem to show a
lack of thotight. He may seem unromantic or
inconsiderate because of the type of gift he
chooses.
Most men according to loan Shapiro, M.D.,
author of "Men: A Translation For Women,"
says it is fantasy to think "if he loved me he'd
know what I want" Men are not mind readers.
They need to be taught."
Dr. Shapiro says to get the gift you want, you
can casually mention to your man something
like "I really do need this bracelet, watch, etc...
1 saw at D.K. Kelley but I just don't fold time to
shop for myself anymore. She says while not
exactly giving him directions you'll be sending
a signal he can understand.
Dr. Shapiro says "A man will listen and
understand if you tell him what you "need".
That's his son of language, it appeals to his role
as ask-performer."
You can aLso take the direct approach if you
_prefer to leave nothing to chance. Tell your
MST exactly what you want this year, with your
sizes and even brand names.
There is really no reason to see this an
undercutting of romance, you plan every other
aspect of the holidays so why not get the gift
you really want too?
We make it easy for men to shop for you at
D.K. Kelley. Ladies we have a wish list. Come
in and fill it out and we can even play Santa and
put a bug in his ear about what you want this
year. It's painless and everyone is happy on
Christmas morning.
With so many wonderful things to choose
from you won't have, any problem filling out
your list for yourself or finding Just the perfect
idea for others.
Join is for lunch on Fridays — shop,eat,get
wonderful gift giving ideas and have everything beautifully wrapped.
We love spoiling our customers. Be sure to
ask about our custom engraving on sterling
silver pieces. Tortoise shell enhancers in
sterling and handmade custom sterling jewelry
is alwais a perfect gift for all ages. From
Christmas candles, sweaters, vests, or how
about a frame to hold your favorite family
photos, we have it. Congratulations to Sheila
Spiceland who won the lovely pewter candle
holder.
D.K. Kelley will be open 1-5 on Sundays
now thru Christmas for your shopping
convenience.
Stay tuned to nest week's Fun & Fashion
report

Open Till 8:00 Thru Chrlwtmnw
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-8; Sundays 1 6
100 S. 5th • Murray • Downtown on the Square

753-9419

Answers.

Osteoporosis is a disease characterized by low bone mass leading to
fragile bones and increased risk of hip, spine and wrist fractures.
While often thought of as an older person's disease, it can strike at
any age. The risk factors described below can increase your chance
of suffering from osteoporosis.

1. Caticasians, Hispanics and Asians. Although
these races are at increased risk, all races
are at risk for osteoporosis.
2. Thin or petite women. Thin or small-boned
women have a reduced bone mass, putting
them at higher risk.
3. Inactivity. Weight-bearing exercise including
aerobic activity help build strong bones.
4. Family history of osteoporosis or fractures.
Family history is an indication of possible
genetic risk. Fractures are a signal to watch.
5. Smoking. It decreases estrogen levels which
may lead to accelerated bone loss.
6. Alcohol and caffeine. Like smoking,
excessive use of alcohol or caffeine can
deplete the amount of bone-building calcium
in your body.

;

7. Rheumatoid arthritis. This crippling disease deteriorates the bone mass in joints.
8. Breaking a bone after age 45. Osteoporosis is responsible for 1.5 million fractures each
year. Forty percent of all women will have at least one spinal fracture by age 80. Her
risk of hip fracture is equal to her combined risk of breast, uterine, and ovarian cancer.
9. Early menopause. Decreased estrogen results in accelerated bone loss. During
the first five years after menopause, women may lose as much as 25 percent of
bone mass.
10.Steroids, anti-convulsants, and increased thyroid hormone. All can lead to
osteoporosis by accelerating bone loss.

For SOLUTIONS
turn the page.
MURRAY
CALLOWW
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

WOMEN'S HFAI1H
1 800 342-6224

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7111
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MURRAY STATE

•
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ASKET II ALL

'Where Quulsty Counts”

Thornton
Tile and
Marble

WiM=1/00.

•

4.1

Murray State (4-0)

612 South 9th Street

Eastern Kentucky (0-3)

Bel-Air Center • 753-0440

FRATERNAL,.

•

1 Member benefits and community
assistance through Woodmen's many
society programs.2.Youth and senior
members benelitting from local
camps and social activities. 3. Petrotic and community pride through
civic recognition and appreciation
activities. 4. WOODMEN.
Contact your local field representatives for more information.
Insurance protection nth%
frolentai benefits
James D. Parker
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maims, Murray

4k

753-8546

Life Insurance Society

Woodmen
of the World

Moire Office: Omaha Plebraska

Make The
Winning
Choice...

c
. 41116,

, ••i •,•,: oareselp

r MYERS

2,
4umber Co.

...For All Your Home Improvement Needs
500

Ill

2
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Thursday, Dec. 4 • 7:00 PM CST • Racer Arena

FRA'TER'NAL \fra:tern

Le.

753-5719

VS

"Cooked The Way You'd Cook N"

\\

S. 4th St.• 753-6450

1997-98
RACER SCHEDULE
Date
Opponent
Time/Resat!
NOVEMBER
19
at Dayton
W. 76-69
BELMONT
24
W, 79-59
28-29
Racer Thanksgiving Toum.
MSU vs. W. Illinois
W,106-67
MSU vs.18aho St..
W,111-64
DECEMBER
4
EASTERN KENTUCKY
7:00 pm
6
11.40REHEAD STATE
4:00 pm
13
WASHINGTON UNIV.
2:00 pm
18
CAMPBELLSVILLE
7:00 pm
21
at Western Kentucky
2:00 pm
24-26
Puerto Rico Holiday Classic
MSU vs. Michigan
12:30 pm
JANUARY
3
at Middle Tenn.(ESPN)
11:30am
at Tennessee Tech
5
8:00 pm
a
INDIANA UNIV. SE
7:00 pm
10
at UT-Martin
7:30 pm
13
at Eastern Kentucky
6:30 pr1
15
EASTERN ILLINOIS
7:00 pm
17
SE MISSOURI
4:00 pm
22
at Austin Peay
7:00 pm
24
at Tennessee State
7:45 pm
29
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
7:00 pm
31
TENNESSEE TECH
4:00 pm
FEBRUARY
3
at Morehead State
6:30 pm.
7
UT-MART1N
7:00 pm
12
at Eastern Illinois
7.05 pm
14
at SE Missouri
7:30 pm
19
AUSTIN PEAY
7:00 pm
21
TENNESSEE STATE
1:00 pm
24
OVC Tournament
'BA
28-March 1 OVC TournamentTEA

81'

753-6656
Chestnut St.

411119
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Martial Arts

means better
"
grades!
#
00
3
4
10
12
13
20
24
25
31
34
40
44
51

Introductory
Special

29.95

includes Free Uniform
Call Toclay'

753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray
•

Is

•
II

V1111,11%11 Your Potential!

VIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE )
EVERYDAY SPECIAL
for

Keep for 2 days

•
10.11

FO SJPEP STCPE

F

F/C

5-10
6-7
6-8
6-1
6-0
6-7
6-5
6-6
6-5
6-6
6-9
6-8
6-7
6-3

OVC Opener:

:3 '
7.95/
4•M- $,It)

1997-98 MURRAY STATE RACERS
Pos
4-4=-12;10'..--tta"Itt;;netciwii

Name
Brandon Warfield
Michael Floyd
Arnell Hamilton
Chad Townsend
Aubrey Reese
Rod Murray
Aaron Page
Kijana Howard
Ray Cunningham
Isaac Spencer
Duane Virgil
Marvin Gay
Mike Turner
De'Teri Mayes

sms

Fe I 56l.
1612

Give it tour hest shot

WAL*MART
SUPERCBVTER
Hwy. 641 North • Murra

For All Your
MSU Apparel

University
Bookstore
Sweatshirts • Caps • T-Shirts

170
215
210
190
185
190
180
205
185
220
240
220
210
195

So
Jr
Sr
Sr
So
So
So
So
So
So
Jr
Jr
So
Sr

''Paducah, Ky.
Mobile, Ala.
Jackson, Ala.
Kerrville, Texas
Auburn, Ala.
Montgomery, Ala.
Austin, Texas
Macon, Ga.
Louisville, Ky.
Montgomery, Ala.
Pt. of Spain, Trinidad
Pt. of Spain, Trinidad
Nashville, Tenn.
Montgomery, Ala.
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10 MINUTE OIL CHANGE

All Movies

•

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
the game!

• Murray State begins its 50th Ohio Valley Conference season at home against Eastern Kentucky
in a rnatchup of two of the remaining four original
conference members.
'
Tonight. MSU begins its push for a 10th OVC
title in the last 11 seasons and its 17th OVC title.
• Last season, the Racers began OVC play on
the road at Middle Tennessee on Dec. 2, falling
85-72.
Nome Streak:
• With last Saturday's win over Idaho State, the
Racers improved their home winning-streak to 17
games, one of the longest streaks in the nation.
Home Farewell:
• This is the final season for 44-year old Racer
Arena, as MSU will move into the new 8,300-seat
Regional Special Events Center next season. Main
construction on the building is expectec to be completed on Dec. 18, with seating and finishing
work to be completed by MSU yews in late
spring '98. Last Time ChM
• Murray State won the first -ever Racer
Thanksgiving Tournament title, besting Idaho
State 111-64 in the championship game. Duane
Virgil led the Racers with 18 points

• THE

Hot Racers:
• Do' eri Mayes - Leads the team with a
21.0 ppg. average.
• Aaron Page - The sophomore shooting
guard has lit it up from 3-point range the last
two outings-rgoing 6-of-9 (66.7)from behind the
line.
• Rod Mune/ - The sophomore, playing his
first college season, is averaging 12.0 ppg. and
has scored in double figures in every game.
•Isaac Spencer - Murray's high school teammate, Spencer is the team's third leading scorer
(11.3 ppg.) and tied for the team lead in rebounds (5.8 rpg.)
•In threi home games thus far, the Racers
have outscored opponents 98.6-63.3 and have
an average winning margin of +35.3.
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M &T
PAINTING

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

Residential • Commercial
Painting & Spraying

SERIES •

Free Estimates
All-Time Series: MSU leads 76-53.
Streak: MSU, W5
Last Meeting: MSU 83-57 in Murray.

$2.00 OFF

Call 753-2407
753-9382
Paul Myhill

Reg Price- $21

759-3278
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Any Size, Any

Toppings Pizza
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ndent State Auto
agent is dedicated to servicing the customer. You get
personalized attention to
all your insurance needs.
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Many students find way around banned prayer
has ruled that the preying doesn't
violate the constitutional separation between church and state.
School prayer jumped back on
the front pages Monday morning
when a 14-year-old self-professed
atheist opened fire on a group of
about 35 students at Heath High
School in West Paducah, Ky. The
gunman began firing as soon as
the students who had gathered for
the daily prayer circle said
"amen."
Three students were killed and
five others were hurt.
But don't expect students to
stop praying because of fear.
"When you know what's right
to do and you do it, you have to
accept the consequences," said
Bishop Knox, a Jackson, Miss.,
principal who was fired in 1993
for allowing students to prai, over
the intercom.
More than three decades ago,

By ALLEN G. BREED
Associated Press Writer
Every morning, 10th-grader
Duanetta Wilson of Jackson,
Miss., says a silent prayer at Jim
Hill High School. It's her way of
coping with the violence that is
creeping into the lives of students
everywhere.
"We have gangs and guns, and
we just have people that's just
not living right," Duaneua, 16,
said Tuesday. "We have so much
going on, and schools just need
prayer."
Daunetta is not alone in her
feelings. Thousands of public
school students around the nation
— especially in the South —
gather around flagpoles or in
hallways and begin the day by
praying together. As long as the
meetings aren't sponsored, organized or endorsed by teachers or
administrators, the Supreme court

the Supreme Court outlawed organized prayer sessions in public
schools. Many get around the ruling by meeting in informal,
student-led prayer sessions.
Some say that students should
have more freedom to pray.
. "Obviously, based on what
happened yesterday at Heath
High School, there needs to be a
lot of prayer for our schools,"
said Doug Clark, promotion coordinator for See You At The Pole,
a national network of student
prayer groups.
Clark said more than 3 million
students gathered on school campuses in September for the eighth
annual See You At The Pole observance. He said some reported
being heckled.
Rep. Robert Aderholt, R-Miss.,
sponsored the Freedom of Religion Act, which would guarantee
the right to voluntary prayer in

Yeltsin says Russia ready to cut forces
pledge hours later, saying the
cuts would be made to ground
troops in the Kaliningrad enclave
between Poland and Lithuania, in
the region around St. Petersburg
and to the Baltic and Northern
fleets of the Russian navy.
"These are regions that are the
most stable in Europe and we feel
able to make drastic cuts of 40
percent," Sergeyev said in Brussels, Belgium, after talks with defense ministers from the 16
NATO nations.
He said the reductions would
be part of an ongoing overhaul of
Russia's military, whose forces
should be reduced to 1.2 million
by Jan. 1, 1999, down from the
current level of 1.5 million.
U.S. Undersecretary of Defense Walter B. Slocombe said
the reductions in the nuclear
arsenal promised by Yeltsin were
in line with what the Russians
have told Washington about the
goal of a new round of treaty
talks.
"It is not in fact a unilateral
declaration to make a cut, but a
Russian indication that a level of
about 2,000 is the right level for
START III," Slocombe said.
The regions identified by
Sergeyev have about 82,000 soldiers in ground forces, two naval

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP)
— President Boris Yeltsin said
today that Russia is ready to cut
ground and naval forces along its
northwestern border by 40 percent in 1999.
The proposal, announced in a
speech in the Swedish Parliament, appears aimed at reducing
tensions between Russia and the
three former Soviet states of Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia. Russia is deeply concerned by those
three countries' interest in joining
NATO.
On Tuesday, Yeltsin said Russia was ready to make a one-third
cut in its nuclear weapons. But
presidential spokesman Sergei
Yastrzhembsky later backpedaled, saying it was an idea that
had been broadly discussed, but
was not "on the negotiating
table."
Yastrzhembsky also noted that
Yeltsin was tired when he spoke
Tuesday. The proposal on cuts in
the northwest appeared to be
more solid; Yeltsin made it in
reading from a prepared text.
Yeltsin said the cuts would
take place in both ground and
naval forces. But he did not specify what areas were included.
Russian Defense Minister Marshall Igor Sergeyev confirmed the

infantry brigades, 79 submarines
and 68 combat ships, said Col.
Terry Taylor of the International
Institute for Strategic Studies in
London.
Russia previously has offered
security guarantees to Lithuania,
Latvia and Estonia if they stay
out of NATO. But the proposals
have been rejected by the three
countries, which perceive Russia
as a potential threat.
"I'm sure that the Baltic will
become the region of firm confidence, stability and security,"
Yeltsin said on the second day of
his three-day visit. "We want
that the common border does not
divide us but makes us closer,
that it becomes a border of peace,
not strife."

same for other groups, said David
Friedman, an attorney with the
American Civil Liberties Union
in Louisville, Ky.
"The school then has to allow
students to congregate to denounce the Democratic or Republican Party, to recite quotations
from Chairman Mao, or anything
else they choose," he said.
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To the community of Murray:
I would like to take the opportunity to thank the following
individuals, businesses, and companies for their contribution of
food, money, or prizes for the Community Thanksgiving Dinner
held at Camp W.O.W.dining hall on Thanksgiving Day. If it weren't
for them the dinner could not have been held.
Kenlake Foods
Tom Colson
Kroger
Hungry Bear Restaurant
Storey's
IGA
Parker Ford
Peoples Bank
Peoples First
Martha's
Rudy's
Readmore
Copy Plus
Owens,
Wee Care
Citgo
Humphreys Heating & Cooling
Calloway County Lumber
Bunny Bread
Kentucky Farm Bureau
First United Methodist Church
Pagliai's
Hong Kong Restaurant
Domino's

Pam's Cake Hut
Hoffman's
Pier One
Sirloin Stockade
Mrs. James Loveu
Members of W.O.W. Kirkses
Lodge 170
T.J.'s Bar-B-Que
Jackie Burkeen
Scotts Grove Baptist Church
Ropers
Briggs & Stratton
Woodmen of the World Lodge 728
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592
Woodrnen of the World Lodge 827
Woodmen of the World Lodge 138
Woodmen of the World Lodge 970
Seaboard Farms
Jim & Betty Schwartz
Red & Beatrice Willoughby
Tom & Nell Scruggs
Tim & Jeanne Hilbrecht
Pat Brunn
All Volunteers

The volunteers that came out to help was tremendous and the event
was successful. Also a big thank you to Jeanne Scruggs for all of the
calling to businesses for donations. We hope to do this each year for
those that won't otherwise have a Thanksgiving Day and really
appreciated all of the wonderful people in Murray who gave so much
of themselves—Qs° a big thank you to David Ramey of the Murray
Ledger & Times for the wonderful article.
Happy Holidays!
*lark Anderson
Community Thanksgiving Dinner
Organizer

A Wolff Tanning Bed Can Be The
Perfect Christmas Gift.

THE TROPICS TO67
Offers.
•No Down Payment'
•No Payment For 90 Days'
-Payments As Low As $667 per month
Stop By Our Warehouse And
Visit Our Showroom Today.
901 Coldwater Road/Murray, Ky.
Behind The Tropics Tanning Salon
1-800-633-3459
Delivery And Set Up Available
All Models In Stock

Only gorillas living in captivity
eat meat. In the wild gorillas
snack on leaves, buds, barks and
fruits.

DISCOVER•
EXCIMER LASER
VISION CORRECTION!

IBE

schools. State legislators also
support school prayer.
Knox's firing, later downgraded to a suspension, led to a
1994 Mississippi law that authorized student-led, nondenominational prayer, but the
law was never allowed to take
effect.
A Mississippi state legislator is
trying to get around the prayer
issue with a proposed bill based
on a 1994 Georgia law. That law
does not mention prayer, but requires a 60-second silent moment
of reflection before the start of
classes.
In Alabama, a federal judge ordered training sessions for teachers in DeKalb County schools after an administrator charged that
students had been coerced into
participating in religious
activities.
Alabama's Republican Gov.
Fob James has criticized the ruling and the state attorney general
is fighting to have parts of the order overturned.
If a school accommodates
prayer groups, it has to do the
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Solutions.
For Women Of All Ages.

IT COULD CHANGE THE WAY
YOU VIEW THE WORLD.
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New tests can detect osteoporosis before any
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If you are a candidate for Excimer Laser
Vision Correction, you can count on the
specialists at Van Dyck Eye Center for stateof-the-art surgery and results.

The alternatives have changed. Now you
can choose Excimer Laser Vision Correction
in Paris, Tennessee.
In about 20 minutes, the specialists at
Van Dyck Eye Center can correctnearsightedness, farsightedness or
astigmatism through a simple laser
out-patient procedure called LASIK.

Call and schedule a FREE refractive
evaluation to see if you are a candidate for
this phenomenal procedure. You will
definitely see the difference.

(800) 489-0237

ell

Call today to schedule a free personal
Refractive Vision Evaluation.
•

equipment at Murray-Calloway County Hospital is

symptoms appear. New treatments can prevent or

more accurate than most because in addition to

reverse onset And Women's Health Services of

the standard examination, it allows for multiple.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital provides the

sites to be evaluated which increases the

most comprehensive diagnostic screenings.

accuracy of the evaluation.

Bone Mineral Analysis
The first step is detection. Bone mineral

Experienced Interpretation Makes A Difference
Our board-certified physician radiologists

analysis measures density and discovers

have provided accurate and reliable bone mineral

preliminary symptoms of osteoporosis. It's safe,

interpretations for more than a decade. You

comfortable, consistently accurate, reliable and

and your physician can rely on a thorough,

complete Murray-Calloway County Hospital has

experienced evaluation which will allow for

the latest and most accurate, technology for

effective treatment if osteoporosis is detected.

detecting osteoporosis in as earliest stages.
In less than 30 minutes, a bone mineral

If you answered "Yes" to any of the questions
on the quiz, consult with your physician to

fr7

your physician with information to determine

schedule an osteoporosis exam. For a physician

a

preventive or treatment options

referral, call Women's Health Services of Murray.

A More Accurate Test

VAN DYCK EYE CENTER
Al)

LATORV EYE SURGERY CENTER

•

What You Should Do

analysis will reveal your risk level, and provide

I

$

Calloway County Hospital at 1-800-342-6224.

Bone mineral analysis is a highly effective
diagnostic tool But the bone densrtometry

SPECIALIZING IN CATARACT AND REFRACTIVE SURGERY

1024 Kelley Drive, Paris, TN
Offices also in Union City and Parsons
MI)642-5003

MURRAY
CALLOMY
C'OUNTY
HOSPITAL

WOME\I'S HEAMI
I 800-342-6221
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Genetic defect leads to 'fishy smell'
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NEW YORK (AP) --- Two
competing teams of scientists
have identified genetic defects
that cause "fish-odor syndrome," a distressing disease that
makes people smell like rotting
fish.
People with the uncommon
disorder can be ridiculed as
children and grow up to be lonely
and depressed.
"These people lose jobs, they
lose friends, they're often very
isolated," said Dr. Eileen Treacy
of McGill University in Montreal,
who led one of the teams that
found the flaws in a single gene.
Robert L. Smith of the Imperial College School of Medicine in
London, a member of the other
group, told of a woman who divorced her husband because she
thought he was not keeping himself clean. When she learned he
had the disorder, "she was full of
remorse," he said.
•

No cure is known for fish-odor
or-trimethylamine, which is prosyndrome, although avoiding cerduced by bacteria in the gut.
tain foods and taking antibiotics
When TMA goes unprocessed, it
can help. The new work might seeps out in a person's breath and
lead to better therapies, researchperspiration, causing the offensive body odor.
ers said.
The British research team, led
People with the disorder are
by Ian R. Phillips of the Univer- told to avoid eating fish from the
sity of London, reports its work
sea, eggs, liver and other foods
in the December issue of the, that contain raw .materials for
making TMA. They can also take
journal Nature Genetics. Treacy's
results were presented last month
antibiotics, but only intermittently, to reduce production of
at a genetics meeting.
the stench.
It's not clear how common
Everybody has two copies of
fish-odor syndrome is. Smith said
it is mentioned in some ancient the FM03 gene, one inherited
from each parent. The disorder
literature and even caught the atarises when both copies are
tention of Shakespeare, who in
defective.
"The Tempest" describes a charIt appears shortly after birth.
acter with "a very ancient and
Mothers find an affected baby
fish-like smell."
The newly found defects sabot- "smells a bit odd" and may
bathe the child several times a
age production of effective forms
day in the next few months,
of an enzyme called FM03. The
Smith said. The baby's bedroom
liver needs that enzyme to promay have a "heavy, slightly obcess a smelly protein called TMA
jectionable smell, particularly ar-

.
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Great Performances by Martin.
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Shown: Alpha Gas Logs MS40
Alpha vent-free gas logs by Martin GasProducts are great performers. They
have all thefeatures you lave abouta woodfire, without the work and expense.
Because they're thermostatically controlled, you can select the temperature
you want them to maintain Alpha!!gas logsfeature dual burnersfor beau: ,
rolling flames. They're also A.G.A. design certified as vent-free gas heaters,
and they're rated an amazing 99.9% efficient! When you waju a great
performance, you want Alpha II gas logs by Martin.
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PEORIA, Ill.(AP) — Christina
Mack greased the kitchen floor in
order to send her one-legged boyfriend tumbling to his death, according to police. But she slipped
up — literally.
Police were called to the couple's home late Sunday to find
Mack, 35, unconscious after falling on the slippery kitchen floor,
with a team of firefighters giving
her first aid.
Mack was held Tuesday on
$10,000 bond on charges of aggravated battery, attempted aggravated battery and domestic
battery. She also faces revocation
of the probation sentence she got
just last month for retail theft.
Her boyfriend, Chester Parkman Sr., 50, initially told officers
he and Mack, who is six weeks
pregnant, had been arguing about
her health and that she was trying
to make him fall.
He later said she was just trying to spruce up the house.
"I honestly think she was trying to wax the floor," Parkman,

753-2571

who uses crutches to get around,
said in Tuesday's editions of the
Journal Star of Peoria.
The floor was slick with grease
or oil, mostly at the top of the
stairs and at the door of the bathroom, police said.
After Mack regained consciousness, she admitted to the
plot, police said. She also told a
neighbor what she was planning.
"They were in a fight, that's
all I know," Juanita Esders said.
"She said she was going to
grease up the floor so her boyfriend would fall."
Parkman, who lost his right leg
in 1992 after complications from
heart bypass surgery, said he
wants to reconcile with Mack.
They have known each other
three months and been living
together one month.
She takes care of the house and
rubs down his sore arm with ice,
he said. She also works off her
anger by doing housework —
such as waxing the floor.

Santa Claus joins
move to the suburbs
WAUKEGAN, Ill. (AP) —
He's 350 pounds, has snow-white
hair and twinkling blue eyes. He
even owns a red suit, an antique
sleigh and a few deer.
And after dressing up as Santa
Claus since age 15, Robert Rion
is taking the holiday spirit a little
further. He legally changed his
name to Santa Claus.
"I have a lot of deer here, and
I was sitting here thinking,
'Wouldn't it be neat to have the
name to go along with it?" said
Rion, 53, of Fremont Township.
"I'm not doing this for publicity.
This whole thing is to make me
happy. If I'm happy, I make other

Available in LP or Natural Gas

it.

Many affected people go into
jobs where they can work alone.
Some start smoking heavily to try
to disguise the smell, Smith said.
"It's a**awful condition for
them to have to live with, particularly teen-agers and young people trying to make their lives and
careers," Smith said. "They labor under this disadvantage. It's a
dead weight on them."

_
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ound the curtains and furnishings," he said.
Later, in school, the child is
often ridiculed as "Stinky" or
"Fishy," said Smith, who said
children have been forced to
leave schools because of the
derision.
Some affected people reach
their teens without finding out
why their peers are avoiding
them, knowing only "there's
something wrong about them that
they don't understand," Smith
said.

people happy. It's very
rewarding."
Folks in his town 40 miles
north of Chicago say Santa Claus
has the personality to match.
"He just likes to give, it's just
his way," said waitress Betty
Vazquez. "I really don't know
anyone who can say a bad word
about him."
Rion, who made the namechange Monday, plans to make
appearances for children and senior citizens. But don't expect to
hear Santa's traditional greeting
from Rion, who has a quiet voice.
"I've never said, 'Ho, Ho, Ho'
in all my life as Santa Claus," he
said. "That scares the kids."

Cat bite leads to $97,000
PALMDALE, Calif. (AP) —
Cat bites man, man bites county
— for $97,000.
Los Angeles County agreed
that its animal control department
was liable for injuries to Tony
Campanella. He was bitten by a
wild cat that got loose from a
county animal-control worker.
The bite on his left hand led to
a 10-day hospitalization, two
surgeries and infections that have
occurred for two years.
Campanella called the animal

department in 1995 because a
wild cat had made a home in his
attic. He nabbed the cat using a
department trap, but the animal
got loose when animal-control
workers tried to transfer it to
another cage, said Phillip Miller,
a county attorney.
Campanella grabbed it and
then let go as the cat bit him hard
on the hand.
Miller said the department has
since changed policies concerning pickups of stray cats.
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Robotic camera sending shots home
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — After 24 hours of
methodical work with an extendible crane today, the fun began for
two spacewalking astronauts.
Space shuttle Columbia crewman Winston Scott held up a
beach ball-sized robotic camera
and then let go, watching as the
device slowly propelled itself
with little jet thrusters.
The roving eye flitted high •
above the shuttle's open cargo
bay, sending live views of Columbia and the astronauts down to
Earth.
"I can feel very tiny thumps
on it," Scott said right before releasing the 35-pound sphere. "I
guess those are. thruster firings."
Pilot Steven Lindsey was controlling the camera from the
shuttle cockpit using a joystick.
He flew it from one end of the
shuttle to the other, and as he did
so the device beamed down video
of the cockpit's overhead windows, then the cargo &ay, and finally -the tail.
Scott let go of the $3 million
Aercam Sprint about three hours

into his spacewalk with Takao
Doi.
The sphere was padded for
safety, in case it bumped into an
astronaut or the shuttle.
The astronauts floated out Columbia's hatch early today to try
out the camera and test the
17% -foot crane, both intended
for the future international space
station.
Scott easily latched a 50-pound
cable caddy into place at the end
of the crane at least nine times.
"That was good. I give it an
A," Scott said after snapping it
into place.
Before he and Doi put away
the crane, Scott also used a
power tool to extract a bolt and
drive it back into the cable caddy.
The crewmen trained for the
tasks before their mission began
Nov. 19 but couldn't conduct
them during last week's planned
spacewalk because they had to
chase a runaway science satellite.
With the satellite back on
board for Friday's trip home, and

with space station construction
just half a year away, NASA
quickly and eagerly made arrangements for the second outing.
No other spacewalks were
planned before the first alsembly
flight next June.
Because the satellite rescue
took up a good pan of the
76 -hour spacewalk on Nov. 24,
Scott and Doi didn't have time to
use the crane with the 50-pound
cable caddy or to release the prototype camera. Scott did work
with a 350-pound box, but he had
difficulty latching it onto the end
of the crane — a problem that increased the space agency's desire
for another spacewalk.
A crane similar to the one
tested by Scott and Doi will be
used regular!y to move objects
outside the space station. The
crane was supposed to be tested
by two other spacewalkers last
year but their excursion was
canceled when the hatch-on Columbia got stuck.
NASA hopes to send an upgraded version of the roving cam-

8 planets, moon line up for rare sky show
Associated Press
MIAMI — The moon and eight of
the planets will be litted up in the
sky this week "like pearls on a
string" in a sight that won't be visible again for at least another century.
"It's quite beautiful, an exquisite
grouping of the moon and planets,"
said Jack Horkheimer, executive
director of the Miami Space Transit
Planetarium and host of the public
television program "Star Hustler."
"This is naked-eye astronomy at its
best."

Beginning last night and continuing through Dec. 8, the planets will
appear in the southwestern sky in
a line slanting upward from the horizon.
From west to east, Pluto will be
f011owed by Mercury, Mars, Venus,
Neptune, Uranus, Jupiter and Saturn, with a crescent moon alongside.
Mercury, Mars, Venus, Jupiter
and Saturn will be visible to the
naked eye, with Venus and Jupiter
by far the brightest. Binoculars will
be needed to see the small blue
dots that are Uranus and Neptune,

and Pluto will be visible only by
telescope.
Horkheimer said the five bright
planets should be visible even in
urban areas on a clear night and
that the array can be seen all
around the world.
He said the planets will be similarly aligned in May 2000 but will
be so close to the sun that they
won't all be visible from Earth.
Horkheimer said a computer analysis showed it will be at least another 100 years before so many
planets will be so close and so visible.

•f:•1

era to the station. It could examine hard-to-reach areas outside,
cutting down on the number of
spacewalks needed for
maintenance.
The space station, which will
take five years to assemble, will
require more than 1,150 hours of
spacewalks by Americans alone.
Russian cosmonauts will spend
half that amount of time
spacewalking.
During their first spacewalk,
Scott and Doi stood in the
shuttle's open cargo bay and
caught the $10 million Spartan
satellite with their gloved hands.
The spacecraft malfunctioned
right after its release on Nov. 21
because it never got a critical
computer command. The crew
then tried to capture it but accidentally bumped it with the
shuttle's robot arm and sent it
into a slow spin.

*

THE COLONY, Texas (AP) —
A pastor is being rung up on
charges for ringing the bells.
Thomas Jackson, pastor of Calvary Christian Center, pleaded innocent Tuesday to a misdemeanor
charge of creating a public

nuisance.
A neighbor filed a complaint
alleging that the bells violate a
noise ordinance in The Colony,
just north of Dallas. The bells are
activated by computer each hour
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

"In this situation we have one
person who is going against the
majority of the opinion of the
people ... who love the bells,"
Jackson said.
A municipal judge set a Dec.
16 trial date.
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MURRAY ROTARY CLUB
Would Like To Thank These
Rotary Telethon Sponsors
Please remember these businesses and professional services when
you shop this holiday season and in 1998. They are the ones who
support our schools, churches and civic organizations.
Thanks and Happy Holidays
Murray Rotary Club

Visit with us in front of
the Main Office prior to
and during the
Christmas
parade on
December
6th! Enjoy a
cup of hot
chocolate
from a
warm friend.
We look forward to
seeing you there.

Adam's Construction
Allison Photography
Automated Direct Mail
Bennett Insurance
Best Western Racer Inn
Big Apple Cafe
Blalock Coleman Funeral Home
Boone Cleaners Inc.
Bradley Books
Dr. James Byrn, Murray Vision Center
Cain's Chrysler Jeep-Eagle, Inc.
Calloway County Schools
Carroll Tire & Wheel Alignment
Casa Del Sol
Century 21-Loretta Jobs Realtors
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
C.A. Block 8,z Associates
Cleaver Construction
Clinic Pharmacy
Coast to Coast Hardware
Country Crossroads Restaurant
Richard Crouch, M.D.
Crouse Auto Brokers
Cunningham Auto Repair
D & T Foods
Darnell Marine
Data Technologies, Inc.
Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods
Family Practice Associates
Courtney Vision Center
Farm Bureau Insurance
Fitts Block and Ready Mix
Five Points Restaurant
Dr. Wet* Gibson, Optometry
Grey's Pibperties
Happy Holiday Travel
Have Mop Will Travel
Haverstock, Bell & Pittman, Attorneys
Haverstock & Suiter Insurance
Don Henry State Farm Insurance
Heritage Monument
Heskett Chiropractic Center
Hilliard Lyons, Inc.
Hoffman's Nursery & Greenhouse
Insurance Center of Murray
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Bank
HT Marketing
Hurt & Jones, Attorneys
Hutson Ag
Hutson Farm Equipment
Judy's of Murray, Florist
Kopperud Realty
Lakeland Family Restaurant
Lassiter Plassiter
Mark Blankenship, Attorney at Law
McGee Termite & Pest Control
Merle Norman
MicroAge Computers
Proceeds this year went to establish the Wayne Bennett Memorial
Scholarship at Murray State
University.

Miller Funeral Home
Mr. Gatti's Pizza
MSU-College of Fine Arts
Murray Appliance
Murray Auto Auction
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Murray Insurance Agency
Murray Woman's Clinic
Murray Paving
Murray Electric System
Murray Mold & Die
Murray Supply Company
". Murray Lumber Company
Murray/Mayfield Cablevision
Bob Nanney I isurance
NAPA
Office Extras, Inc.
Owen's Food Market
Pagliai's
Paint Plus
Parker Ford
Paschall Truck Lines
Peel & Holland, Inc.
Peoples Bank of Murray
Peoples First Corporation
Piggly Wiggly
Printing Services
Purdom Motors
Richardson, Howe & Melton, CPA
Rolling Hills Nursery
Rudy's Restaurant
Sears
Serval] Termite & Pest Control
Seven Seas
Sirloin Stockade
Southern States Cooperative
Starks Brothers Mobile Homes
Steele & Albritten
Storey's Food Giant
Taylor Bus Sales, Inc.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
The Place
The Gallery
Thornton Heating & Air
Thornton Tile & Marble
Thurman Furniture
Tucker Automotive
Twin Lakes Office Supply
, United Commonwealth Bank
US Cellular
Vintage Rose Emporium
Wallis Drugs
Wee Care
William's Radiator & Glass, Inc.
Woodcrafters Galleries
Woodmen of the World-James Dale Parker
Woodmen of the World-7r. Scruggs
Murray Rotary Club's 16th Annual 097

Country Ham Breakfast
-Morning of the Christmas Parade"
Saturday, Dee. 6, 6:00 a.m.-9:30 a.m.
Pagliai's Restaurant
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Lady Tigers hold Fulton
at bay, win opener 61-51
Greene, Maddox
lead MHS attack

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray's Jeanne Maddox grabs a rebound and looks to outlet against Fulton City's Angie Smith (40), Keka
Taylor (45) and Ty Brown in Tuesday's 61-51 Lady Tiger win at the MHS gym.

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Typical of a season opener,
Murray had its good and its notso-perfect moments against Fulton City Tuesday.
Murray, the defending regional
champion, saw a 16-point third
quarter lead slip to five in the
fourth and had to battle its way
through before taking a 61-51
win at the MHS gym.
"We played well enough to get
the lead, but since we're really
young we still lack maturity and
experience to put teams away,"
said coach Rechelle Cadwell as
she successfully opened her second season as the Lady Tiger
coach."One of our goals this season is to not let so, many people
back into games."
Murray looked well on its way
to an easy win when it took a
38-22 lead early in the fourth
quarter, only to see Fulton —
which opened with a win at
Graves County Monday night —

LADY TIGERS 61
Fulton City 51
MURRAY
14
211
46 — 61
FULTON CITY
8
16
34— 51
MURRAY (Si)
Greens 17, Maddox 15, Beane 10, Moneymaker 10, Lawson 7, Dunn 2, Alexander, Ray, TOTALS: FG-A: 23-44. Threepoint: 1-5 (Lawson). FT-A: 14-22.
Rebounds: 31 (Maddox 9). Record: 1-0.
FULTON ern (51)
Taylor 23, White 10, Smith 9, Brown 4,
Johnson 3, Brown 2, Bard, Hartz. FG: 20.
Three-point: 3 (Johnson, Smith, Taylor).
FT-A: 8-19. Record: 1-1.

score eight unanswered points to
again make a game of it at 38-30.
Murray led 46-34 after three
quarters but Fulton City wasn't
nearly finished at that point. Behind 3-pointers from Angie Smith
and Keka Taylor and a trapping
full-court defense, the Lady Bulldogs crept within five points on
two occasions, the final time at
54-49 on an offensive putback by
Taylor.
But Murray (1-0) responded
like champions, making good on
7-of-8 free throws down the
stretch to put the game away.
"When we run our offense we
score easily, but when we get • See Page 13A

Fulton outruns shorthanded
Tiger squad 116-75 Tuesday
Football team members
to join squad on Friday

6

Calloway
falls 65-62
to Massac
at tourney

Fulton City 116, TIGERS 75
FULTON CITY
MURRAY

23
51
85 — 116
19
41
57 — 75
MURRAY (75)
Holton 19, Workman 10, Brown 9, Hunt 9, Groves 6, Garland 8, Alexander 8, Price 3, Smith 1, Agu'at, Compton.
Cunningham, Vince. TOTALS- FG - 29 Three-point: 3
(Brown, Garland, Workman) FT-A. 14-29. Record - 0-1.
FULTON CITY (116)
Pettigrew 17, Mitchell 15, Dickerson 14, Gearhart 11, Rose
11, Davis 9. Elliott 9, Vinson 8, Ross 7, Neal 6. Burton S.
Pate 2. Taylor 2 FG 44 Three-point 3 (Ethan, Gearhart,
1.4tchell) FT-A 25-38 Record 1-1

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Stan Waller's first game as Murray High
boys' basketball coach didn't end up exactly
how he wanted.
OK, it didn't go at all like he wanted.
A shorthanded Tiger squad, taking the court
without the benefit of any members of the siderable action, Waller said. Those players
MHS football team, ran out of gas in the sec- will join the Tigers for Friday's doubleheader
ond half against Fulton City and the Bulldogs against Fulton County at the MHS gym.
took full advantage, racking up 65 points in
"We have five guys from the football team
the final two quarters in rolling to a 116-75 who will complement what we already have,
win at the MHS gym.
which means the ones who played tonight
"We took it in stride," Waller said. "We won't have to play a whole game and we will
knew we would have to take some lumps be a different team," he added. "We thought
'early without the football players on the team, that the best decision was to sacrifice this
but that's the price you have to pay at a small game for the rest of the season."
school where you share athletes. I'm really
Murray trailed only 51-41 at halftime, but
glad about the success we had in football, and was outscored 34-16 in the third quarter and
that will give us motivation to propel the trailed 85-57 heading into the fourth.
Fulton
players to achieve in basketball."
(1-1), coming off a loss at Graves County
With the Tiger football team just finishing Monday,
owned a 31-18 scoring edge in the
its season this past Friday. Murray took the fourth
frame.
court Tuesday night without five members of
the football squad who would have seen conII See Page 13A

Morehead State on Nov. 20, the
No. 7 Wildcats (4-1) logged
9,323 miles over the next 10 days
to participate in the Maui Invitational in Hawaii and the Premier
Classic in Phoenix.
"It was beautiful and great
over there in Maui, but it's better
to be back," Kentucky coach
Tubby Smith said at a news conference Tuesday. "It was a fun
trip. It was a tough game against
Arizona (an 89-74 loss) but
otherwise I was pleased with the
trip."
Now the road-weary Wildcats

MARK YOUNG/Ledger 8 Times photo

Murray's Wesley Alexander looks for help against tha defense ci Fulton City's Grant
Gearhart (left) and Ben Mitchell in the Tigers' 116-75 season-opening loss Tuesday
night at the MHS gym.

are headed to Chicago to take on
No. 6 Purdue (5-1) in the Great
Eight tonight. That's a 750-mile
round trip.
"We're a little tired, but we
can't worry about it," senior
guard Cameron Mills said before
practice. "We just have to go out
and play."
Before the Wildcats get back
to their home court to face Georgia Tech on Dec. 13, they'll also
journey to Indianapolis on Saturday to play Indiana (384 miles
roundtrip) and Buffalo on Dec.
10 to face Canisius (1,038 miles

roundtrip).
Smith said the Wildcats need
to cut down on turnovers and improve their shooting. They are
shooting 46.1 percent from the
field, including 34.2 from 3-point
range, and averaging 16.8 turnovers a game.
"We're taking good shots, but
I'd like to see us shooting a better percentage," he said. "We
make a lot of turnovers because
we're not in sync."
Forward Scott Padgett has
made only 40 percent of his shots
while guard Jeff Sheppard is

shooting just 31.1.
"I think a lot of people are
paying attention to them defensively," Smith said of their subpar shooting.
Forward Allen Edwards leads
Kentucky in scoring with 12.2
points a game, followed by guard
Wayne Turner with 10. The
Wildcats average 77 points.
Purdue is already finding the
range on offense, shooting 55.3
percent from the field and 90.3
points a game.
Center Brad Miller is Purdue's
leading scorer with 19.2 points.

U of L to meet North Carolina

DENNY CRUM

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville coach Denny Crum
knows where his Cardinals need
to improve as they prepare for
No. 3 North Carolina in the Great
Eight Classic tonight.
Louisville (2-1) turned in some
uneven performances in the
Puerto Rico Shootout last week,
where it lost 73-69 to Georgia
Tech in the championship. The
Cardinals beat Hofstra 75-66 and

•
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Illinois 58-57.
"Obviously, there were some
things we didn't do too well, and
there were some things we did
fairly well," said Crum, whose
team faces North Carolina in Chicago's United Center.
The Cardinals had more turnovers that assists in each game,
turning the ball over 49 times
while handing out just 32 assists.
Sophomore forward Nate Johnson

-

0

•Lakers drop opener
to Paducah Tilghman

Frequent-flying UK faces Ptgdue tonight
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
It's a safe bet members of the
Kentucky basketball team are up
to date on their frequent flier
programs.
If not, they'll- be missing out
on some serious mileage and possible rewards by the time they return to Rupp Arena to play a
game on their home floor.
It's already been a long road
for Kentucky just two weeks into
the season. Following a seasonopening victory at home against

away from that, we don't," Cadwell said. "We have several people who can score a lot of points,
but it takes others setting screens
and getting the ball to them.
Sometimes we don't do some of
the things after we get a lead that
we did in getting ahead."
Murray never trailed in the
contest, jumping to an early 12-2
advantage. Becky Greene and
Jeanne Maddox scored six points
each in the opening quarter,
which ended with the Lady Tigers on top 14-5.
After Fulton (1-1) closed to
14-10, Murray reeled off 10
straight points. Lindsay Lawson
scored the first two buckets, including a 3-pointer, Jeanne Maddox added three points and Missy
Moneymaker contributed a basket
for a 24-10 MHS edge. The Lady
Tigers led 28-16 at halftime.
With the score 32-22 in the
third, Murray scored six straight
on baskets by Maddox, Greene
and Moneymaker, making it
38-22 before Fulton rallied.
Greene led Murray with 17

•

led the way with 10 turnovers,
followed by Alex Sanders with
nine.
Only freshman guard Marques
Maybin, who scored 22 points in
the opener against Hofstra, is averaging in double figures (15.3).
The frontline of Sanders, Johnson
and Damion Dantzler is averaging a combined 23.7 points.
And Sanders, the tallest starter
at 6-foot-7, is averaging just.4.3

rebounds a game. He had only
two in a 58-57 win over Illinois.
North Carolina (6-0) is coming
off a 73-69 victory over No. 6
Purdue in the championship of
the Great Alaska Shootout last
weekend.
North Carolina ended Louisville's season last year, beating
the Cardinals 97-74 in the NCAA
East Regional final.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
METROPOLIS, Ill. — The
Calloway County Lady Lakers
fell to 1-1 on the season with a
65-62 loss to Massac County
Tuesday night in the second
rotind of the Allied Signal tournament at Metropolis, Ill,
Massac County's Kasey Prescott, who scored 13 points in
the contest, hit three of four
free throws with under 20 seconds remaining in the game to
push the Lady Patriots over
Calloway County.
Calloway was 21 of 31 from
the free throw line while Musac hit 14 of 21 free throws.
Lady Laker head coach Peter
O'Rourke said free throws were
key in the game.
"Our kids played really hard,
but they just shot better from
the free throw line," O'Rourke
explained. "We kept it close
toward the end of the game and
had a chance to win, but it just
didn't happen."
Tiffany Lassiter led the Lady
Lakers with a game-high 20
points. Jessica Norsworthy
scored 14 points while Marcie
Williams added 13.
O'Rourke said the Lady Lakers were hampered by the loss
of three point guards.
"I have to commend Emily
Cleaver for doing an outstanding job at point guard," he said.
"We're really hurting with three
point guards out. We're looking
for answers in that area."
With three guards not eligible
because of injuries and disciplinary reasons, the Lady Lakers
struggled on offense.
"We didn't shoot the ball
well at all," O'Rourke said.
"We were able to outrebound
them 35-20, but we just
couldn't put the ball in the
hole."
Calloway County will wrap
up play in the Allied Signal
tournament Thursday for a 6:30
p.m. contest against Marion, Ill.
Tilghman 71, Laken 46
PADUCAH — Minus their
head coach and one starter, the
Calloway County Lakers
• See Page 13A
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dropped a season-opening 79-46
decision to Paducah Tilghman
Tuesday night in Paducah.
Head coach Ron Greene and
senior John Eric Yezerski were
serving one-game suspensions
as they watched the Lakers fall
to 0-1 on the season.
Greene's suspension resulted
from being ejected from last
season's regional tournament
loss to Graves County while
Yezerski was sitting out because he was red-carded in Calloway's final soccer game earlier this year.
Tilghman took advantage of
the losses as four starters scored
in double figures while the Blue
Tornado forced 26 Laker
turnovers.
Austin Wyatt led Calloway
with 14 points, but shot just 6
of 19 from the floor and only 1
of 8 from three-point range.
The Lakers will return to the
court Dec. 9 at Fulton County.

30 46 — 62
CALLOWAY CO 19
MASSAC COUNTY
10 16 48 — 65
CALLOWAY CO. (62)
Emerson, 20, Lassiter 20, Norman 14,
Norsworthy 14, Williams 13, Cunninghan
8, Pigg 3, Bogard 2, Cleaver 2, Thomas 2
TOTALS: FG-A: 24-63 Three-point- 0-4
FT-A. 14-21, Rebounds 36 Record 1,1
MASSAC COUNTY (65)
Buldtman 19, Bormann 15, Prescott 13,
Forthman 9, Powell 3, Cherry 2, Gillard 2,
Huffman 2. FG-A. 21-42. Three-point 2-6
(Forthman 2). FT-A: 21-30. Rebounds 25
Record 4-0.

LAKERS 46
Paducah Tilghman 79
CALLOWAY CO. 10
20
35 — 46
TILGHMAN
18
38
57 — 79
CALLOWAY CO. (48)
A. Wyatt 14, Underhill 12, Patterson 11,
Subblefield 4, M. Wyatt 4, Tracy 3, Morton
2. TOTALS FG-A: 19-49, Three-point
2-12 (A. Wyatt, Tracy). FT-A: 6-8 Rebounds 21. Record. 0-1.
TILGHMAN (79)
Wilson 18, White 17, Shumpert 18, Holt
13, Pitt 4, Jones 3, Kelly 2, C. Wilson 2,
Soow 2, Sanderson 2, Wainscott 2 FG-A
32-54, Three-point 4-10 (White 2, Jones,
Pitt). FT A 11-15 Rebounds' 35 Record
1-0

'See me for all your family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

points while Maddox had 15 and
LaCosta Beane and Moneymaker
contributed 10 each. The Lady
Tigers were 23 of 44 from the
field, 1 -of-5 from 3-point range
and 14 of 22 at the free throw
line. Maddox also grabbed nine
rebounds while Beane had four
steals.
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Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
Stale Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

Through Weak 14
Qua'Jerboas
All Corn Yds TD
Elroy. Den
393 230 2964 21
George, Oak
435 237 3297 25
Brunel, Jac
334 197 2470 14
&soaps, ALE
425 249 3066 23
O'Donnell NY-J
371 210 2331 15
Grbac, KC
300 174 1892 11
Moon, Sea.
484 285 3.306 20
Marino, his
450 260 3124 13
Harbaugh Ind
232 139 1465 5
Blake, Gin
317 184 2125 8

IM
7
9
6
12
4

is
9
4
7

Rushers
All Yds Avg LG TD
318 1647 4.9 501 13
323 1460 45 34 7
310 1234 40 291 6
274 1160 42 701 4
227 1157 5 1 831 6
257 963 3 7 431 5
218 137 38 32 4
239 762 3.2 22 14
198 752 38 45 3
163 733 4 5 561 5
Receivers
No Yds
64 1165
69 1129
66 831
65 947
62 1004
61 602
58 869
58 690
57 939
57 643

Avg
159
164
12.6
14.6
176
13.1
150
119
165
14$

S Young, SF
Chandler. All.
Fevre, G.B.
Colder, T.B.
Johnston, Mln
Aikryten Da/
Di
Plummy, Adz
T Delmer Phi
Freon*, Was

LG TD
591 5
75
4
55
1
45
7
66
4
43
2
654 2
44
5
78
8
771 5

Sanders, Di
/wens, G.B.
Hearst S.F.
Hanle, Chi.
E. Srrirth, Dal.
Winer'. Phi
R. Smith. Mn
Dunn, T 8
Allen, Was
Anderson. All.

Wore Di
Rob kfoors, Anz

Mitchell had 15, Cornelius Dickerson added 14 and Grant Gearhart and Cory Rose had 11 each.
The Bulldogs were 25 of 38 at
the free throw line,

hard," Cadwell said. "Jeanne
Maddox was everywhere, Becky
Greene had a good offensive
game and Lindsay Lawson did a
good job of running the team as
the playmaker. It was a total team
effort.
"Jeanne and Becky are going
to score a lot of points, but any
of the others are capable of scoring too," Cadwell added. "LaCosta did an excellent job of finishing against their press."
Murray visits Hickman County
Thursday night at 7 before hosting Fulton County Friday
night
for .a girls/boys
doubleheader
starting at 6.

.141.4(

NFL LEADERS

T. Brown, Oak.
Smith. Jac.
McDuffis, his
Rion, K.C.
iwlici=mtPit.
Jac.
Sharpe, Den.
Harrison. Ind.
R. Srnkh, Den,
Read, But
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xander, Trent Garland and Austin
Groves —
!
I added eight apiece.
The Tigers were 14 of 29 at the
free throw line,
Duron Pettigrew led Fulton
City with 17 points while Ben

•Lady Tigers...

nine. The Lady Bulldogs were
8-of-19 at the free throw line.
"I thought we played extremely

Jane Rogers Ins.

Davie, Den
Bemis, Pit
E 13eorge, Ten
NE
Kaufman, Oak
Murrell.
Brown, S D
Alatful-Jabloar,
Faulk. Ind
A Smith, But

"In the first half we probably
played as well as we could; to be
shorthanded like we were our
guys played their hearts out,"
Waller said. "Realistically we
could have had it to single digits
at halftime with a little more
mental concentration, but we
committed four of our 13 turnovers in the last 1:10 of the second
quarter and they converted them
into eight points."

Taylor led Fulton City with a
game-high 23 points while LaDonna White had 10 and Smith
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LADY LAKERS 62
Massac County 65
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Fulton (1-1), corning off a loss at
Graves County Monday, owned a
31-18 scoring edge in the fourth
frame.

Murray led for a good part of
the first quarter before Fulton
City scored the last seven points
to take a 23-19 edge. The Bulldogs never trailed from that point
on.
Fulton scored the first nine and
the last nine points of the third
quarter to pull away to the 85-57
lead heading into the fourth.
Leading 93-61 in the fourth,
Fulton let loose with a 15-3 run
to make it 108-68 before posting
the 41-point final margin.
Drew Holton led Murray with
19 points while Jeremy Workman
added 10 points, Heath Brown
and Jeremy Hunt had nine apiece
and three players — Wesley Ale-

Atulp.

Quer/aback*
An Corn Yds TO
285 192 2166 16
279 167 2191 16
428 249 3175 28
3J8 199 2356 20
452 275 3036 20
423 244 2745 16
414 236 2819 15
182 102 1449 8
244 134 1587 7
402 204 2682 17

Carter Min
Fryer, Phi
Sanders, Art:
Reed. Mn
Imln, Dal.
Morton Di
Freeman, GB
Ernanuei, All

81 1 348 186 47
BO 929 116 43
77 1138 148 57
64 793 124 70t
62 1040 168 56
62 963 159 55
61 778 126 731
60 941 157 45
56 868 155 56
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Rueturre
An Yds Avg LG TO
263 1594 ii 821 9
268 1237 46 521 7
234 1019 4.4 51 4
251 974 3.9 681 10
234 963 4.1 44 3
250 946 3.8 28 5
184 936 5.1 781 5
173 738 -4.3 5214
210 724 34 34 4
214 712 3.3 30 6
Receivers
No Yds Avg LG
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THIS MONTH IS
PLAYERS MONTH!
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Mens - Womens - Childrens

IN DECEMBER ONLY!
Your odds have just gotten better! Earn 10x odds
on Craps every cruise in December.

20-40%

$5,,,000 LIMITS

ON BLACKJACK!

Enjoy $5,000 limits on Blackjack games
throughout the month of December!

C•40-:

TRIPLE POINTS!
,
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Earn 3x points on each cruise every Tuesday.
Thursday & Sunday in December.

NEW SLOTS!
This month we are adding Mini Berthas
and $2 Slots! Ask a floorperson to direct
you to our newest and hottest slots!
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Over 100 Selected Styles Of
Athletic Shoes

DENNISON=HUNT

1 800 020 5905 In hil•tropolit, It curets Irony
Pirdsmah. KY, wh•r• I 71 moots he Ohio liver ihit 371
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OPEN Monday - Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m. • Sunday 1-5 p.m. through Christmas
1203 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.
753-8844
If you fee you may ha.• s prodern roth gamblog or
call 1 -80 522-4700 tn. Noir," Cour..
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SPORTING
GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
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•Warmups
*NFL Jackets
*Fleece Separates •All Purpose Jackets
*Nylon Windwear 'V-Neck Pullovers
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a

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
7-9
Sun.
10:30-6:30

It's The Total On Th Tape That Counts!!!
Clifty
Farms
Whole

41r,

Order Your
Christmas
Baskets Now
753-6221

-4 FRYER
NoBREAST

COUNTRY
HAM

Fer
grea
Col
foil

Split
Bone
Family Pack 3-5 Lb. Pkg.
Cl
a.m.
A
an
ign
0
of
Mrs.
Coo
ron
Hat
Ter
two
gran
step

Lb.
Sliced Free
!GA Sliced

Mountaineer Mild Pork

$1.79
BuLl, Get I

16 oz. pkg.

Oscar Mayer

and

(W

C•oplt

GO
Bacon

Leo
Jam

ters,
Pe

'v,"

Fresh

2, I

Sausage

$1.19
12 oz. BOX $2.19
Lb.

Mister Fritter Breaded

Ham 6 Cheese ($3.69 Lb. pkg.) _FREE

Mushrooms

12 ct. Size

$1.59
c
Lb. 89

On
will
(W

He
Fair
in t

Pro Leaguer

Uri
and

WIENERS

Ten
Snit
Fra
bro
gra
wa
wil
ne,

120z.
Pkg.
U.S.D.A. Choice Certified

Ground Chuck

Fresh

$1.29
Lb. $1.99

Lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice

Sirloin Tip Roast

Pork Steak

Lb.

$1.39

U.S.D.A. Choice

Sirloin Tip Steak

Lb.

$2.29

thry
Me

Florida Navel

Oranges

4 Lb. Bag

2/S3.00

Golden Ripe
Bananas

Lb.

49'

ANUFACTIIRER COUPONS EVERYDAY! SEE STORE FOR DETAILS.
y

reine6P

CAFFEINE FREI

4L0IGA
EGA Crushed or Sliced

Blue Bonnet Reg. or Lite

PINEAPPLE
20 oz. Can

COKE PRODUCTS
4 Sticks Carton

2 Liter Bottles

4,9

j

VEGETABLES'
14'/: Oz. Cans
Yellow Cream S W.K. Corn,
Cut Green Beans, Green Peas

• ISA Frozen Crinkle Cut

FRENCH FRIES

39'
IGA 18 oz. Jar
Creamy Only

$119

Peanut Butter _ I

KETCHUP
32 Oz. Bottle

WA Pure 64 oz. Btl

Vegetable
Oil

1/2 Liter 6 Pk. Bottles

Coke
Products

12 oz. 12 Pack Cans

Coke
Products

PIE SHELLS
9 Inch 2 Ct. Pkg.

'Frit° Lay Asstd. Flavors

DORITOS
9 Oz. Bag

2

Prices Effective
Dec. 3 thru Dec. 9

HOMETOWN PRIM

We reserve the right to

1imit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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DEATHS
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:orrect

Mrs. Evalena Thompson

Leon Troy Robertson '

Mrs. Evalena Thompson, 92,
Hardin, died Monday, Dec. 1,
1997, at Long Term Care Unit of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, Oscar David
Thompson, two sons, Joe Thompson and Lewis Thompson, three
daughters-in-law, Lee, Valla and
Ann Thompson, one sister, Lora,
five brothers, D.T., Samuel, Ervin, Charles and Paul Starks, one
granddaughter, and one greatgranddaughter all preceded her in
death.
Mrs. Thompson was a member
of Hardin Church of Christ.
Survivors include two sons,
Mason Thompson and wife,
Mary, Hardin, and Jessee Thompson, Columbus, Ohio; two sisters,
Mrs. Maud Deason, Owensboro,
and Mrs. Ruby Russell,. Florida;
seven grandchildren, Teresa Pickett, Anthony Thompson, Lucille
Thompson, Michael Thompson,
Pam Cline, Sherry Ammon, and

Leon Troy Robertson, 93, Hurt Drive, Murray, died Tuesday, Dec.
2, 1997, at 5 a.m. at his home.
He was a member of University Church of Christ. His wife, Mrs.
Leola Page Robertson, one sister, Laverne Robertson, and one brother,
James Robertson, preceded him in death.
Survivors include two sisters, Mrs. Reba O'Brien, Detroit, Mich.,
and Mrs. Clara Patton and husband, Fred, Kirksey; two granddaughters, Mrs. Barbara Beane and husband, Charles, Murray, and Mrs.
Peggy Jackson and husband, Garry, Martin, Tenn.; one grandson, Bill
Ferguson and wife, Ann, Dexter, Mo.; seven great-grandchildren; five
great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapll of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. James Ray West will officiate. Burial will
, follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
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Clatis Linville Reed
Clatis Linville Reed, 77, Paducah, died Tuesday, Dec. 2, 1997, at 6
a.m. at his home.
A retired -employee of ihe Kentucky liighwaY.Department, he was
an Army veteran of World War II and a member of Veterans of Foreign Wars.
One daughter, Patricia Reed, preceded him in death. He was the son
of the late Noble Reed and Flossie Smith Reed.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Loretta Aline Reed; five daughters,
Mrs. Shirley Hardin and Mrs. Bonnie McKinney, Benton, Mrs. Linda
Cook, Elizabethtown, Mrs. Edwina Filbeck, Lexington, and Ms. Sharon Reed, Hardin; two sons, Gerry Reed, Hazel, and Randall Reed,
Hardin; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Connie Wright, Hardin, and Mrs.
Teresa Snow, Ledbetter, one sister, Mrs. Lounell Langston, Benton;
two brothers, Earl Reed, Symnsonia, and Noble Reed Jr., Benton; nine
grandchildren; six stepgrandchildren; four great-grandchildren; two
stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Milner and
Orr Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Erby Reed will officiate. Burial
will follow in New Hope Cemetery in Marshall County.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Richard Elroy Smith, 51, Mayfield, died Tuesday, Dec. 2, 1997, at
Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
He was a mechanic at Mayfield Lawn & Garden, and a member of
Fairview Baptist Church and Veterans of Foreign Wars. He had served
in the National Guard.
Born April 20, 1946, at Buchanan, Tenn., he was the son of the late
Urishma Smith and Ruby Chilcutt Smith. One sister, Rachel Taylor,
and two infant brothers also preceded him in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Vicki Mileski, Gleason,
Tenn., and Ms. Rachel Smith, Paris, Tenn.; two sons, Richard D.
Smith, Paris, Tenn., and Clint Smith, Gleason, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
Frances Merrell, Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs. Betty Lamb, Hazel; one
brothr, Jimmy Smith, Paris, Tenn.; special friend, Peggy Staples; four
grandchildren; six nieces; three nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. A. Taylor will officiate. Burial
will follow in Point Pleasant Cemetery at Buchanan, Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday) and after 9 a.m. Thursday.

Mrs. Mary Louise Duke
Mrs. Mary Louise Duke, 88, Carrolton, Texas, sister of Mrs. Kathryn Outland of Murray, died Monday, Nov. 24, 1997, at a Catholic
Medical Center, Dallas, Texas.
Born May 14, 1909, in Paris, Tenn., she was the daughter of the
late C.B. Bomar and Annie Baker Bomar of Murray, and the grandaughter of the late City Judge W.W. Baker and wife, Molly Caldwell
Baker of Murray.
Survivors include one son, Marlon Russell Duke and wife, Ann,
Frisco, Texas; three sisters, Mrs. Kathryn Outland, Murray, Mrs. Earline Zook, Cheyenne, Wyo., and Mrs. Charlotte Ostrom and husband,
Richard, Elkhart, Ind.; two grandchildren; six great-grandchildren;
several nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Duke was a member of First Baptist Church, Carrolton, Texas,
where the funeral was conducted. Burial was in Ridgewood Cemetery,
Chicago, Ill.
.,.,,'
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Ted Carroll, 70, Flat Rock,
Mich., died Friday morning, Nov.
28, 1997, at his home.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Deborah Robens and
Mrs. Caroline Somerville, and
three sons, Gary Carroll, Tommy
Carroll, and Tim Carroll, all of
Detroit, Mich.; six sisters, Mrs.
Mary Elkins, Mrs. Lucille Freeman, and Mrs. Sylvia Williams,
all of Detroit, Mrs. Clover Jones
and Mrs. Bula Jones, Murray, and
Mrs. Beatrice Tucker, Hardin;
two brothers, Tommy Carroll and
Ed Carroll, both of Murray.
Services were Monday at 11
a.m. in the Brownstown Chapel
of John Molnar Funeral Home
there. Burial was in Michigan
Memorial Park.

Larry Kenneth
Humphrey
The funeral for Larry Kenneth
(Kenny) Humphrey will be today
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck
& Cann Funeral Home, Benton.
Howard Conner will officiate.
Burial will follow in Thweatt
Cemetery.
Mr. Humphrey, 53, Benton,
died Monday, Dec. 1, 1997, at 6
a.m. at his home. His father, Rex
Humphrey, preceded him in
death.
Survivors include two daughters, Monica Humphrey, Benton,
and Mrs. Mitzi Phillips, Dearborn
Heights, Mich.; one son, Keith
Humphrey, and his mother, Mrs.
Ruby Rule Humphrey, Benton;
two sisters, Mrs. Donna Thurmond, Murray, and Mrs. Diane
Butler, Benton; five brothers, Rexie Dale Humphrey, Kirksey, and
Mike Humphrey, Carlis Humphrey, Ronnie Humphrey, and
Jerry Humphrey, all of Benton;
five grandchildren.

Wallace Fitzner

Investments Since 1854.

;41

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

K U Energy ........... 351/4 - 3/14
Kroger..-.......-........-..37I/s + 1/4
L G &
- 1/i4
Lucent
•1
Mattel
McDonalds ....................481/4 • °in
Merck .....
+ 1,14
Microsoft ....-............1413/1 • 7/s
J.C. Penney..................... 65 NC
Peoples FIrst•............37B 373/tA
Quaker Oats ..............53 - s/u
+ 1/4

Texaco...... ..............„ 551/s • II/is
Time Warner.............59'/Is
UST..............................313/it • 3/t4
Wal-Mart...-...............4011/16 - Vis

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in ihis stock.
NC - no change in prim.
Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071

(502) 753-3366

Final rites for Wallace (Wally)
J. Fitzner were today at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Lynn
McLargin and Mrs. Ruth Ann
Keyser officiated. Burial was in
Maple Springs Cemetery.
Mr. Fitzner, 80, Benton, died
Saturday, Nov. 29, 1997, at 4:10
p.m. at Oak View Nursing Home,
Possum Trot.
Survivors include two daughters, Jill Fitzner, Benton, and Karen Fitzner, Boston, Mass.; sonin-law, Richard Heckinger, Boston, Mass; two granddaughters,
Lynn Fitzner, Benton, and Elizabeth Heckinger, Oakland, Calif.; one nephew, Jim Zubert,
Illinois.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
W L Lyons, Ins. • alandlar WYSE end UPC

Pain may be eliminated for millions
,(SPECIAL) A drug that isexciting

researchers in the treatment of pain
has been formulated into a new
procluct known as "'Arthur Itis,"
and is being called a "Medical
Miracle" by some, in the treatment
of debilitating conditions such as
arthritis,bursitis,rheumatism,pain-

fill muscle aches,joint aches,simple
backache, bruises, and more. Although the mechanism of action is
unclear, experiments indicate that

the brain, thus eliminating pain in

the affected area. Arthur his, \
available immediately without a prescription in an odorless, greasele
Arthur Itis. relieves path by first non-staining cream or new roll-on
selectively attracting and then de- liquid form. Arthur hist is guaranstroying the messenger chemical teed to work or your money back
which carries pain sensations to
Use only as directed
C

Available at:
Clink Pharmacy
104 N. Fifth St.
753-8302

* sure to please
* going to be
appreciated
" easy to wrap
" unique

Then come to....

HOG MARKET

KITCHEN & BATH DESIGNS

•
tale Market Nees Service Deasaber 3, WO
C.aI1.cy Purchase Ares Hog Market Report Includes 2
Baying
lions !salvia: Act. 275 EA. I Barrows A
GUIs Wady Sews $1.91 lower
US 1.3 23$.240
US 1.3 21S-731 lbe
137304135
US 14 264•2141
US 1-2 210.215
Sows
US 1.2 2111.335
US 1-3 391-431 the.
Sr 55-25.19
US 1.3 4511-325 lbs.
$31111-31.SO
US 1.3 szs and up Ilk
$33.0-35.14
US 2-3 3115-500
524.1111-27.110

(502) 753-1546
• pull out shelves for Mom's (and Grandmother's) kitchen cabinets
* a custom designed kitchen or bath for your new home or remodeling
project for 1998.

Gift Certificates Available • 20% discount for Senior
Citizens (age 60+) on pullout drawers.

Ted Carroll

Richard Elroy Smith

Stock Market Report

Looking for
a great gift
that is....

Adam Thompson; 20 greatgrandchildren; 11 great-greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. John
Hicks and Mark Hurt will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Walter's Pharmacy
604 South 12th St.
753-761111

444.41. Health 14064414

Wallis Drugs
412 Main St.
753-1272

You're Invited to Our...

5th Annual Open House
Gallery of Kentucky Artist Phillip Powell

Winter's Blanket

The Survivor

Saturday, December 6
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at

,4

the home of..

Phillip, Susie, Charlie and Lydia Powell
For Directions Call (502) 436-2684

THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE CO.

FACTORY DISCOUNT SALE
Stop by and look over our
full line of quilting machines
& quilting cloth, batting and
supplies.

"Why pay more & get less..
NEW HOME Machines come
with a 25 Year Warranty!!
Over 90 Machines in stock but
at these prices they won't last
longs!"
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Clain, Oil 41 Adjust 11 Clean, Oil & Adjust;
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I Full Sewing i Full Serger
Quilting i Machine i Tune-Up I
Tune-Up
IWe PM quilt your tops I
In Store
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In Service Since 1985
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DON'T DELAY!
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Time is running out!
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Don't wait for potential
1998 MEDICARE
CHANGES to increase
your Medicare
Deductible.
Have your cataract
surgery or any other
eye care you may
need...NOW!

Accepting Medicare
Assignment
Call
1-800-489-0237
Today To
Schedule Your
FREE Cataract &
Glaucoma Vision
Screening!

Offices also in
Union City anarParson%

VAN DYCK EYE CENTER

(901)642-5(X)3

../
1
4ND ANIRULATORV EVE SERGERV CENTER

tlaitminereqafetimrecimptifirms,. *11'0*

Specializing in
Cataract and
Refraueve Surgery
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1024 Kelley Drive
Paris, TN
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Blood drive set for Thursday

;_

On Thursday,Dec.4,a Red Cross
Blood Drive will be held at the
Murray-Calloway County Area
Technology Center, 1800 Sycamore
.St. on the campus of Murray High
School. The Red Cross nurses and
technicians will take blood donations between 8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
according to Larry Doyle,Calloway
County Red Cross Blood Drive
coordinator.
The region is still experiencing a
critical shortage of all blood types.
Most of the regional hospitals depend upon Red Cross collected
blood for their supply and for
emergency back-up. They generally
draw about 600 pints of whole
blood or blood products daily from
the Nashville Blood Center.
When the Red Cross Blood Centers are out of blood, it is too late to
provide the lifesaving blood for you
or your family's emergency. The
blood supply depends upon voluntary blood contributions to fill this
need.
The young lady accident victim
from western Kentucky, who
needed over 12 gallons of life
saving blood (thankfully given by
donors such as you), has returned to
her home and is expected to make a
full recovery, Doyle said.
"Please plan on coming by the
Murray-Calloway
Technology
Center on Thursday and bring a
friend. Help Calloway County reach
our 1997 goal of 625 pints of blood.
New donors are welcome. All donors are given a health check before
blood is donated. Commemorative
shirts and refreshments will be
available," added Doyle.

Social Security
to visit
on Thursday

Call toll-free1-800-ACS -2345
TI11911 DIMING
warm Mai TIN SWOO9

AMERICAN
(Amain
SOCIETY

il'

faliiinEnr

' Dec. 3 thru
Dec. 9

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

7aild

New

Hours:

Fri. & Sat. 8-7

7,140t Odd 76tM4

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams &
Shoulders
U.S. Choice Boneless

Center Cut

Extra Lean

Chuck Roast
1 39
Pickles
I Lb

Pork Chops

Stew Meat

Claussen
All Varieties

$1

1 99
Lb.

Jumbo

20-32 oz

Franks

99

Ribs

U.S Choice
Chuck Tender
Roast

$ 1 79
II Lb

9

1/4 Sliced

Owen's Best Family Pack

Pork Loin
Tomato 96?

Grou
nd
Be
ef
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

7
7
!
99°

Pringles
Chips
6-7 oz

$ 1 39
I Lb

Family Pack Sliced Slab

Strip Steak
99
Snack
Lb.
Mix

Bacon

Chex

Bleach

Sliced Free

7-8 oz

1 Gallon

$ 1 29

89°

Kelloggs

1% Milk

Froot Loops, Frosted Flakes
or Crispix Cereal

89!

89'

Hyde Park

Bath Tissue

Tropicana Season Best

Apple Juice

Orange Juice

64 oz

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew, Diet
Mt. Dew, Cal, Free Pepsi 12

Dr. Pepper, 7 Up,
Mt. Dew

$299

pk

Pillsbury Danish or

Cinnamon Rolls

Paper Towels

8 ct. 2/$3

Minute Maid Frozen

Cake Flour

2 lb $

Prairie Farms

'I 59

Orange Juice 10-12
Spaghetti Sauce

1/2 gal. 2/$219

ett
Owen's Best

88Q Chicken
1 99
I

lb

27-30 oz.

Jelly or Jam

18 oz

Lb.

2/$3

32

Owen's Best
Deli

Turkey Breast
$529

Roast Beef

Lb

$499
Lb

6.2 oz.

Musselman

Applesauce

23-24 oz.

979
99'
$1 59

21-26 oz

I

Parkay Reg. or Light

Spread

3 Lb.
Kraft Individually Wrapped

Cheese

Owen's Best

BBC) Ribs

$3

29

L$

3 Lb. Bag
Gold Del., Red Del
& Rome

Apples
$ 1 49

Lb

a
'

Mesquite
Smoked

Treats Bars

$1 29
I

1 Lb. 2/$5

VitOdigede

Owen's Best
Storemade

Ham Salad
239

Rice Krispie

Cookie Mix

OZ.

Bama Grape

Peanut Buffer

$ 1 59

Duncan Hines

Ragu

Peter Pan

•

'299
79'

12 pk.

Sparkle Single Roll

Swans Plain

Skim Milk

64 oz.

Cajun or
Lemon Pepper

Pork Loin
589
Lb.

Crisp

Broccoli

c
89
Ea

• ••••••• .

Golden Ripe

Bananas

3

Lbs

just

su
Lei
do
kn
•

yea
me
Af
sch
nu
1 I'

Mt. Dew, Diet Mt. Dew

0
99

any
Ro
di
Saf
ing
plc
brin

Pec
eve

Angel Soft

4 Roll99°

corn
preh
that
co
sch
Mo
thi

old
ma
fo

Cat. Free Pepsi,

2 Liter

der
cro
the
fore

S.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,

12160z 2/$4

$199

Clorox
Regular

It's
thou
ing:
off
beg'

ces
mi
sch
he'
just

U.S.D.A. Select Whole

Kentucky Farms

Gal.

Fryer Breast
VI 29
Lb.

1 59
Lb

Spare

$13
I Lb

3/1

Miss Goldy Split

Country Style

Bryan Juice

By
As

Mon.-Thurs. 8-7

We Accept Food Stomps - We Reserve The Right To
Limit Quantities

Sauce
15 oz

Tourism
working
on calender

Save Your Life—
Stop Smoking

Prices Good

To Subscribe To The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916.

The next Red Cross blood drive
will be sponsored by the Kentucky
National Guard on Saturday, Dec.
13, at the Armory cur Highway 12Y'
North.

Red Gold

A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be
in Murray at the Calloway County
Public Library on Thursday,
December 11, 10:30 a.m. until
12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:
•Before getting his or her first
job, because a Social Security number is required to get proper Social
Security credit for earnings. Employers :Are required to examine a
person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a number at least
two weeks before it will be needed.
•After a death in the family to see
if survivor benefits can be paid.
-When someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
•At retirement — at 65 for full
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for Medicare two or three months before 65
even if there are no plans for
retirement.
•Anyone with a question or with a
report to make prior to the representative's .visit to the library may
telephone the Mayfield Social Security office at 247-8095.

Are you planning an event for
January or February or know of any
that are going on in the area?
The Murray Tourism Commission is currently working on the
calendar of 6:tents for January and
February 1998. Information about
dates, times, and locations of any
activities in the area is requested for
the upcoming calendar of events.
The calendar of events is produced bi-monthly throughout the
year by the Murray Tourism Commission. Copies are sent out to
people that request information about the area and those who stop by
the office. "We usually send out
about 200 calendar of events in
January and February," said Judy
Gargus, Executive Director at the
Murray Tourism Commission.
"People who are coming into the
area to visit often call or stop by to
request information about what is
going on in Murray. It's a great tool
we use to let people know what
activities are happening and give
local people additional publicity for
the events they are planning."
For more information,'or to get
your event in the upcoming calendar of events, call the Murray
Tourism Commission, Murray's
event headquarters at 759-2199.

Donor requirements are: 17 years
of age, weigh at least 110 pOunds,
not donated blood within the last 56
days and be in generally good
health.
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School violence not isolated
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By STEVE BAILEY
Associated Press Writor
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
It's a scene that takes place in
thousands of schools every morning: Hundreds of students piling
off buses and into classrooms to
begin another typical day.
Typical, that is, until the thunder of gunfire echoes through
crowded hallways and changes
the fabric of a community
forever.
That image has become far too
common for most people to comprehend. Some people rationalize
that it couldn't happen in their
communities. But a national
school safety expert warned
Monday that those people should
think again.
"School violence can erupt
anywhere, anytime," said Dr.
Ronald Stephens, the executive
director of the National School
Safety Center. "Deviancy is being redefined as more young people are willing to take the risk of
bringing a gun to school.
"Schools are so open and accessible that if a student is committed to bringing a weapon to
school and hurting somebody,
he's going to find a way to do
just that."
In Heath, a tiny community
just west of Paducah, it came as a
shock Monday when a 14-yearold student opened fire on classmates as they took part in an informal prayer service.
"Something like this is a real
surprise for this area," Carlene
Leigh of Heath said. "We're a
close-knit community. Everybody
knows everybody."
Stephens said that's the standard reaction but, while unexpected, school violence shouldn't
ever come as a complete surprise.
During the 1992-93 school
year, the national center documented 55 violent school deaths.
After passage of tougher federal
school gun laws in 1994, the
number dropped to 20 during the
1994-95 school year.
Last year, 19 deaths were re-

ported, although more than 6,000
students were expelled for having
handguns at school. But this year,
10 students already "have been
killed by classmates on school
groands since September.
"There's no way to know exactly why the numbers dropped
and have jumped back up, other
than to accept that there's an increasing number of volatile and
angry youngsters in our
schools," Stephens said. "Oftentimes, students and school administrators minimize threats from
other students. Then when violence does occur, people are totally shocked. Threats are a big
warning sign and need to be taken seriously and followed up
on."
Bill Scott, director of Student
Support Services for the Kentucky School Boards Association,
said he believes the state's principals and other administrators are
increasingly cognizant of the
number of violent episodes in
their schools.
"It's the high-profile cases
such as these that are wake-up
calls that just because these incidents haven't happened in their
schools doesn't mean they can't
or won't," Scott said. "Most
school districts have some kind

of crisis response plan in place.
But there needs to be involvement by law enforcement, the
court system, other local support
service agencies and the communities themselves to enusre
that these types of tragedies do
not occur."
Stephens said efforts need to
be directed toward prevention
and making students feel like
they are a part of the school
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community.
"The only reason a student
generally shoots someone else is
because he or she feels intimidated; ignored or threatened by
them," he said. "So the question
for schools becomes,'How do we
create a positive atmosphere on
campus in which all students can
feel as if they are included?' "
Most important, however, is to
realize that every community —
and every school — potentially is
at risk.
"School administrators and parents have to understand that the
possibility is real and recognize
that it can happen anywhere, no
matter how small the school or
community," Stephens said. "If
you turn a blind eye and believe
it can't happen in your school,
you could be inviting tragedy."

Bread
2 Ltter
Bottle

Lipton

Tea

100 ct. Box
Keebler Graham Cracker

not properly restrained could get
bears, and drivers could get
warnings instead of citations.
"If they're not in their seat
belts, it's just going to be education for the drivers of the car to
tell them how important it is to
have the kids in their seat belts,"
Jones said.
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Police give away teddy bears

We're Here For You
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BOSTON (AP) — Those weren't tickets police were handing
out — they were teddy bears.
Several traffic checkpoints
were set up Monday so police
could give bears to children
wearing safety belts as part of a
promotion designed to encourage
kids to buckle up, said Officer
Kevin Jones, a police spokesman.
Under Massachusetts law, all
drivers and passengers in cars
must use seat belts, and children
5 and younger must be in restraint chairs or car seats.
The program was not intended
to be punitive. Even youngsters
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Family mistakenly
told daughter died
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Janet Shepherd's P1/P2 class at Murray Elementary recently visited the
Murray fire station. Students revelwed fire safety rules, viewed equipment and even sprayed water from the hose.
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California tentatively
approves new math

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
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FAST
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By ANN BANCROFT
Associated Press Writer
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
— The state Board of Education
has given tentative approval to a
new set of math instruction standards, despite objections that it's
a "dumbed-down" approach.
Among other things, the new
standards would eliminate use of
calculators before the sixth grade.
If adopted later this month, the
document would be the first standard for math education in 147
years in California, where students rank at the bottom of all
states on national skills tests in
math. Final approval is expected.
New standards for kindergarten
through seventh grade had been
crafted over two years of meetings and public hearings by a
state commission that was
charged with creating new,
"world class" education
standards.
However, during the past three
weeks the commission's recommendations were heavily edited
by a two-member subcommittee
of the board.
State schools Superintendent
Delaine Eastin, who is often at
odds with the board, accused
board members at Monday's
meeting of making "politically
correct, easy-to-explain changes
and taking a 1952 approach" in
their revisions.
"These (board revised) stan-
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Murray, Ky.

753-0045
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Alpine Christmas Trees
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dards dumb down what the commission did," sacrificing thinking
skills to an emphasis on basics
and rote memorization, Eastin
said. "This is now a basics-only
standard."
The differences reflect a yearslong debate over how much math
instruction should focus on Omputation, memorization and other
basic skills versus how much it
should encourage development of
problem-solving skills such as estimation and relating math concepts to daily life.
Members of both the board and
commission insisted their versions represent a balance between
the back-to-basics and "reform"
approaches.
"There are zealots on both
sides," conceded board President
Yvonne Larsen, who reddened as
commissioner Judy Codding accused the board of "selling students short" and "expecting
less."
The board revisions emphasize
"precise calculations" in every
grade, and in some instances replace directions to "create and
solve" or "model, estimate and
solve" with simply "solve."
They return long division — considered outdated by some Math
reformers — to the standards for
fourth grade and eliminate use of
calculators until the sixth grade.
Commission member Bill Evers said the changes made by the
board only made the document
more precise and removed standards that could not be accurately
or practically assessed by tests.
Stanford University mathematician Ralph Cohen, who consulted
with board members on the revisions, said the changes made
more precise "a vast amount of
verbiage that was imprecise,"
and he was "shocked to see references to the document being
dumbed down."

condition. The driver of the other
By HANNAH WOLFSON
Associated Press Writer
pickup and his passenger received minor injuries.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The mixup occurred when one
Kathy Geuy spent Thanksgiving
weekend sitting by the bedside of of Nesmith's relatives, who said
a critically injured girl she he was a friend of both girls, misthought was her daughter, only to identified them in the emergency
find out the hospital had misiden- TOM.
Initial identification can be
tified the girl.
done
by anyone, Slovis said. But
Her 16-year-old daughter, Tiffany, was dead. The girl in the that ID would not be used to
hospital was her daughter's best make a decision on operating or
for serious medical questions.
friend, also named Tiffany.
On Sunday — the same day
"I go in and see this child and
Miss Moshier's death announcepray for her and give her love
ment appeared in The Tennessean
and attention, and then four days
newspaper — staff removed the
later they tell me it's not my
tube from her throat and asked
baby," Mrs. Getty said this
her who she was.
morning. "I have a live, comatMiss Moshier's parents
ose daughter and then they shock
the hell out of me by saying she's canceled the funeral scheduled
been dead. This is so horrible." for Monday at Williamson Memorial Funeral Home.
The hospitalized girl is
Funeral home director David
14-year-old Tiffany Moshier,
who was with Mrs. Getty's Stephens said that Giselle
daughter in a pickup truck that Moshier told him on V,iday that
smashed head on into another she did not believe the body at
the funeral home was her
pickup last week.
Miss Moshier, who suffered fa- daughter's.
"She said her daughter would
cial injuries and was unable to
have had to have changed clothes
speak until Sunday, has improved
and was in fair condition at Van- because the clothing and jewelry
derbilt University Medical Center we returned to her were not her
in Nashville today.
daughter's," he told The TennesMrs. Getty has spent the last sean newspaper.
two days planning a funeral,
The next morning, her huswhile the Moshier family band, Bruce Moshier, looked at
canceled the service planned for the body and agreed it was not
his daughter.
their daughter.
Shell Irwin, Miss Moshier's
"Somebody made a terrible
aunt, flew to Tennessee from
mistake," said Clyde Stephens,
Kansas City expecting to attend the funeral home owner.
her niece's funeral. She's now at
He said the body of the girl
her bedside.
brought to the funeral home had
"It makes you believe in mira- significant facial injuries. In
cles," Ms. Irwin said Monday.
many such cases, funeral direcHow the mixup in identifica- tors will use makeup or recontions occurred still is being inves- struct the face based on a phototigated by the hospital. Tiffany graph. But in this case, the injuMoshier is petite and dark-haired, ries were too severe, he said.
while Tiffany Getty was blond
"She had so many facial injuand several inches taller.
ries, we knew a picture wasn't
"This has never happened be- going to help us," Stephens said.
fore," said Dr. Corey Slovis,
James Omer Jr., a lawyer for
head of the emergency room. "In the Moshiers, criticized the hosretrospect, now that it has hap- pital and medical examiner for
pened, we're going to have to re- failing to ask a family member to
think our whole procedure."
identify the dead girl.
The two girls from Franklin
Meantime, Mrs. Getty conwere passengers in a pickup truck tinues to grieve.
that crossed the center line and
"I am going to get to the botcrashed head-on into another tom of where she's been and why
pickup Wednesday afternoon.
nobody asked be to identify the
A third passenger, James Felts, body," she said. "Nobody
also died. The driver, 20-year-old should have to go through what
William Nesmith, was in fair I've been through."

TRAVERSE CITY, Mich.(AP)
— He has an odd complexion and
a slightly deformed shell. But
Pinky the albino turtle is a stud in
some circles, and he's heading
west to show what he can do.
Seattle-area reptile breeder Ernie Wagner is researching color
abnormalities in turtles. He wants
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Pettys dig up
more business
ELKTON, Md. (AP) — Business stinks for Lorri and Scott
Petty — and they wouldn't have
it any other way.
The Pettys are professional
pooper scoopers with more than
30 customers (they are trying to
dig up more).
They began their canine waste
disposal company as newlyweds
two years ago during a search for
a home-based business. Inspiration struck as the Pettys were
cleaning up after their dogs: Scott
said he would pay somebody to
do the dirty work.
The Pettys charge $30 a month
for a yard with two dogs. One of
their customers has Great Danes,
and Mrs. Petty thinks perhaps
they should charge by the pound.
A
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to breed Pinky, a 22-year-old albino snapping turtle at Clinch
Park Zoo in Traverse City, with a
female albino snapper.
Traverse City officials approved the dqal Monday. Pinky
has until Memorial Day, which is
when Wagner has to return the
turtle.
,A)inky was donated to the zoo
two years ago by a family who
raised him since his hatching.
The family visits Pinky each
summer and keeps a photo album
about his life, zoo keeper Tracy
Wooters said.
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Local minister Scott BlvIns spoke at the October FBLA meeting at Calloway County High School to encourage members to participate In a
FBLA fundraising project that will support children in a Russian
hospital.

Students Starlett Shields, John King, Sabrina Emerson, Eric King,
Kenny Hathcock and T.J. Fife test brownies In Janet Dees' Creative
Foods class at Calloway County High School.

/
Zac Larson, Nick Miller, Kyle Harper, Adam Fogle and Curtis Wolfe
fifth-grade students from East, enjoyed a first-hand look at several farm
animals during Youth Ag Day.
rem Iowa
CALVIN/ all
110611310
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Carl Williams, Mason Thomas and Sam Rogers, fifth-grade students at
Southwest give a demonstration on how the digestive system works.
Tera Yarbrough participates in the "YES" program from Calloway
Middle as she gives ice to the residents at West View. Students go into
the community as a way to learn about various careers. Tera Is Interested In the field of medicine.

Grant Williams, a student at East Elementary, was the winner of a $100
shopping spree from Wal-Mart at the Community Resource Fair
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Judy Muehleman tells the Moonbeam team at Murray Elementary about
her recent trip to China.

Mr. Welter at Calloway Middle School Instructs students on the proper
way to program a robotic arm In the technology education program at
Calloway County Middle School.
Takina Scott and Lalla Alsoalml, students at North Calloway, work on
various patterns using a pumpkin and a cat.

Debbie Lampe and Nancy Newson visit Murray-Calloway County Airport
while studying a unit on transportation at Murray Preschool and Head
Start

Maegan Lusk, Kaeley Phillips and Maggie Anderson enjoy the painting
station during centers at North Calloway Elementary.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033).
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Students In Reita Robinson's class at Southwest listened to
Crider.
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(Left to right) Mo Green, Mr Bing. Jared Geurin, Zachary Orr, Shelby
Crouch, Sarah Thomas, All Meshkat. Madison Henninger, lera Gobert,
Fiona Cheng, Lake Butterworth, Brock Simmons and Lucas Anderson.
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Come by for a FREE
vision screening and
your annual eye
health exam.

Eyecare
lie% Specialties
Dr. Kevin M. Adams

308 S. 12th Murray
759-2500

Lori Opp. assistant women s basketball coach at Murray State, gives
tour of sports arenas to preschool children as part of a unit on sports
for Murray Preschool and Head Start.
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$2.25 per column inch extra tor
Tuesday (Shopping GiAc14 )-

Reader Adl
300 per word, $6.00 minimum
I st day.64 per word per ciay tor
'rich additional consecutive
day. $2.00 ilitITO for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads.

XcallgialLSLIINPrzist
A $2.00 lee will be requeed'amok.

any changes to ad oleo deadline.

010
020
025
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
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Curd of
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Roommate Wanted
Lost An Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Position Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade

020

010

190
195
200
210
220

Want to Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
. .....................
Musical

020

UPI

All stored items in
storage units #47, 76
& 85 at Key Mini
Warehouses, 1850
State Route 121
South Murray, KY
42071, have been
abandoned and if all
charges for storage
units #47, 76 & 85 are
not paid in full on or
before Dec. 15, 1997,
Key
Mini-Warehouses will have legal
possession of all
items stored in units
#47, 76 & 85. A sale
date for said items
stored in storage units
*47, 76 & 85 will be
posted at a later bme.

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew. 753-6981.

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available'
100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199
AVON- I an here for all
your Avon needs Whether
you are interested in buying,selling or lust want to
look through a book to see
what Avon otters, give me a
call (502)436-6026, ask for
Tonya. ind/sIs/rep.
BIBLE Message 759-5177

ATTENTION: Restaur- HOUSE of Clothes Open
ants!! Need quality catfish? Men-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1105
We've got grainted, farm Nice consignment clothing
raised Alabama catfish $1.00 Buys mans, woCat F G. at Meadow Lane mens, childrens jeans,
Enterprise (502)435-4147. sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Utehouse 753-0700
489-2243 or 753-6981

Not-for-profit organization seeks local food
service agency to prepare meals for local
program.
Qualified providers will have:
1. a 605 permit per KRS217.125
2. certified dietician or access to such services
3. capability of preparing 100+ meals daily (M-F)
For further information, respond with a memorandum of interest to: P.O. Box 1040-S,
Murray, KY 42071 NLT Dec. 10, 1997.

ETHICAL HYPNOSIS
Specializing in

Managing Stress *Overcoming Fears
Changing

Habits:

What the mind can cause
The mind can cum.

Don Hellkamp 759-6000
FREE CONSULTATION

HALEY'S
Ugl9Puck
MIRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65Vi,
according to Federal Law, they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

In Memory
240....
Miscellaneous
260.... Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270....... Mobile Homes For Sale
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
285.. Mobile Home Lois For Rent
290
Heating And Cooling
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
320
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
360
For Rent Or Lease

070

150
Domestic
Childcare

Naos

Notice
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Thanks
140..
150
155
160
165
170
180

CALL 753-1916

COMPANY Coming?? Call
Mrs. Vs Cleaning for a
clean house! Fast, Friendly
Service! Senior Discounts!
436-5995.

DOLL Show/ sell at Walnut
St, Benton. Today- Dec
201h, 8arn-4pm. All sizes
and all good brands. 250
Collector Dolls Priced to
sell. 527-0985

HOME Of OFFICE CLEANING! One time cleaning or
done on a regular basis.
Dependable with references. Free estimates! Call
762-4769.

STERLING Silver Jewelry
at affordable prices, San
Marco & other unique designs Hair An, Dixieland
Center 753-6745
025
Personals
NEED someone to live with
elderly lady. Can have own
room with bath. Access to
kitchen & laundry room
Must have transportation.
In Kirksey area. 489-2602
or 489-2713
060
Help
Wanted
COMPUTER Users
needed Work own hrs
$20K to $ 5 OK/yr
1-800-348-7186 x 486

CLEAN-UP after new construction. Commercial
and residential Experienced and references.
Phone Valerie 436-5914,
evening hours.

Articles
For 8.1.

Want ••
To Buy
ANTIQUES- piece or estates Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 or 753-1418
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray
WANTED Dead or Alive'
Cash in on your Junk cars,
trucks, tractors &
We
Haul 901-247-6082 Clip &
Save

PRIMESitki
Sales & Service
Seir %rock Selsele Waits
'Omer,miu ri touch 00 ter Sere
`foie key te he galaxy
television programming.
1.01 1-8118-901-9010
local & to 901-790-905.3

BASSETT solid wood with
glass tops, end tables and
coffee table. Good condition, $250/all. 474-8704 after 5pm or leave message.
BEANIE BABIES Over 60
different kinds, retired &
hard to find. Call
502-522-4326, after 5pm.
BEANIE BABIES- New additions- Christmas Bear,
Snowman, Bat, Spider &
Turkey. $80/all obo.
759-1519.
CADENCE electric treadmill, $150 Reconditioned
upright piano with bench,
$400. You pick up.
753-0126.

Need Furniture? Bedding?

Wiggins Furniture

POSTAL JOBS $12 6i3/hr
to start, plus benefits Carners, sorters, clerks. computer trainees For
application/ exam information, call 1-800-267-5715,
ext. 550, 8am-8pm, 7 days
SEEKING bright, motivated
professional individual for
PT position Fri-Sun nights
Applicants must possess
good communication &
computer skills Send resumes only to: PO Box 213,
Murray, KY 42071.
STAFFED Residence Providers wanted to work with
persons with mental
retardation/ developmental
disabilibes in a community
based setting Must be willing to work flexible hours
and have reliable transportation Minimum requirements High School
Diploma/ GED & valid drivers hoense Send resumes
to Personnel Director,
Community Alternatives
Kentucky, 6145 Symsonia
Hwy, Syrnsonia, KY 42082
or call after lpm
(502)527-2255 E0E/44/F/
DN

McConnell
Insurance Agency

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
business partners needed.
Open to everyone Unlimited income potential for
Life' Positions limited Cal
immediately!!
606-278-0544

905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

WORK FROM HOME PT/
FT $982-46947/mo FREE
INFORMATION BOOKLET 1-800-373-8188 or
wtvw youcanworkfromhom
0 COT

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Truck'
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Produce
Free Column
Wanted

510.1,423'irt
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OFFICE HOURS;
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 o.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed
Deadlines are 2 days
In advoncel

RE
RE
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DOLL Collectors- Doll &
wicker baby carriage from
the Hamilton Collection-Rebecca- by Jennifer
Esteban- 1672 " tali- Never
taken out of box. Call
759-5708.

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

pounds "CALORAD"
Feel Great!

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length. Covers 36 inches, many colors.
Economy Metal & Supply
Co. 489-2722.

WASHER & dryer.
$100/ea. 328-8964.

FOR Sale: Table with 4
chairs, $75. Couchknreseat- chair,$200. Hidea-Bed loveseat, 2yrs old,
$200. Chest, $25. Desk
with chair, $50. OBO. Call
753-4866, after 5pm.

Call 1-888-828-THIN
or Fax 901-423-9233

Isn't it nifty?
Guess who's fifty?
Happy Birthday
290
illecellaneous
REPO BUILDINGS. Due to
customer cancellations factory has two all steel
Quonset buildings for immediate sell, (1) 40X60,
never erected. Will take balance owed. Call Bill,
1-800-511-2560

POWER-RIDER, like new,
$125 obo. Call 753-8197,
after 5pm.

exercise unit.
Need Distributors In This Area Ei SOLOFLEX
Includes all attachments.

RACERS SNAP MEET

210

Sunday, Dec. 7th
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
At Peppers Chrysler

Call Mark 1-800-748-8816
For More Information
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1985 FLEETWOOD 14x70,
2br, 1 bath, dishwasher,
rnicrowave, stove, refrigerator, central h/a, new
underpinning. Rented lot or
move. 753-9866.
1993 SOUTHERN Prestige, 16X80, large master
bedroom, garden tub,
treated decking, board
underpinning, 12X16 covered deck, 12X7 sun deck.
436-2731.
1994 ATLANTIC mobile
home 14X70, 2br, 2 baths
Set up at Stella Trailer
Park. $15,000. Phone
623-8630.

50

MOBIL
HOMES

AUCTION
DEC. 13•SAT.
11 A.M.

Mt

CID

VISA

753-1916

Call Us Toth:!

4
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Licensed & Insured
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'Local And
Out 01 State Moving"

75

1

Morris Mobile Home Movers
Setup & Underpinning

(502) 767-9630
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Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixleland Center

753-0113

CHOOSE YOUR OWN INCOME!
National Cemetery & Funeral Home Company needs
advancement-minded sales reps for immediate entry
into our comprehensive training program.
-Weekly Bonus Pion
-440,000+ Income
-Advancement Opportunities
-Company Training
-1.1aior Medical
-401K Retirement Plan
-No Credit Relicts
-Appointment Generation Programs
You owe it to yourself & your family to find out more. This
could be the last ad call you ever make!

Call Fran

502-753-0580

RON-TEC
1911 EASTWOOD STREET
HWY 79 EAST
PARIS, TN

America's Best
Kept Secret

(901)642-7064

Take a sales position no one else will, offer
a service no one else will, earn an income
few sales people can.

tEc

Funeral Sales
- PLUS •450CASE BULLDOZER
•1001(200 STEEL BUILDING
•34 TON WRECKER
•SWEET RODSCLASSICCIRS
CASH OFIG000 CHECK

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

2BI
en
75:

1984 BUCCANEER 14x80,
3br 2 bath, appliances,central h/a, new carpet &
underpinning. Extra nice.
753-9866.

• SINGLEWIDES
• DOUBLEWIDES

Inside and Outside Spaces Available
Late Models To Street Stocks!
Why Take Your Parts To An Auction

OfX

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

FIREWOOD by truck load
Will deliver. 767-9822

KIMBALL ORGAN. VERY
GOOD CONDITION.
GOOD FOR CHURCH OR
HOME. $500 060.
49241514.

14:
431
42f

1974 2br, 1 bath, central
h/a, stove, refrigerator &
deck included. $3500 obo.
492-6151.

Firewood

Hwy. 79 Paris, TN

•Ofel
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Mobile
Hansa For 9els

Like new. $500. 753-6564.
WINCHESTER Over/under
20 ga. with mac. reloader.
many extras, $800. Browning Bar 270 cal. auto w/
shells, case, must see.
$475. 489-2617.

The Family of Rainey Looins
Gratefully acknowledges all expressions of sympathy shown us in
our time of sorrow. Thanks for the
floral tributes, the food brought to
the house, cards,calls and the donations to Hospice in his name. To
Blalock Coleman Funeral Home and
staff for the beautiful service.
Thanks to the doctors and nurses
of Calloway County Hospital, and
the loving care of Home Health
nurses and aides,andfor the support
of the Hospice workers, during Rainey's long illness. Thanks to our
many friends and neighbors, to our
church family and pastor of Good
Shepard Church for the love shown
us and 5,our prayers for us. You were
there when we needed you. God Bless
You All.

270

1998 16' WIDE 2br with
plywood
floors, water cut25 PIECES of Jeweltea,
mint
condition. offs T/0, glamour bath, &
502-527-5352, leave more $17,888.00. Only at
message- will return your Wilson Home Center, Murray, KY. Open Sunday
call
lpm- 5 pm.
1-800-540-7956.
190
32FT Wide. Widest double
Firm
available in Kentucky &
Equipment
Tennessee. 21'h X18'A
A Farmall with
oods living room, large bedroom
belly mower. 753-5463.
Plenty of storage space.
Must See to believe! Only
at Wilson Home Center,
Murray, KY. Open Sunday
lpm- 5 pm.
CAMOUFLAGE clothing 1-800-540-7956.
for all ages. Army underwear, work boots, motorcycle helmets. Jerry's Sporting Goods, Mayfield, KY.
502-247-4704.
GUNS, buy, sell, trade.
436-5650.

1 TBS, Before Sleep With Water Bum Fat While You Sleep!

Si
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Appliances
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has a great selection at
Decades Ago antique store
in Hazel. We also appraise
& buy coins & paper money.
• 753-4161.

100LB LP Cylinders for
sale. LP GAS REFILLS.
Lowest prices in town. B&B
Brokers, 701 So. 12th.
753-4389.

GE-1460w

PART-time position M-W-F
3pm-9 30pm. Apply
at
lambert Vending. N 4th St,
Murray

MasterCard

'CHfusToPHER's COINS

18- DISH Network digital FOR Sale Extra good hay,
satellite, $199. Program- covered round or square
ming
$19.99/mo. bales, suitable for horses or
cattle. 753-6567.
753-7419.
GAS insert, LP, ventiess
HOUSE cleaning & comair with blower, 29,000 BTU.
mercial cleaning. Call Lori 4 TON Trane central
conditioner unit, $150 obo. $400 guaranteed
474 8340
753-9912.
759-2203.
120
AM/FM stereo and cassette LEER Crown fiberglas
player, excellent condition, camper topper for lwb
Computers
$20. Jollytime bouncer Chevrolet. 753-0728, after
seat, excellent condition, 5pm.
IBM PS/1 486 33SX Inter $10. 2 lap trays, excellent
net ready 4X CD ROM condition, $10. Call LP GAS REFILL SPECIAL
speakers, SVGA color mo 759-9215 ask for Sherry. w/ad. 20Ib cyl. $4.95, 100lb
nitor, Windows 3.1, 12 MB
cyl. $27.95. B&B Brokers,
memory, 170 MB hard ANTIQUE white wedding '701 So 12th. 753-4389.
drive. Includes Microsoft dress, train, & veil. Laced
Word. Ready to run. Fully w/pearis, size 8, $500 obo. MASTER'S Choice wood
upgradable. $500. Worn one time only stove, $800 new/ asking
$375. Call 759-4630 leave
767-0318.
759-9824 after 4:00.
message.
140

570

auartanaa
Advertisers are requested
to check the first insertion
of their ads for any error.
Muffay Ledger 411 Times will
be responsiblefor only one
Incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported Immediately so corrections
can be made.

1 50

ELECTRONIC INSTAL- WANTED riding mowers &
LATION TECHNICIAN. 4-wheelers that need work
BASIC KNOWLEDGE OF 436-2867
ELECTRONICS INCLUDING TELEPHONES,
HOME THEATER, SECURITY, AUDIO AND
VIDEO. BASIC CABUNG
KNOWLEDGE A PLUS.
WILL CONSIDER KNOWLEDGEABLE TRAINEE.
APPLY IN PERSON MON
THRU FRI, 104M-4PM.
For the best possible prices with FREE
MURRAY TELEPHONE
delivery and setup go to...
AND ELECTRONiCS: 506
NORTH 12TH STREET,
MURRAY, KY.
NOW forming Monday
night 8-Ball leagues Call
Breaktime Billiards at
759-9303

....... Homes For Sale

460.. .....

Articles
For Sale

CONCERT TICKET GIFT
IDEAS- KY Opry Country
Christmas Dec 18th, $10,
Van Dells, New Years Eve,
449/$39, lodging pkg. available. Joe DOH*, Jan. 3rd,
$26419 David Allan Coe,
Jan 17th, $19414, Delbert
McClinton, Jan 24th,
$19416. EXECUTIVE INN
KY
Paducah,
1-800-866-3636.

NATIONAL SECURITY &
MISTY MORN SAFES
Gun, Home & Office Safes
FACTORY BLOW-OUT
SALE Fri, Dec. 5th & Sat.
Dec 6th 8am-9pm, at Misty
Morn Safe Co.. 1309 Green
River & Vogel Rd., Evansville, IN 800-838-0808

Happy Birthday
For Sale or Lease 470
365
370..Commercial Property for Sale 480
Pets & Supplies 485
380
Livestock & Supplies 490
390
Yard Sale 495
400
Public Sale 500
410
Home Loans 510
420
Real Estate 520
430
Lake Property 530
435.......
.
Lots For Sale 550
440
Farms For Sale 360
450
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S2S0 BUYERS FEE

MILES AUCTION CO.
r*LAI WM11 'Nil 4",

(704)637-2828

The most dynamic company In the Industry has Immediate opportunities In the
Western Ky area.

Beneifts include:
V Comprehensive Training
V Medical Insurance
V.
401 8
V Disability Insurance
V Company Stock Plan
To schedule a confidential interview contact Mr. Jones. Location Saks Director at
1-800-206-2884. Mailbox #4544
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Want
To Rent

Apartments
For Rent

BAD Credit Bankruptcy,
Repo's & Charge Offs
Been turned down over &
over? Don't give up! We
specialize in credit prob
lams One phone call can
be the turning point to putting you in that new home of
your dreams Don't Wait!
Call Now! Wilson Home
Center, Inc , Murray, KY
Open Sunday lpm-5pm
( 5 0 2 )7 6 7 - 0 0 0 0 /
1-800-540-7956 Ext 101

NEEDED 3br, 2 bath home
in or wound Murray by
January 1st Professor &
family relocating to area
Please call (405)794 8584
after 5pm

HAZEL Apartments, Hazel
KY now taking applications
You must be 62, hand
icapped, or disabled Rent
based on income Handicapped accessible Equal
Housing Opportunity
TOO* 1-800-247-2510
527-8574 or 492-8721

COMPLETE Turn Key
Package! We will finance
your land, well, septic,
electric, driveway, porches,
etc as well as your new
doublewde home all in one
easy payment Call Wilson
Home Center, Murray, KY.
1-800-540-7956 for tree
details.

280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
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14X70 3br, 1 ./, bath
$300/mo. 12X65 2br,
$260/mo. Deposits, references & lease. 753-6012.
2BR trailer No pets ReferCall
ences needed
753-9866
2BR with 2 room addition
Private lot Lease & deposit Ph 753-1385 or
436-2920
GROGAN'S Mobile Home
Court. 2br, $175-$240/mo.
753-3860 or 759-2570.
RENT to own 14X80, 2br,
2 bath in Grogans Trailer
Park
Coleman RE
753-9898
285
Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
4 ACRE 34 miles from
Murray $75/mo 753-6012

imes

ird

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Ufl!ts
Available

753-3853

-1916
4 CAR shop with air compressor 753-4509

isured

OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

ers

641 Storage
MI Sizes
Available
753-5585

)es

Ludio

USiC

ME!

y needS
le entry

320
At:int:M
M.
1BR, available now, stove,
refrigerator, all utilities,
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
1BR Dougud Dr. new Call
Coleman Realty 753-9898
1BR, low ublibe, 1209 N
12th St, references & deposit required $235/mo
753-3949 or 748-5924
1BR quiet neighborhood
water & trash disposal included 767-9037
1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray Equal Opportunity Housing HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted
753-4109

1 ROOM apt with refrigerator, water paid $120/mo 1
person No pets Available
Dec 1st 753-1203
2BR, 1 bath with carport,
central h/a, appliances
furnished, w/d hookup,
$475/mo, lyr lease, 1
month deposit. No pets,
750-2905 or 753-7536.
2BR, 2 full & 2 half bath
Washer, dryer, refrigerator,
stove dishwasher & whole
house vac Carport & patio
Separate 20'X30' storage
building $575/mo $575 deposit No pets References
Handicap Accessible
753-3018 leave message
please
2BR apartment, 706 Olive
No pets $325/mo + deposit 759-0808.
2BR duplex in Northwood
$400/mo. 759-4406.
2BR, duplex, central h/a,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR duplex (downstairs).
Lease required. No pets.
Water & garbage paid Located at 113 S 13th.
$385/mo plus $385 deposit. 753-6001.
CABIN Apartments on the
lake, Cypress community.
Furnished, utilities included . $450/mo
436-5099.
DUPLEX with carport 2br,
1 bath, appliances furnished In very private area
Lease & deposit required
$450/mo 435-4558
EXTRA nice lbr, 1 bath,
central h/a, all appliances
included, *375/mo, lyr
lease, 1 month deposit No
pets Call 753-2905 or
753-7536
EXTRA nice 182br apartments at Farmington,
washer- dryer- stove- refrigerator, dishwasher, central heat & air, carpet lbr
$315 2br $390. Includes
water & trash pick-up, deposit & references required. Available now at
762-4483.

EXTRA nice duplex availUNIVERSITY Square able January 1st, 1998
space- one of the highest $400/mo, deposit $300
traffice counts, central gas 753-4010
heat, skylight Call Century
FOR LEASE, 2br/ 1 bath in
21, 753-1492
Sherry Lane Estates ApartWANT to rent one bay in ments. $495/mo, lease, no
shop to house my car wash' pets. Has all appliances
Call plus stack washer & dryer.
wax business
753-8091.
Will have fresh paint and
carpet cleaned Call Lynda
at Grey's Properties
EASTSIDE
759-2001.

STORAGE
119 Maln • 753-6266

NICE 2br duplex with carport, gas heat & appliances Deposit Lease
No pets 1821 Ridgewood
$450/mo 753-7457

KENTUCKY Lake, Lake
land Westly Village, lbr
apartment utilities in
duded rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888
NATIONAL HOTEL
APARTMENTS Main at
6th, now accepting applica
bons for lbr & 2br,
included. Rent based on
income Elderly Of disab
led Equal Housing Oppor
tunny 502-753-0762
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm
NICE 2br duplex $375/mo
plus $375 deposit Available Jan 1st 435-4003
NOW renting lbr apartments 1608 College Farm
Rd. Stove & refrigerator
furnished. $215/mo. Call
753-6716, after 5pm.
NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments. Mur-Cal
Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr, Murray, KY.
759-4984. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
VERY nice 2br, 1/, baths
Townhouse. Appliances
furnished w/washer &
dryer, $500/mo, lyr lease,
1 mo deposit. No pets
753-2905, 753-7536.

Are You Looking For Security? 0

xe This

0
0

Are you in need of a place to store your
valuables? There's no need to look any
further — we have what you need!
Security Gate • Low Rates

0
0
0
Ca// Today At
0
0
0 KEY MINI WAREHOUSES 0
0 1850 State Route 121 South, Murray, KY 42071 0
753-5562
0
0

2BR home, gas heat, low
utilities $350/mo 415 S
10th 759-4696
2BR house on lake for rent
$275/mo Call 474-2386
anytime
2BR in Lynngrove & 3br in
Murray. Lease & deposit
required. Equal Housing
Opportunity, HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted
753-4109_
2BR near university No
pets $350/mo, security de
posit 492-8393
3-4BR brick home on quiet
dead-end street near MSU.
Stove, refrigerator & dishwasher furnished New
carpet, vinyl & paint
$550/mo. Call 436-5917.
3BR, 17, baths, appliances
furnished, central ha
$550/mo plus deposit
753-5592

3BR, 2 bath brick near university partially furnihed
Available Dec 1st Call
759-9246
3BR, 2 bath
753-8292

$400Orto

3BR, 5mi north of Murray
No pets 759-4826
3BR brick, central ha
Hazel Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR, gas heat S360/mo
plus deposit 753-9826

1. offer
ncome

FOR SALE OR LEASE

Indus
In the

w con ctor at

A 3600 sq. ft. professional office building
which was completely refurbished in
1992. The remodeling of the office
building was handled by an architect and
features an open floor plan. This is a very
beautiful building and you must see it to
appreciate the architectural design and
decor. Perfect location for either professional or commercial use.
Located in central downtown area
at 304 Maple Street, Murray KY
42071. Shown by appointment
only. (502) 753-1737.

LOVELY, 5br house 2
blocks from University
Available Dec 1 759-2174
after 5p m
LUXURY lakefront condominium Fireplace whirl
pool, full kitchen, sateline
tv $49/ night Paradise Resort, 436 2767 Take ad
vantage of low off season
prices Must mention this
ad"
NOT RENTED 2br house
on lake, $275/mo Call
474-2386
SMALL house on private
lot, 7 miles east of Murray
Linzy Beane residence,
436-2582
360
Storage
Rentals
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
520440/mo 759-4081
C-STORAGE, 10x15 storage units, 4th St & Sycamore E Next to Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571.
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available
753-2905 or
753-7536

100FT waterfront lot on KY
Lake yew round deep writer Excellent location
5 0 2 7 5 9 I 9 28
or
502-753-0697 days ask for
Bob
3 STORY A-FRAME on
Kentucky Lake 2/3 Bedroom, 1 bath, apxx 1600sq
ft, 24x30 detached 2 car
garage, 24x32 carport
8x10 shed, all on apprx 1
acre of ground 3 Decks
with view of lake lake access with private boat ramp
or public boat ramp nearby
Apprx 14 miles East of Murray $95,000 Serious inquiries only Shown by appointment Call 474-8704
after 5pm or leave
message
DOUBLE lot with new seebc system ready for home
or trailer Located in lake
front subdivision with private boat ramp $9,900
firm 759-4696
440
Lola
fials
2-3 ACRE building lots
miles north of Murray For
into call John Nix,
4.89-2183
V. ACRE lots for sale 6
miles North of Murray.
753-2592
460

2 CFF registered Seal Poin
Himalayan kittens. Females only. Fully vaccinated, wormed, started on
Program & Frontline spray.
$250. 753-5192.

Homes
For Sala
2 HOUSES for sale, 1 in
quiet neighborhood and 1
oft Oaks Country Club Rd in
Oakwood Terrace subdivision 753-6776

7 BRITTANY Spaniel pups,
AKC, 7wks, good hunting
stock, good pets, $125. 3BR, 1 bath, hardwood
floors, large workshop be502-395-7793
hind house, newly fenced
AKC Miniature Schnauzer yard. Neer university, in the
330
puppies- Ready for Christ- $60's. Call Barbara at CenRooms
mas! Call 502-885-6153, tury 21 Loretta Jobs RealFor Rent
after 5pm.
tors to see today!
SLEEPING
room. CHOCOLATE labs. AKC, (502)753-1492. *4000746.
$150/mo Coleman RE, Hooper-bloodline. Will hold 3BR, 1 bath frame home,
753-9898
for Christmas $200. remodeled. 8 miles North of
502-376-2728.
Murray. Mid $50's. Call
340
Barbara, Century 21
Houses
CHRISTMAS puppies_ for Loretta Jobs Realtors,
For Rent
sale. AKC Golden Retriev- 753-1492. *4000756.
1'4 BR, 1 bath, gas heat, e rs . Ready now
3BR, 1 bath, attached garcorner of N 7th & Olive, 502-522-7640
age with breeze-way, cenwasher- dryer- stove- reDOG obedience classes or tral h/a, on wooded lot 10
frigerator, $290/mo. Availprivate Serving Murray 17 miles Southeast of Murray
able now Deposit & referCall 759-4682, after 5pm.
years 436-2858
ences required. 762-4483
Sam-4pm, 345-2748 after LAB puppies, chocolate, BY Owner 3br, 1'4 baths,
AKC, vet checked. 1st 2700 sq ft under roof. 2
5pm.
shots and wormed. Parents miles from Murray
28R, appliances, central on premises. 753-1573.
753-0444
gas NO PETS! 1 mile past
Graves Co fine on Hwy 121
BY Owner: 3br brick, 1
390
N. References, lease & debath, matching brick on
Livestock
posit required. $300.
storage building, 1.5 acre
& Supplies
489-2440
lot, great location with
Small spotted shade trees_ Immediate
FOR
Sale2BR brick house. All appossession. 489-2756.
pliances furnished, gas pony Broke to ride
heat, double carport, 753-9894 after 6pm
PRICE REDUCED! Canfenced backyard, newly reUNITY Hybrid Seed Corn, terbury, 1523 Beckett Dr
modeled 1 mile from cam$48. Single Cross 80,000 Approximately 2600sq ft
pus Lease & deposit rekernel bag, sold at SAM'S plus 2 car garage
quired. $500/mo No pets
Club or buy direct For more $139,900 759-4801 or
753-8944 after 5pm.
753-1152 work
info call 1-800-338-4558

3BR, 2 baths, 2 car garage,
nice quiet area 753-1709
see by appointment

in
rtunitss

St

530

Mobil.
Homes For Sale

REPO'S- REPO'S
REPO'S! Yes we've got
'em! Late model, like new
with low down & unbelievable low payments Come
see 'em at Wilson Home
Center, Murray, KY Open
Sunday lpm- 5pm
1-800-540-7956

he
to
taTo
rid

320

5B

199

4BR, 1 bath, large kitchen
and Irving room gas heat in
country on 24 + acres
$500/mo plus deposit References required No inside pets 436-2117 after
7p m Of leave message
4 OR 5b. 1'4 bath corner
of 5th & Olive Ample park
ing gas heat, immediate
occupancy $495/mo + deposit 762 4483 between
8am 4pm 345-2748,after
5pmn
BEAUTIFULLY decorated
house on large farm in
county 3br. 1 bath with
appliances & wid hook ups
$500 per month includes
lawn mowing & 2 car de
tached garage Call
753 7463 evenings

420
Home
LOWW
ATTN: Homeowners Bor
row $25,000-$100,000.
Too many bills? Pay off
high interest credit cards
Home Improvements
Apply by phone/ 24hr Approval. No Equity Capital
Call Platinum Capital
(800)523-5363/ Open 7
Days

NEW 3br brick, 2 baths
double garage & driveway.
North Villa Subdivision, Lot
*5, Metcalf Ln., 5 miles
north of Murray 437-4783,
753-8237.
NICE 2br home, gas heat,
carport, utility room, 415 S
10th $33,900. 759-4696.

PASSIVE Solar Home built
in 1986. 2200 sq ft includes
3br, 2 full baths, kitchen,
living room, utility room, 48'
solarium, 24'X28' attached
garage. Finished 1'/,
430
tongue in groove pine
Real
floors, ceramic tile bathEstate
room floors High efficiency
5yr warALL American Finanda heat pump with
installed January
Services, Inc. Taking appli ranty
1997. Corner of Queenscabons for Home Loans
Enix, Kingswood
2nd mortgages & Refi way &
subdivision 3 miles from
nance A,B,C.D credit
MSU campus. County
Bankruptcy, Judgementstaxes. From Murray west
still apply with usl! No Cost
on Wiswell to Enix, left onto
to see if what we can do!!!
Enix, 2nd house on right
104 N 5th, Suite 204, Mur$79,000. Appointment
ray,Kentucky.
only. 762-6367 days,
502-759-8010
or
435-4146 evenings
502-759-8020 Or call toll
free 888-470-0422.
BOTTOM land for sale 93
acres plus 1-5 acres for
building site Clarks River
near Almo Call 436-5099

FOR SALE: 10 plus,
Wooded acres, 5 minutes
from Kentucky Lake Mature trees, private road,
apprx 12 miles east of Murray, $40,000 firm Will not
divide Serious Inquiries
only please Call 474-8704
after 5pm or leave
message

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley. state certified
759-4218

Say

Homes
For Sale

Used
Cars

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

PRICE REDUCED TO
GREAT
SELL'
LOCATION 804S 16th St
105X250 beautiful wooded
lot 2,650 sq ft (with possi
Wales for more) Bonus
room up- 40X12 walk-in
attic 3br, 24 bath, 6
closets 10 rooms central
H/AC, LR, Dine, den kitchen combo with appliances,fireplace drapes
shutters utility with cabs
sun-room, patio & 2 car
attached garage Call
759-0700

1993 CHEVY Beretta, red
40,XXX miles automatic,
power windows & door
locks, tilt $7,000 firm Call
759-4469, after 5pm

ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

COLSON Home Repairs
Additions garages decks
remodeling vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592

QUALITY built in '96, 3br, 2
bath custom cabinets with
special features Custom
built utility building located
less than 5 mite ImmaculatelCentury 21 753-1492
First time on market
REDUCED! $99,900 By
Owner. 106 Williams ( 3
blocks to MSU), 2,000 SF
under roof. 3br, 2 baths,
deluxe kitchen iv/console,
custom oak cabinets & Cor
ian tops Dishwasher,
microwave, oven & island
range built-in Fireplace w/
gas logs, 5 ceiling tans, 9
closets, large deck w/
shade 767-0895

Motorcycles
1997 YAMAHA Timber
wolf, 250 four wheel
$2,000 Call 436-2620

1994 FORD Explorer Eddie
Bauer, 59xxx miles, local
owner, towing pkg
753-7787 after 5pm
1995 CHEVROLET Blazer.
white, 2dr, 50,000 miles,
excellent condition,
$14,900. Call 759-4586_

NEW brick duplex in Cam
bridge Al city utilities, lots
of extras Call 753-3966
night, 753 7435 day

egg
Used
Cars
1974 VW Super Beetle, Big
Bore engine, Ghia wheels,
good condition, 2nd owner.
$1500 firm 435-4605 leave
message
1984 FORD Escort station
wagon, a/c, great condition
$1250. 492-8299
1985 NISSAN, long bed
pick-up truck $1400
759-2039
1985 OLDS Forenza, 4cyl,
4sp, 4dr, a/c, power steering & brakes, am/fm cassette, low miles Dependable $1600. 901-247-6082
1988 CHEVROLET Caprie
4dr, power locks, air, 305.
high miles, in fair condition
$750 489-2054.
1989 PONTIAC 6000 LE
$1800 obo 753-6105, after
5 30pm
1989 TOYOTA Camry Wagon, excellent condition,
V6, all power, a/c New
battery, brakes & muffler
Book value $4326. will sell
$3600 753-6487, after
3prn
1993 BMW 3181, 4dr grey
on grey, car phone cd
player, fully loaded, recent
maintenance, 1 owner,
seat warmers, sunroof
$11,500 Call Dave
767-9206 leave name and
number

Home overlooking the 11th Fairway of Oaks
Country Club. Living room, formal dining
room, den, kitchen, 4 bedrooms, 3 baths,
utility and 2 car detached garage. All very
large rooms. New roof, new gutters, new heat
dt air. Has two fireplaces, one with gas log.
Has large patio and upper deck overlooking
golf course. A short walk to clubhouse, tennis
courts and swimming pool.
Phone 800-368-1873
for more information.

1

FOR sale: 1995 Cadillac
STS, 25,xxx miles, like
new, loaded, color dark
blue. 753-5870.
495

Of Kentucky
P.O. Box 1694
Murray. Ky 42071

Phone/Fax: (502) 759-5708
Residential • Commercial
Dtvorces • Estates

Tree removal, dead limbs,
trimming 759-5353, leave
message

1984 CHEVY Silvered°
loaded overdrive trans
fwb, 58,XXX actual miles
Very nice truck 435-4486,
after 5pm or leave
message
1989 DAKOTA needs
transmission Sell reasonable 474-8855

1994 RED Dakota Sport,
Sap. V6, air, 74,XXX miles
$6200 obo 767-0599.
1995 RANGER 4X2 Super
Cab, 4.0 Liter V-6, 5sp
overdrive, 27,XXX original
miles, extra options
$10,500 436-2237
1996 DODGE Ram 1500
Series. If you can afford
about $150 a month lust to
keep the transmission in
this truck, I have the truck
for you! Purchased new in
Paris, TN Call 492-8488
I Have trucks & boat Call
436-5463, after 12pm
520
Boats
& Motors
1984 MARK Twain ruriab
out and trailer with 140
Mercruiser in-board motor,
$2500 767-0791
530
Services
Offered
3-D DOZING eS-Ekhoe
septic & gravel hauling
Driveways, foundations
502-437-4969
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal tree spraying. leaf raking, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch
hauling & mulch spreading
gutter cleaning Licensed &
insured Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
A&A Lamb Brothers Complete Lawn Care Mowing.
leaf mulching landscaping
Mark Lamb 436-5791
ADAM'S Home Improvements. Call now for your
last minute needs for the
HOUDAYS. Repairs Re
modeling Roofing, Con
crete etc Inside or Out
No Job Too Small
759 9906

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp .
foundations slabs, sidewalks, driveways. buildings.
remodeling, repairs. AGC
certified 489 2214
ALL types of work Gutters
brush clearing tree trim
ming removal home re
pairs hauling etc City &
county 753 2092

ELECTRICIAN- R8R
ELECTRIC New construction, rewiring, mobile home
hookups, electrical maintenance and repair Call anytime Murray. 762-0001,
cella 519-1592

CARPET AND UPHOLSTERY CLEANED by Certified Technicians with
MURRAY CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
753-6300 Anytime for Free
Estimates'

EMERGENCY Water Removal 24hrs Lee's Carpet
Cleaning 753-5827

CARPET CLEANING
Serving Murray tor over
25yrs Certified technicians Carpets upholstery
Free estimates We accept
all maior credit cards Lee's
Carpet
Cleaning
753-5827

EVANS Odd Job Service
Lawn care landscaping,
mulching tree removal,
hauling, gutter cleaning
etc Free estimate Call
489-2617, leave message
Experienced

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special SIZOS for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high-4164y, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113

FREE WINDOWS! Stockwell Inc is offering a Winter
Special Buy 5 get 1 Absolutely FREE! Call today for
a FREE Estimate
753-6585

1984 CHEVY Silverado,
loaded, overdrive trans ,
Iwb, 58,XXX actual miles
Very nice truck. 435-4486,
after 5pm or leave
message.

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, iunk clean-up.
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867

Appraisals One

•

AUTO LOANS Wheeler
McClain Ford will arrange
financing even if you have
been turned down before
Loans available for 1st time
buyers, bad credit, repo's
or bankruptcy Call Kenny,
2 4 7 - 9 30 0
or
800-874-0256

1991 WHITE King Cab
Mazda. Automatic, air, p/s,
92,XXX miles. Super nice.
$5200 obo. 767-0599.

OWNER MUST SELL:

%yen (Regal) Crouch
(-Hefted Ammar

1996 CHEVY Beretta,
Z-26, black with tinted windows & ground effects
45,XXX miles $14,500
obo. 436-5950

1966 CHEVY short bed
factory air, 4.0 automatic
new inside & out Red
$6500 435-4209

470

0
LAND For Sale $2200 an
acre North of Murray
Won't last" 767-9435 or
759-0404

1994 PONTIAC Sunbird
LE, 2dr, red, excellent condition, 42,XXX miles
$7200 Call 489-6087

UPSCALE Yet Down
Vans
Home! The dream is real
with Contemporary w/ 1992 DODGE Caravan SE
spectacular views Nearly 65,XXX miles $7500 Cal
new brick, 2-5br, 24 baths, 753-7951
14 story located near lake
1992 FORD Aerostar,
French doors, large living
97 XXX miles, ft air, am/
room, vaulted ceilings, skyfm cassette $6800
lights, big south facing win767-0734
dows, many built-ins, recessed lighting, master 1994 CHEVROLET Lubedroom, walk-in closets, mina van, 6 passenger
formal dining room, central P/iv, pit keyless entry, o/d
h/a, ceiling fans. Garden player, black Extra sharp/
area, easy care landscap- Call 753-8809
ing . Call Barbara,
(502)753-1492. Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
*4000740.

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers wasting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

1993 MAZDA Miata Sap
red 69 xxx miles 1 owner
adult driver $10,000 obo
759 4480

APPLIANCE REPAIR
P ROFESSIONAL D EPENDABLE.
CONSTRUCTION &
502-787-9552.
REPAIR Free estimates
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Remodeling, fencing. deck
Factory trained by 3 mayor mg, roofing & electrical
manufacturers All work 489-2832
and parts warranted Ask
wooden
for Andy at The Appliance CUSTOM BUILT
fencing pole barns
decks
Works, 753-2455
sheds, Calpons Also repair
APPLIANCE REPAIR All & rebuild Excellent work
brands, Kenmore 30+ manship Affordable rates
years experience BOBBY 753-7860
HOPPER, 436-5848
CUSTOM bulldozing and
BACKHOE Service- small backhoe work, septic syslobs, driveways box blade
tems, 354 8161 after 4pm,
rottertilling snow removal
Horace Shofar
753 0834 or 759-9835
BACKHOE Service - ROY DAVID'S Cleaning SerHILL Septic system. drive- vices 'Cleaning' vinyl sidways, hauling, foundations, ing, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
etc 436-2113
parking lots, all exterior
BOB'S Plumbing Service
cleaning, acid cleaning
All work guaranteed Free available David Borders,
estimates 753-1134, Insured, Completely Mo492-8584
bile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108
BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-4316-5744
1.-1300-5413-5.216.2
LICENSED & INSURED

Free Ell:IMOLAI
21 Hr Service

thmtvo-nwsun
Tnre Spraying
Tree & Stomp
Removal

0'4.1

Tree Tramoung
Cleanup Service
Full L4ne of
Equipment
Quahn,

WATER DRAINAGE.
HAULING.

'SEPTIC TANKS
'LANDSCAPING

BACKHOE & EXCAVATIO
Brad
436-5790

Free Estimates

Jim .
436-5363

Guaranteed Auto Loans
"Financing For Every One"
* Charge Otis
Bad Credit
* Tax Liens
No Credit
* 1st Time Buyers
Bankrupt
* Medical Bills
Repossessions
* Divorced
Slow ays
WE CAN HELP!
1-800-457-4866 • Call Shawn
or
24 Hour Credit Hotline 1-800-748-8357
New or Used We've Got One For You!

*
*
*
*
*

NEED A HELPING HAND???
let

Nick's

HANDY HANDS
do the work!

Out,

de or
No Job's Too Small
Call Nick at (502) 767-0728
Murray, Kentucky

References Available

.40

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY

MuRRAY f Beh,d Bunny Brea,7.0 S940

Stan Meadows
Construction
Vinyl Siding • Roofing
Formica • Concrete Patios
• Sidewalks • Driveways
Barns • Tobacco • Stock
Barns • House Framing & Finish

492-8723

68,

MURRAY LEI:AR & TIMES

DECEMBER 3,

1997
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Services

O&M

Services*
°dared

Services
Offend

Woman pleads guilty
to death of fetus -

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning WALTERS Contracting.
Civets, Upholstery. frig) Free Estimates. Guaranestimates. 302 S 12th. teed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured. Over
753-5827.
20 years experience. RootGUTTERS West KY MCDANIEL Construction ing additions, vinyl siding,
Seamless- supplies, specializes in custom home decks, remodeling. Call
screen, cleaning & repairs, construction, planning, de- 753
-2592affordable prices Free esti- sign modifications and general
construction.
Over
mates 753-0278
WEST KY Lawn Care. Fer15yrs experience. Fully inHANDYMAN Service sured. Free Estimates Call tilizing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping.
Nick's Handy Hands AM 502-436-2766.
Trim shrubs, hauting, leaf
types of home repay &
maintenance No Job's too PAINTING & staining. In- dean-up, gutter cleaning.
terior & exterior Call For Free Estimate call
small 767-0728
753-9048, leave message.
436-2101
HARDWOOD FLOOR inrepairs,
fast
PLUMBING
stallation and finishing
WOOD VCR- repairing
Custom design Affordable service. 436-5255.
VCR's, 14prowaves. Free
753-7860
rates
ROOFING- New roofs, estimates. Authorized
LAMB Brother Home Im- tearoffs, reroofs. Free esti- dealer for 18-inch Digital
provements, remodeling, mates 437-4718.
Satellite & Dish Network.
Free into. Mon-Fn, 1-5:30.
additions, roofing, siding,
SAVE all your computer 753-0530.
tree estimates. 436-2269
information on one cd to
LAMB Brothers Moving prevent loss Only $75 Call
Contractors cross country Justin at 759-8662
550
or local Licensed & In
Foie
MainINC.
STOCKWELL
Luke Lamb
sured
Column
SysHome
FREE
tenance
502-436-5950
tems Metal Roofs, vinyl FREE 5wk old puppies.
LAWN Care. Mowing-, siding, windows CALL 753-9984.
rr iiiching. hedge trimming, NOW, 753-6585
FREE to a good home:
ferulizing. leaves_ Responsible & dependable. Call SUREWAY Tree & Stump Black & white long haired,
Removal Insured with full male house cat. Neutered
Terry Joe, 753-4679.
line of equipment Free es- & declawed. 753-3716.
trenching
LEAF RAKING
timates Day or night, PUPPIES: Swim
old. Wdl
& extras Satisfaction guar- 753-5484
hold for Christmas. Call
anteed 436-2102, ask for
Co.
Seamless
THE Gutter
759-1838.
Joseph Lamb
aluminum gutters, variety
LEAF Raking & Odd Jobs of colors. Licensed, inDependable college stu- sured. Estimate available.
dents 759-5294
759-4690.
GETTING a new computer
for Chnstmas? Need help
setting it up? Call Jusbn at
759-8662

COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — A
woman charged with killing her
fetus because she smoked crack
cocaine, the first to face a murder
charge under a landmark South
Carolina court ruling, pleaded
guilty today to involuntary
manslaughter.
TalitIla Renee Garrick, 27, was
given a three-year suspended
prison sentence. In return for her
plea, prosecutors had dropped a
charge of murder by child abuse.
Garrick had faced a maximum
of five years in prison, public defender Frank Draper said.
"By pleading guilty, she is
taking responsibility," Draper
said before the hearing. "She is
already imprisoned with those
memories and the loss of her
child for the rest of her life."
South Carolina's Supreme
Court was the first appellate
court in the nation to allow prosecutions of pregnant women
who take drugs, ruling in July
1996 that a pregnant woman
could be criminally liable for actions that endanger the health of
a viable fetus.
Garrick wa1 38 weeks pregnant
with her fourth child when she

Classified

12-Month Personalised Rill Color Photo Calendars
Bring us 12'of your favorite family photos, and we'll
print up a large 11" x17"calendar justfor you!
Now you can have a one-of-a-kind personalized calendar printed tor
you and your family to enjoy. Each photo becomes a giant 8" x 10" color
print on a large 11" x17 ready-to-hang calendar Makes a fabulous
Christmas gift that lasts all year long

called paramedics on June 6,
1995, complaining of abdominal
pain and cramps. Prosecutors said
she told paramedics and doctors
she had smoked crack an hour or
two earlier.
Doctors found her placenta had
detached and the fetus had suffocated, prosecutors said. An autopsy found metabolized cocaine in
the fetus' brain and liver, meaning it was alive when Garrick
smoked crack.
Since her arrest, Garrick has
attended drug treatment programs
and stayed free of drugs, Draper
said. She has attended parenting
classes, spoken to the public about her experience, gotten off

'1412 Nurto
CationNor
ONLY

Ltritisittlym
fils
301 Chestnut Street• Murray KY 42071
(502) 753-7117

Savor the rich taste of
USDA Certified Choice Beef

welfare and holds two jobs.
"She's made amazing efforts
to move forward since the death
of this child," Draper said.
Circuit Judge Thomas Cooper
put Ganick on three years' probation and ordered her to do 200
hours of community service
speaking to expectant mothers
and potential mothers about dangers of drug use. She also must
continue undergoing counseling
and drug testing.

-ptitch

every Friday from 4-8 p.m.

Catalp
es's'cribau5
serubw cak,r,&vie

Home Cooked Meals and
Fresh-Baked Breads, Pies
and Desserts

Hwy 121 North • Murray

Industry plans to make Internet child-friendly
SAVE UP TO $500 PER YEAR ON GAS!
WASHINGTON (AP) — As
part of its efforts to make the Internet a more kid-friendly place,
the online industry has agreed to
report activities involving child
pornography to law enforcement,
officials.
Vice President Al Gore announced the initiative here today
when he addressed a conference
on ways to make the Internet a
safer place for America's
youngsters.
He said the agreement involves
industry groups covering 95 percent of home Internet users.
Under the policy, Internet providers would remove child pornography from their own bulletin
boards and services, said Donna
Rice Hughes, a spokeswoman for
Enough is Enough, an advocacy
group trying to get child pornography off the World Wide Web.
"We have made some headway," she said.
Gore also talked about the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children's toll-free hot
line to report incidents of child
sexual exploitation online, including child pornography.
While applauding the commitments to help keep Internet smut
away from kids, Gore also challenged the online industry to
come up with ways to protect
children's privacy, shield them
from exploitative marketing and
provide them with more "safe"
places to go online.
And he announced that the
Commerce Department will hold
conferences on these issues next
year.
"There is a danger for this effort to degenerate into a discussion about how to avoid regulation. To be successful, it must be
elevated to a discussion about
how to meet the needs of
America's families," Gore said.
"Industry will never be able to
meet those needs unless it devotes the same resources and
commitment to designing parental controls that it would devote
to the design and launch of any
new product."
Kathryn Montgomery, president of the Center for Media
Education, an advocacy group
that wants to make the Internet
safer and more educational for
children, praised efforts to improve children's programming on
the Internet.
"We need to do more than
protect children from bad content: we need to ensure that there
is quality, good content," she
said.
Building on pledges made to
President Clinton in July, industry groups on Monday — the first
day of a three-day conference —
discussed how to educate parents
about anti-smut screening and
how to highlight Internet sites
that are clean enough for kids.
"I hope it works," Clinton
said Monday of the industry's efforts. "I encouraged them to do

Offer screening technology free or
at a nominal cost.

it., and I'm glad they're doing it. I
wish them well."
Gore told the industry that it
needs to make screening and
blocking tools as widely available
and as easy to use as the TV
remote.
The Center for Democracy and
Technology, a group that works
to protect computer users' civil
liberties, says all major providers
of Internet access to consumers

But a survey of 750 families
by the monthly Family PC magazine found that only 26 percent
use screening software, most of
them because it is built in to their
web browsers or offered by their
online service providers.
Just 4 percent of parents use
screening software when they

Alcohol claims fifth student
of the stairs by three friends.
There was no sign of foul play,
said Detective Richard Hudson.
The woman's blood-alcohol
concentration was more than
three times the legal limit for
driving, Hudson said.
In a public letter Monday, college President John T. Casteen
said the woman's death emphasizes the need to change a culture
that often views alcohol abuse as
a normal stage of growing up.
"We are more aware ... about
the dangers of driving and drinking, but somehow we pay less attention to the dangers of alcohol
itself," Casteen said.

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va.
(AP) — A University of Virginia
student fell down the stairs and
died, becoming the fifth Virginia
college student killed in alcoholrelated accidents in a month.
Leslie Anne Baltz, 21, of Reston fell and struck her head Saturday evening, police said. She
died at a hospital Sunday.
Her death came days after Attorney General Richard Cullen
created a statewide task force to
help curb binge drinking among
students.
Ms. Baltz, a senior honors student majoring in art history, was
found unconscious at the bottom

buy and install it on their computers, the magazine survey said.
The Supreme Court in June
struck down a law designed to
keep cyberspace's seamy side
away from children. It said the
1996 Communications Decency
Act, in attempting to protect
children from indecent material
on the Internet, improperly restricted the free-speech rights of
adults.
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RENTAL.
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
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• Call Us For Rates
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Apartments
Rental Dwellings
Coverage for
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Business Personal Property
Loss of Income
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Ask about Shelter's
HOME, LIFE, CAR, FARM,
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SHE
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Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St. • Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN
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Save up to $6.00 on a 1 year subscription by
mailing, in the coupon below (with your payment) or come by our office at 1001 Whitnell
Ave. And for your convenience
we accept Visa & MI C.
We'll even send a gift card if you wish.
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Phone
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Zip
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Shelter Insurance Coa, Home OffIcat 1R17 M. Broadway, Columbia, MO USIA
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

_vw,w4e

Ten years ago
Bob Rogers has been hired as
Director of Pupil Personnel, Student Services, and Director of
Transportation for the Murray
City School System. He fills the
vacancy created by the death of
Eli Alexander earlier this year.
Births reported include a girl to
Michele and Burce Lamb and a
boy to Tracy and Claude
McLeod, Nov. 25; a boy to Charlotte and W.F. Stevens, a girl to
Susan and Steve Cunningham,
and a girl to Sandra and Daniel
Lane, Nov. 27; a boy to Rebecca
and Dennis Joseph and a girl to
Delores and Ronnie Lane, Nov.
28.
Twenty years ago
Pictured are members of the
Carpentry Class of Murray Area
Vocational Center hosting a roof
on a special Santa Claus house on
the courtsquare in Murray. Harold Grogan teaches the class.
Quentin L. Fannin, senior biology major at Murray State University from Murray, has been
nominated for a Danforth Graduate Fellowship to pursue doctoral
studies in biological
oceanography.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Britt, Nov.
16.
Thirty years ago
The first class of the Murray
School of Practical Nursing is
underway here in Murray. The 20
students are from five western
Kentucky counties including five
from Calloway County.
Pictured are Mrs. R.D. McDa-

niel, Mrs. Alfred Taylor and Mrs.
Max Farley, officers of the Calloway County Homemakers Council. There are 1g clubs with 306
members in the county homemaker organization.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Howard, Nov.
17.
Forty years ago
Oil drilling operations have
started again after a lapse of almost four weeks on the Pearl
Cherry farm on Highway 121
North. A drill became stuck in
the bottom of the 5,268 foot-hole
which brought drilling to a halt.
Flossie Hurt, Alton Ellis and
Richard Scarborough were initiated as new members of Murray
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of
the Eastern Star.
Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Jones will be
married 50 years Dec. 8.
Fifty years ago
R.K. Kelly, county soils assistant, reported that 75,000 trees
will arrive in Murray on Dec. 4
for the first step in Calloway
County's new tree planting
program.
Ryan Milk Company announced Nov. 29 that the price of
milk has been raised one cent per
quart.
Mrs. Herbert Halpert, Mrs.
John Rowlett, Mrs. Garnett Jones
and Mrs. Seiburn White are officers of the Murray Branch of
League of Women Voters.
Pottertown Homemakers Club
met at the home of Mrs. J.A.
Outland. Mrs. Roy Boatwright
presented a lesson on "Patterns."

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 3, the 337th day of 1997. There are 28
days left in the yettr.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Dec. 3, 1947, the Tennessee Williams play "A
Streetcar Named Desire" opened on Broadway, starring Jessica Tandy
as Blanche DuBois, Marlon Brando as Stanley Kowalski and Kim
Hunter as Stella Kowalski.
On this date:
In 1818, Illinois was admitted as the 21st state.
In 1828, Andrew Jackson was elected president of the United
States.
In 1894, author Robert Louis Stevenson died in Samoa.
In 1948, the "Pumpkin Papers" came to light. The House UnAmerican Activities Committee announced that former Communist
spy Whittaker Chambers had produced microfilm of secret documents
hidden inside a pumpkin on his Maryland farm.
In 1967, surgeons in Cape Town, South Africa, led by Dr. Christiaan Barnard, performed the first human heart transplant. Louis Washkansky lived 18 days with the new heart.
In 1991, radicals in Lebanon released American hostage Alann
Steen, who had been held captive nearly five years.
Ten years ago: Four days before his summit with Soviet leader
Mikhail S. Gorbachev to sign a treaty banning intermediate-range nuclear missiles, President Reagan said in an interview with television
network anchormen that there was a reasonably good chance of progress toward a treaty on long-range weapons.
Fie years ago: The U.N. Security Council unanimously approved a
U.S.-led military mission to help starving Somalia. The Greek tanker
Aegean Sea spilled 21.5 million gallons of crude oil when it ran
aground at La Coruna, Spain.
One year ago: Four people were killed in a subway bombing in
southern Paris. The Justice Department barred 16 Japanese army veterans suspected of World War II atrocities from entering the United
States. A judge in Hawaii ruled that the state had to issue marriage
licenses to same-sex couples, prompting an appeal.
Today's Birthdays: Country singer Ferlin Husky is 72. Singer Andy
Williams is 70. Movie director Jean-Luc Godard is 67. Singer Jaye P.
Morgan is 66. Actress Mary Alice is 56. Rock singer Ozzy Osbourrie
is 49. Actress Daryl Hannah is 37. Actor Brendan Fraser ("George of
the Jungle") is 29. Actor Royale Watkins ("Built to Last") is 28.
Actress Lauren Roman ("All My Children") is 22. Actress Anna.
Chlumsky ("My Girl") is 17.

DAILY COMICS

DEAR ABBY

DEAR ABBY: I waa appalled at
the arrligance of the teacher who
recently wrote, "I have never.met a
parent who can give his/her children the quality of education I can
offer." Does she really believe she
can adequately assess my child's
needs and give my child a better
education in a class filled with 25
other students than I can give on a
one-to-one basis?
The National Home Education
Institute has recently released data
that indicate home-educated students typically score in the 85th
percentile on standardized tests.
These results are achieved by students whose parents are often
not certified teachers and who
have spent, on average, $546 per
child per year to educate them.
The county in which I live recently
reported spending $4,791 per student per year and cannot boast
equivalent standardized test scores.
I have been a home-school
mom for five years and have seen
remarkable results in the homeschool community. A recent example: a young man who achieved a
perfect score on his SATs and was
eagerly accepted into the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
PATRICIA A. BERNHAUSEN,
RICHMOND,VA.

for parents to teach their children
at home. Obviously, when children
graduate and can't read, the system
has failed. Home-schooling a child
is about more than hoping the child
receives a good education. It's about
safety, instilling the basics of reading, writing and arithmetic, and
as a Christian, teaching biblical values.
One reason we don't send our
children to school is because of
the retired teacher in Florida. His
values are not our values. He
writes,"Parents should examine the
teaching materials ... to make sure
they are compatible with their own
beliefs." Abby, we are familiar with
the material. We know what our
beliefs are, and we intend to pass
them on to our children, who are
well-behaved, courteous, intelligent
and interact well with others.
Parents who make the enormous
sacrifice to teach their children at
home can offer them an education
that will far surpass any they could
receive in a public school. Homeschooling is not for everyone, but if
you're concerned with the education
your child is receiving, then it's
something to consider.
MELISA SFIREVE,
QUINLAN,TEXAS

DEAR PATRICIA: In recent
months I have published letters
from home-schooled children
and educators. Your letter is
one of a tidal wave of articulate letters from parents rising
to defend home-schooling.
Read on:

DEAR ABBY: Unbiased
research by such respected institutions as Harvard and the University of Michigan to evaluate the
results of home-schooling indicates
that home-taught students fare better than their public education
peers. Reader's Digest reported
these findings in an article published several years ago.
While I don't believe that all parents would do an adequate job of
educating their own children, many
can. And the vast majority of homeschooling parents are proving it. It
makes me wonder what those who
are condemning us are afraid of.
RHONDA RANDALL,
CINCINNATI

**

DEAR ABBY: If every teacher
could give the "quality education"
the one teacher in California claims
to give, there might not be a need
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South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
+ A 75
•Q8
•K QJ 9
+8742
WEST
EAST
* J 96 2
•Q 10 8 4
IF A J 7 6
K9532
+74
•6
+953
4 Q J 10
SOUTH
# K3
gr 104
• A 10 8 5 3 2
4A K 6
The bidding:
South West
North East
1*
Pass
3•
Pass
4•
Pass
5•
Opening lead — two of spades.

ace and another heart, in which
case South would have had to lose
a club trick eventually and go down
one. But West, not having X-ray
eyes, made the normal lead of a
spade.
Even with this lead, South saw
he had no hope of making the hand
by regular means. So, to give the
defense a chance to go wrong, he
played a low spade from dummy
and, when East put on the queen,
he let him win it!
East found it difficult at this
point to lead a heart, which was
the only play he could now make to
defeat the contract. Instead, he
returned the queen of clubs.
Given a life,South won the club
with the ace, drew two rounds of
trumps, then cashed the king of
spades and king of clubs. After
entering dummy with a trump, he
Even a well-oiled partnership is discarded a club on the ace ofspades
bound to wind up occasionally in a and ruffed a club.
contract they haven't got a chance
When the clubs turned out to be
to make.
divided 3-3,declarer was home. He
However, impossible contracts crossed to dummy with a trump
can sometimes be salvaged by giv- and discarded a heart on dummy's
ing the opponents the opportunity eight of clubs. The only tricks he
to make a mistake, and such tac- lost were a spade and a heart.
tics may well succeed if the setting
Note that South's duck of the
is right. Take this case where de- spade at trick one had everything
clarer made five diamonds, even to gain and nothing to lose. Even if
though, looking at all four hands, the defense had cashed two heart
you might wonder how this could tricks at that point, the opening
happen.
play would not have cost a thing
Of course, West could have de- since the club loser could later be
feated the contract by leading the discarded on the ace of spades.
Tomorrow: You have to pay close attention.
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DEAR RHONDA: Approximately 1.23 million American
children are being taught at
home. Several home-schooling
parents mailed me an interesting study provided by the Home
School Legal Defense Association, titled "Home Education
Across the United States." Its
research represents the largest
and most comprehensive study
on home-schooling ever done —
data collected on 5,402 students
during the 1994-95 and 1995-96
academic years.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What are the
advantages of ginkgo biloba9 Is there
any harm in taking it?
DEAR READER: This is the second
in my series on herbal remedies.
Many readers have expressed interest in ginkgo, based on glowing testimonials by purveyors of health foods.
Ginkgo biloba is about 200 million
years old. It is considered to be the
oldest living plant species, and its
extract is the most commonly prescribed plant i•rnedy in the world.
Ginkgo increases blood flow through
the brain, leading to increased uptake
of oxygen by nerve cells. More important, the product extends the ability of
brain cells to withstand periods of oxygen deprivation. This makes it useful
in treating strokes. It also acts as an
anti-coagulant.
Consequently, it's not surprising
that ginkgo has been widely used in
Europe for dementia, vertigo, tinnitus
(ringing in the ears), Alzheimer's disease and strokes. Healthy people
given ginkgo often experience an
improvement in cognitive thinking,
memory performance and learning
capacity.
Side effects include occasional
intestinal upset, headaches and allergic reactions.
The usual dose is 120 to 240 milligrams of native dry extract two or
three times a day for up to three
months.
As with other unregulated herbal
remedies, potency varies from batch
to batch and there is no federal supervision of ginkgo extraction or manufacture. Therefore, consumers are
encouraged to buy ginkgo only from
reputable sources. More U.S. studies
are desperately needed to prove
whether ginkgo biloba could play a
valuable role, as a traditional medicine, in treating a wide variety of nervous system ancfor circulatory disorders.(Next time. St John's wort.)
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Fads 11 Herbs and Healing
Fads." Other readers who would like a
copy should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Following a strep
throat several years ago, I developed
what my doctor called a "geographic
tongue "What can I do about this?
DEAR READER: For unknown reasons, some people occasionally develop this harmless condition, which is
marked by an irregular pattern on the
tongue's surface Areas of painless,
denuded tissue interspersed with normal tissue, resembling a map No
treatment is necessary; the affliction
is not associated with any health prob_
lem
1597 NEWSPAPER F.NTFRPRJSE ASSN
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Kaczynski cabin to be shipped to lawyers
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP)
-- The dark, cramped cabin
where Theodore Kaczynski allegedly built his bombs has been
turned over to defense lawyers
who call it their key piece of
evidence.
The entire cabin was to leave
by truck today from Malmstrom
Air Force Base in Montana,
where it was stored after the Unabomber suspect's arrest, officials
said.
Base officials could not say
when it would arrive in Sac-

ramento, where jury selection
was to continue today for the
math professor-turned-hermit
charged in four bombings that
killed two men and injured two
more.
Kaczynski, 55, built the cabin
outside Lincoln, Mont., in the
early 1970s. FBI agents raided
the 10-fpot-by-12-foot shack in
April 1996. They found a treasure
trove of evidence allegedly linking him to Unabomber bombings
that killed three people and injured 29 between 197ii and 1995.

But it is defense lawyers, not
the prosecution, who want jurors
to see the cabin as part of their
effort to show that Kaczynski
suffers from mental illness.
"You really cannot understand
this guy's life unless you can get
in that cabin," lead defense attorney Quin Denvir has said.
Fifty-four juror prospects were
in the pool as of Monday. Final
challenges to a pool of 64 prospects will whittle that number
down to 12 jurors and six
alternates.
One jury candidate underlined
the heavy burden the defense will
face.
"In the media, the Unabomber
and Ted Kaczynski are considered one and the same," the
young mother of three said. She
added: "I think that's unfair" —
but acknowledged she, too, suspected the same.
The defense appears less concerned with Kaczynski's conviction, however, than with saving
his life in the penalty phase.
The defense offered its most
intense probing yet as it cleared
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courtroom observers. Near the
end, she asked if he would
change his position if the cnme
was so horrible — the intentional
murder of a child, for instance —
and that there was a chance the

criminal could be released again.
The man paused for a long
time before speaking.
"I might find in these circumstances — I might have to do
that," he finally said.

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

actions are exciting yet flowing.
Authority figures aren't predictable
at this point, and you might not
want them to be. After all, isn't it
more fun this way? Tonight: Take
your bows.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Reach out for another.
Talks are enlightening and could be
downright surprising. You get what
you want, mainly because of your
endurance and determination. Don't
fight a reversal of course. An associate appeals to your mind and higher
self. Tonight: Buy an exotic present.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday,
Dec. 4, 1997:
You are more expressive and chatty
than in previous years. Others like
your friendly and affable ways. You
make a strong impression because
you are willing to explain yourself;
generally,you actfirst, then explain!
You might not feel as creative as you
have in the past, but it is a good year
to generate what you want. If you
are single, romance flows because of
your new social skills. By late winter, you will be ready to snuggle in.
If attached, there is much conversation. There is a positive domestic ***** Partnership, patience and
change in 1998. AQUARIUS is fun to working with a difficult boss all pay
off. You see what nurturing can probe with.
duce. There are feelings of trust beThe Stars Show the Kind of Day tween you and another. You might
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; need to do what is politically correct,
which looks like a long night of work.
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
Tonight: Count on a late dinner!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
* COUNTRY HAMS *
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*****
Others take action that
***** Aim for what you want.
HOME CURED by David Riley
You are full of energy and zip. The surprises you. Consider what is best
Authentically salt-cured & hickory smoked the
unexpected occurs, and you can run for you; look to the future. You come
old fashioned way for full-bodied, yet mellow
with it. A solid course of action is up with unusual ideas. A relationadvised. Using discretion and knowl- ship could benefit from your humor
flavor, because it's aged almost a full year!
edge
pays off. A friend rings your and flexibility. Be open to another's
Place Holiday Orders Now!
chimes, and you respond. Tonight: offerings. Tonight: Go along for the
Toll Free 1-888-780-8270
ride, but buckle your seat belt!
Be with buddies.
VIRGO
Local (502) 759-6128
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
UPS Shipping
**** Accept the limelight, and **** Get work done, and make
P.O. Box 724, Murray, KY 42071
know that you are in a situation in time to exercise. Good eating and
which you can make changes. Inter- health habits help you deal with
stress,and will add to your feeling of
well-being. One-to-one relating in
business matters proves successful.
Roll with changes from a high-energy boss. Tonight: Shop.
Owned & Operated by: Opal Hart
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Bel-Ak Shopping CU. • 753-2310
***** Speak your mind, and a
Store Howe:
loved one will respond. You are more
Mon.-Sat. 9-6 • Sun. 12-5
in sync than you have been as a
couple. Trust your creativity and
loving nature. You create movement
and change where you couldn't before. Let more fun in your life. Tonight: Get into the holiday mood.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Go within for answers. Explore a home office, or involve your
family more with your work. Understanding is important with people in
your personal life. Security comes in
We,
many forms. Establish stronger fi•With mad
certrhcate Available in most areas of the U S
See store for detaols Oudet stores excluded December 5 E. 6 only
nancial and emotional bond.Tonight:
Put your feet up.
Anik
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You tend to express yourselfthrough your actions; others see
you as impulsive.You are more likely
to express what is on your mind and
where you are heading. Others are
stunned and delighted by your renderings. Let go of obstacles to cre-

op
If-

CRAFTSMAN

through an anti-abortion activist
who opposes the death penalty.
In a legal contradiction, Kaczynski lawyer Judy Clarke must
try to change the positions of
those jury prospects who insist
they can't decree death for her
client. Jurors must be willing to
at least consider the death penalty, or they are excluded from
the case.
"The great irony is she has to
take the people with the strongest
conviction against putting this
man to death and try to pull them
the other way," said Laurie
Levenson, associate dean of Loyola University Law School in Los
Angeles.
"But she hopes they will later
spring back like rubber bands,"
Levenson said. "What she has to
do is a temporary conversion."
The challenge Monday was a
white-bearded man who said he
had searched his soul and didn't
believe he could sign a verdict of
death.
Clarke then began a slow,
methodical line of questions
which have become familiar to

MURRAY

SEARS

liver

on all home appliances over '399,

your choice
A 7 ix stubby wrench set. 44-- 6 2-ga4 wet/ft vac with car nozzle. 177
C 6-volt, 3/8-11 conilest drill. 11171

$398
Exceptional Value

A. 18 Cu ft refrigerator
with gallon storage on
the door 67800

119"

Mule puantrtes :ast Was 11999

CIOSIaeatti
B.9 Cu ft microwave with
turntable 850 watts. 66206'i
yOur

choice

HP rriuter wt.
17575
B. 3f4- in stroke sat).-_ saw.with case 17,.
C 5000-RPM r.'f,:..itar saw With case.
7

Plus,'SO installation
rebate on all
built-in appliances
over 5399"

399"
Wn.le quantibes iast Was 47999

CIOS4.010t,
C. Super

Capacity P1,,5 washer

26722

34999

Through December 24 Reg 39999

44999

in dishwasher:

Savo $50

010,01111110, Odle in other appliances
Colors, connectors extra Gas model

D. Super Capacity Plus dryer,

dryers priced ruiner

Through December 11

capacty

Plus $50 robatoltt

66722

3-level Ultra Wash ." is America's best
Cleaning dishwashing system! With
QuietGuard ." sound insulation.
15831/513 White, Black or Almond

ZERO%

your choice
A./6-gal. wet/dry vac witti
••„,..inotor 17/79 ,
D

12

r- rf

Panasonic
-1,01 7- ,i'.

19999

Sears low puce

Hi fi stereo VCR has VCR.- programming
multi brand remote with Seats exclusive
jog & shuttle control. 55317(Mb SPV7455S)

t Manufacturer's mail in rebate through December 11
••Wrth mall-in certtfocate
Sears protessanal installabon oniy
FLORIDA CONTRACTOR CGC053525

finance charge until July '98 on
SONY products over'
499*

BORN TODAY
Actor-producer Max BaerJr.(1937),
actor Jeff Bridges (1949), actress
Deanna Durbin (1921)

'Through December 6 See below for omportant 0% finance charge cleta,Is
Outlet stores excluded

SONY*

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

49999

BILLS

Sears low or,re

91i
,2
I
sp.,...........
io..In. 3-HP mite,saw htis.iltiOnlylerking
tePle. electric blade trgIte,-oass,_r hew,
and more 13522
4...

27 In TV has Trinitron picture tube.
•,,x surround sound, comb filter and
remote 43676(14h ielcV27S72)

PHILIPS MAGNAVOX

34999

Through December 6
Res 19999

Savo $50
Dolby' ProLogic

45 watt

4

home theater

stereo system

79

ativity. Tonight: Flirt!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Intuition can play a big role
in your choices. You are right on,
especially with money. Risk only as
much as you can afford when indulging in any gambling. You are building strength,not undermining yourself. Tonight: Flip through catalogs
for gift ideas.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your decisions direct you
toward what you want with unusual
success. A discussion is tough but
worthwhile. News you hear doesn't
have you jumping for joy but has a
positive tone to it for the future. Let
your personality shine through. Tonight: You are everyone's pal.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You need to work through a
professional matter. You might not
feel comfortable v. ith a money issue,
though it might not be changeable.
Take time alone to get yourself centered. Good choices are made in this
atmosphere.Catch up on paperwork.
Tonight: Go to bed early.

BILLS

99

PLUS, SAVE 50%

Sears low puce

on all Sony TV stands
for TVs 27-in or larger

32-in TV has Trinitron picture tube.
matrix surround sound. comb filter and
noversal remote 45846 (Mfr 0KV32S22)

BILLS
CONSOLIDATE

AA•11AARAI

2p998

Sale prices good December 4 through December 6

ord-ctuetily
and 8-cinambr or,

YOU CAN COUNT ON SEARS FOR SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY
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Whirlpool

Kenmore

ncn

•

* 14 1

$10,000 - $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052
Homeowners Only

\ U 10\‘11111.
,

FlIFRIGIDAIRE

"The tstore yon know
is now dose to home"

Hours 7am Opm
Los,,. Shown
Rased on II 09.4 70 r
T
12 39% APR
ORE LC 801710973
(A00510

